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Although by its very, name the joint- co ell on Ec = 9lnic Education is
obviously committed to ,improving the teachin of economic it has developed
this Economics-Political Science Series as a contribution to4the teaching -of the
broad social studies field. We beljeve that each publication will enable teachers to
achieve multiple purposes which rank high among the goals for the social studies,-.
and the production procedure for the.series demonstrate& effective-steps and use
of personnel to develop social studies' instructional materials.

The series is an outgrowth of the Economics-PolitiCal Science Project which
was undertaken in 1973. The project clarne into being from a recionition that most
social, issues were becoming increasingly cemplex and multidimensional and yet
social studies teachers were generally unprepared-to handle the teaching of sueh
issues. As a-result, students were not being prepared to UnderStand and act tipon
ctrucial matt ether through default or ineptitude on the part of their teachers.
The J. M. Foution lead a strong,coMmitment for many years to improve the
quality of our nation's citizenship education and it provided the JCEE with the
initial grant to launch the EconomicS-Politictil Science Project.

The core of JCEE strategy was to draw heavily from the experiences and
judgments of outstanding social studies teachers in diagnosing what needed to be
done and how to do it The major progratn recommended to lay a foundation for
the project was to conduct a national workshop in which strategic social studies
teachers could be prepared to -teach complex, multidimensional social issues
effectively. With this experience as a beginning, it was anticipated that compara-
ble training programs could be provided within states for other teachers. Further-
more, the experiencl of the national workshop could'be used to establish basis
for developing materials for teaching the social issues.

As a preliminary step, pilot programS were held for social studies teachers in
North Carolina and Oregon to gain experience and advice regarding the purposes.,
personnel, content, materials and procedures for the national workshop. Among
the key recommendations which emerged were :.,the -allowirig:- (I) tiarticiPants
should include- outstanding high school teachers with backgrounds in economics
and political science; (2) the workshop should 'focus on the analysiS Of major social
issues that involve economics and political science; (3) the workshop should focus
also on the techniques and resources forleaching the social issues selected; (4) the
staff should include personnel capable of providing the essentials of economics
and political science, an analysis of the social issues drawing upon and interrelat-
ing the pertinent economics and political science, and leadership in demonstrating



and_ developing teacing techniques and materials; and -(A. 'thethe entre workShop
slibuld be:coriduCted; in an exemplary manner so as to serve as a Model for
ivorktimpS.,to be held in the future ,with* tates and school districts.

The National Economies-Politic: e, Project' Workshop was conduCted
.

--', during the simmer of 1974 at liege, using the adjacent city of
Philadelphia- as a, resource for relating the social,- issues being
analyzed. ding were ream, of social studies techers_froth 36
states who- ha been. selected ffiliated Councils' on Economic.
Education, 1 s

'ee

states: E- Workshop /reflected that the
_, . ..

ved:trea 've
During the f011owing year mini- ealing with social issues were

conciucted for social 4tudies teechers,1 its of the nation. These programs
were patterned aft the national wo ndrmade use of teachers and
mattetittlstiom that Workshoe. Fund for ional workshop and the regional
pro1ris,wereprovided by the J. M. Found i '-, Exxon Corporation (USA), and

illyWoundatiOn.- 4 '
was-at this stage that the EconornicsWolitical Science Project turned to the

productidn of teaching materials. Wifh co nuing grants from the J. M. Found.a.,-
, .

tion and Exxon Corporation (LISA) :the Employed four writing teams
develop resource units for teaeltirtt maj lies. The resource units were to

, be designed to teach the so.60-i4-stres an 1 y, ,integrating economics and--
pdlitical science 4 the process; ap were to provide e-diverse examples and .
suggestions- of units, .metli017, rin resouf for classroom use. In order to
achieve these aiThs, each team, isted of °mist,- political scientist, two, .
social studies teachers, and a'soc'ial Itudtes cu urn. speCialist. Team members
had demonstra --cl their abilities in various phases-ofthe Economics- Political

4_

Icience ,Project ' ,

The writing eains were Convened by the JCEE for an intensive planning
seminar- in Augusta 1975 and drawing upon the experiences and output:of the'
national and regional workshops, they cfev.eloped the focus, format,. and proce-
dures for the Economics-Political Science Series: .1-'

,

It was agreed that resource guides,na were to be developed for analyzing the
folloWing: Health' Care Policy; Taxation Policy; Econcimic Stabilization Policy;
Government Regulation: Environmental Policy: lici.using Policy; and Crime
Control and Prevention Policy'. .. ..

Each resource guide was to contain the following elements: (1)ia delineation of
the Core concepts of economics and political scienceand their interrelationships;
(2) a Topic Overview providing ,background information for teachers and an
in-depth 'economic-political science, analysis. of the problem area on which the
guide focuses; (3) a statement of the rationale and significance of the problem
area, emphasizing its present and potential place in the lives of'students; (4) an
idtification of the objectives and outcomes from study of the problem area; (5)
diversexamples of classroom activities.. each designed to achieve one or more of

. the oti:ectives:' ,/:,--

Another major decision reached- at that time was that there gitianld be extensive
exchange, review and testinethroUghout the developmental pi-ocess. All -the

economists and political-scientists ould react to each other's analyses and they
would also receive reactions' an_ -uWggestions groin the high school social studies
teachers: The economists and p itical scientists would review the content of the
methodology prepared by the igh school teachers and the teacher's would
exchange tOeir materials among themselves. Beyond all of this and of crucial
importance, it was agreed that the resource guides sho(ild be field-tested extent
sively in classroornsIthroughout the nation=

All of these procedyres have been .followed and now the Economics-Political
Scienc

v.

e SerieS is available. We Believe the series is unique not only in the separate
features it embodies but more so in its composite emphases and-contributions: (-I)
a focus upon social issues of major interest 'and consequences to students; (2) an
emphasis upon the teaching and learning ,1)f analytical skills; (3) the development
of an understanding of the fundamentals of economics and political science, the
interrelationship between them, ancfre application of both disciplines in analyz-
ing and acting upon social issues; (4) he use of diverse, proven teaching strategies
and resources that aim clearly at achieving significant, measurable outcomes.

f
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Another quality of uniqueness that can butedto this series is the range of

1

people who have. ben involved in a .el king relationship.: college profes-
sors_and high se teacheteeeon p 1 101 scientists, specialists in
academic discip es and spedialigts i dology ; teachers from school ; sys-
tems.of Varied s es, locations, and student populations. We believe all ofthis
proved to bereffective and hodes' well for . the development of social studies

do
materials Is in the future. .,

Each publiCation of the series identifies the people who have contribtted to its
.

completion and we extend ofur aPpreciation to them: for, their dedication and
-competence. Oh ifeltalftif-myselfotid tht-Joint-Couptil-orrEeortomitEducation, I
.extend a special message of appreciation.and commendation ,to Ms. June Gilliard

Ileof the JCEE staff for the.rnost praiseworthy ways in which s has coordinated the
developinent 4nd production of the Economics-political S bee Series. he..- is

recoOzed tilbepne of the nation's distinguished social studies educators and ,her
role this projeP,should provide her with additional distinction. Throughotit the
p oject valuable assistance has also been provided by ihe following memberS of

JCEE staff: De. George Dawson; Anthony .F. ga: and S. Stowell Symmesi
Although the support of the J M Poundatiop an Exxon Corporation RJSAJ.

lids been mentioned previously, we t&Ilinowledge again our gratitude for having
been provided, the means to carry out the -prOjeet and produce this series.

Of course, the Economics-Political Science Project which led to this series is
not completed nor is it ever likely to be. Now will come further use, adaptatioi
modification, and improvement:Social issues are dynamic 'and there will be need'
for different resource guides in the years to come. We encourage such ferment and
shall welcome suggestions that will enable us to join you in doing what is needed
to improve the teaching of the social studies.

Dr. George L. Fersh
Director
Economics-Political Scienc



nizatidn and Uses

Prefa e
,Unit Resource Material

Poll decisiOnt affect ev yone. Consequently it is i an that student§
acquire the 14mMedge and skills ecessary for -understa ing the. rn4-jor policy

.

questiohs facing our society an0 (f. participating-effeitively in the professes of
public debate and public decisio,p4naking

Analyzing Government Rego Aloft: A Resource Guide is the second in a series
of resource guides focusing ©n conomic-political analysis of contemporary public
policies and issues. Th topics or this and other units in the series were selected
not oniytecause of i ,ir curren relevance, but also in the belief that these issues
will continue to be the focus of public debate for some time to come.
( In developing the Economics Political Science (EPS) resource guides every,
effort w,iis made to make the material as widely useful as possible. Material
contained in individual guides was designed to be used-by high school teachers
with instructional re,sponsibilities for Economics, Government, UnitedStates
HistOry, Problefils of Democracy, pr other social studies courses dealing-with
contemporary social issues.

The resource guide Vn Bove
eacheach designed to serve

ent regalation consists or four major compo-
lc curricular or instruct4 I purposes. The

4 "introdutionprovide-s a gene lanation of the "conge'ptual, ramework used
throughout the series for analysis of POlicy problems and issues. tiopefully, it 41s°
rovides a model that teachers May use for .extending,the study of government
gulation or for developing additional units dealing with _economic. political

analysis of.other, areas of miblic debate and conc'f-n.
T surpost of t e topic overvieli1-is twofold. First, it provides the teacher with

back and iiqfor ation on economic and political issues involved in the forma-
tion f a nat,ipina policy4Or regulation of the economy. Secondly, it serves as a
concrete example of how, tffe conceptual framewetkIlescribed in the introduction
is applied for economic.political analysi4.$)f policy issues. ) ,i i,

The itatit rationale and objectives and7Ustkuctional activities deal 'specif/cally
with instructional questioniperuaning to the whv, what and how of teapiiis about
the unittopic y

The first five instrufctional activities are designed to introduce the stu utpthe ,
t

complexities of the interactions of local, state and national government) _ages -`,\\?
se, studs thite focus on environmeptal problems; T ey cliff& Mairtily in the ,

4es:economic cnterprises. and individnal citizens. The first thred activities are

frame of reference tl'om which the environmental !fir blem 's viewed. It' is
sug ested that only one of the cases be used as an intro(' ctory ac t 'qr.' The other

vi



ease studies might,belpsed later to assess student understanding of the major
concepts involved. The imated film, Citizen Harold, addresses the problems of
citizen apathy and iMpotence(and would be equally appropriale/at_ a later stage.
-Pre" apli "post" showings of the,,film might be used as the basis for assessing
changes in student attitudes. The Consumer Reifess siinylation quickly acquaints
students with the variety-of private and governmental agencies and the diversity of
goVernment regulations applicAble to the problemsthatsodsurners encounter in
he marketplace. It, too, cart be!used early and late in the unit to measure gains in

understlinding and competence.
W-hosiused -irf their-entirety and-in-the-se4ence-suggested,-the-instructional
tiviqs 'comprise approximately three weeks of study. It is. not anticipated,

however, that every teacher will wish tO use the materials in tWsmanner. For this
reason most of,the activities are designed so they shay be used singly or in various
combinations, depending upon the amount of time one wishes to devote to the
topic and the needs of the particular student group for whom instruction is, to be
proviefed% To assist teachers in determining which activity-Or_combination of
activities is more appropriate for his or her studerits, each instructional activity
has been keyed to the unit objective or objectives it is designed to achieve.

Materials recommended for transparencies or student readings have been
repidduced in the back of- he publication for ease Of duplication.

We wish to express- our appreciation to, the writing team that prepared the
.material for this, our second unit in the EPS Series. To Antony F. Suglieforhis
services as team coordinator we owe a special debt of gratitude. We are also
grateful to the following teachers for theip review and classroom trial, of the
material in its experimental form:. John E. Gardner, Jeanne M.-Kish, John Lane

'and, Sonia. Sasarok, Cleveland Public Sethools, Cleveland, Ohio;' Mary Lynn
Johnson, Chris Lay and Patricia L. Martin. , Spring Branch Independent School
Disttictc-Houston, Texas. We round their vice extremely helpful, and to the
extent,Jppssible, thek suggestions have een incorporated in the published
'material.

1
June V. Gilliard
EPS Project-Cemjdinator and
Associate, School Services Progrc
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La fence E. Learner and faul A. Smith

A central purpose of this series is to help students in-s
learning to view society and its problems from both
economic and political perspectives. This can: best be-
done through study of specific questions, each of
which offers an economic and political analysis of a
distinct social problem.

Economics and political science are complex Intel
lectual -disciplines," each having an extensive body
of theory and methodology. As such their applications
in the diverse areas.of- policy. decision-making may
leave the teacher searching for certain -essentials"'
certain core ideaswith which to explain matters to
the student. Such essentials can be found in a modest
number of..basic concepts that mark each discipline.
These are presented in separate statements below,
followed by a brief discussion of hoconcepts may be
combined to provide an integrated approach' to the

. teaching of economics and political science,.

1. An economies Framework for
Analysis of Policy Issues'

It is useful to think of the concepts pat. form the
basis for economic understanding in terms of'several
broad -concept clystersc The diagram provided in
Figure 1 (page 2) illustrites how these clusters and -
various subelustrs are combined to form a schematic
-framework for economics curricula and instruction.

Every economy, however it may he organized, faces
the fundamental problem that economic resources
(natural resources, human resources, capital ,goods)
are limited relative to the practically unlimited wants

'Adapted from the January 1977 unpublished report prepared by W.
Lee pansen. Chairman- Framework Committee for the Joint Coult-
cil oh Economic Edo on Master Cu'rriculum Project.

of people irr the economy. How people allocate these
resources among many competing human wants varies
greatly among different economic systems. One broad
class of systems solves this complex problem ISrgely
by reliance on tradition (e.g., some -underdeveloptd-
economies), another one by= "command- (e.g., the
centralized economies like China and the .R.),
and a third class by a decentralizW market mechanism
(e.g., the U.S. and most Western European nations).
In reality, most economies are mixed in their use of the
three approaches and in the( economic institutions they
have 'developed; and the approaches and institutions
change with the passage of time. We focus primarily
on the American economic system, but it is important
to recognih that other systems face the same central
economic problem ofscarcity, altholigh they deal with
it differently.

When examining any economic system it is helpful
to look both at its parts (microeconomics) and the
whole (macroeconomics).\\In microeconomics inde-
pendent.elements can 6e explored such as 0,7hat pfod-'
ucts are produced, how much 'a firm prodko, how
much income a family earns, or why corn -priCes are
what they are. But some problems-require an analysis
of the economy as a whole and thus proceed from a
macro perspective. Here economists examine aggre-
gates such as general price levels, gross national
products. employment levels, and 'other phenomena
from a total economy perspective.

In our largely private enterprise economy (leaving
government aside for a moment) cOrhpetitive market
pikes are the dominant mechanism used to allocate
scarce resources. Perfect competition rarely exists in
the real world, but the competitive market provides us
with a mode i of how markets -should" work when no
individual is big enough part of the total market to
have any personal influence on -marlset price.

o



FIGURE 7
Framework for Analysis of Economic Policies `and Issues

Systematic Alysis of economic policies requires;

fr Issues Penning to
------
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Action
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Distribution of
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NOWLEI E & APPLICATION OF BASIC ECONOMIC CONCE

The Economic Problem

which arises front scarcity and the need for choice, and necssitates fhe development of

Economic Systems

or resolving problems and issues dealing with what to produce, how to zoduce, how
much to produce, and how to distribute the fruits of production.

Microeconomics: Resource Allocation,
Income Distribution. etc.

and Masroeconomits: Economic
Stability and Growth, etc..

KNOWLEI)GE OF ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS I
which provides the factual and behavioral background needed to apply economic concepts

A

EVAI ATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIONS AND POLICIES

'Question

fi

which necessitates distinguishing between

act or Fred-talon and Questions of Judgment or Value

applying

_easurement Concepts

for assessing economic performance:

identifying

Goals/Values

to.be used as criteria or evaluating policy alternatives

dud

weighing policy choicek terrns -of

Trade-offs Among Goals

2
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Busirasses, in striving to make profits, try to pro- .

duce' at the lowest possible cost those goods and
services that consumers are willing and able to buy, In
some cases ,they also seek to influence consufner
demands through advertising and oilier selling as-
tivities. Producers, in trying to mai4mize-profi1s. draw
productive resources (such as labor, -land and machin-
er,y) into those enterprises where they will contribute
most t meeting consumer demands. While -doing so,

One major set the Nati.ir role of
private market'. forces and col live governmental
actions. On these issues' we are interested in knowing
"what h'appens,- or what is likely to happen, in
response to-a change in thedemand for, supply of, and
resulting-price of individual goodsdind services., To
changes in the Supply and Oman for, labor and`
capital? To neW. dotteltmrientS-in technology?' These

fur a description of how the total
busOesses pay out incoines to workers, landowners,
and other suppliers of prOductive services who are also
trying-,to makjrnize thelEeconomic returns by .getting
the'bw p9ssible value or price for what they have to
offer. 1PIrese ixteOmes, in turn, make it possible.for
income-rtceito bid for goods they want. Thus
markets, in which prices rise and fall in response Co'
changinh demands anti supplies, provide the
mechanism which links together consumers and busi-
nesses, each seeking to make-the best of their position
and abilities, yet each dependent n`pon the other. In
economics, this is described as a circular flow model of
the economic system. Individuals and businesses who
save part of their income and make these savings
available for investment in new productive facilities or
in human beings increase society's capacity to ptioduce
in future years As a result anothe\circular flow eXists..
'connecting those havAng funds to invest and thiise
seeking investment of funds.

Individual freedom of cho&e is centritl to ?he way
the largely decentralized. market-directed American
economy de roes its goals and allocates its
resources. B these individual freedocon-
sumer, wage-e ner_inve:itor and brisinessperson, are
limited by I and by social institutions for the
protection- the individual and society. Thus. markete
and prices, reflecting shifting demand and supply
conditions, are the main regulattYrniof the allocation of
scarce resources in the production of the most desired
goods and services: but governments, unions. trade'
associations and other institutions help to set and
enforce the rules under which competition takes place,
and sometimes participate actively in the processes of

.
production and distribution.

There are two general types of queries fundamental
to understanding policy issues. One concerns Lilies-
bons of- fact or prediction: What is known about
economic behavior? Or, iliwe undertake some ;ICU(
what will he the predicted effects? The other type
concerns questions of judgment or values: What (night
to he done to alter economic behavior:? Should we
undertake a particular policy or not, given that various
people and groups may he differently affeetA.' The
failure to-distinguish between questions of why,- is and
what ought to he is the pause of endless confusion and

lead to inappropriate policy analysis_
As we sort through the vast array of questiOns and

1----aescominwat us from newspapers. television,
cnmpaigns, and our involvement in economic life.

we find that most of them can be grouped into the
following three broad categories'

ecOnomic sy e.m or its parts haaVe-brider con-ditions-
of free'cornevitton and Jarying degrees of restriction.
Another, r tyd set oT questions pertains to --what
ought to bcdone.'; What ought to be (toile when
peOple don't lil the highei prices they must pay for
individual products (e.g., oil, gasoline, sugar or cof-
fee)? This involves thinking about whether-to rely'
of 't the operation of market forces or to rely upon
collective action via government policV.such as. price
ceilings, rationing, special tases, regulation (e.g.,
truth-in-lending laws, environmental controls), and tile
like. hnother way of phrasing the question is: When
"should" djrect government action be used to allocate
resources differently from -the way the price system
would allocate them' For example: should lOcallgov-
Jnme.nt- act to allocate energy sources, such as oil or
ghs? Should government continue -to subsidize ship-.

'building. farming?. Most-of these questions concern
economic efficiency. To consider appropriate public
policy about such questiOns, one must first identify the

_ consequenees'of choices, analyze them relative 'to
desired results and Values, and then make what is
believed to he the most favorable policy decision. But
dither quontians of collectiVe action relate closely to
economic -equity! For example, should government
raise gaioline taxes or use, a direct quota rationing

;system to allocate relitively limited gasoline supplies?
jibe former means that people with lo;.ver ineornes will
he made relatively worse off while, the latter provides
equal amounts of gasoline to everyone. irrespective of
their need or ability to pi

- s

AnOther ;In 11017a/it isstas relates to the
economy petifin: Mince as reflected 171', the

les of 11utaunt'. ;ploynieni and economic
growth. 'Wl-Kit -causes'. inflation'? What -causes-
unemployment!' What "should he done- abourintla-
tion or unemoloment? What policies should be pur-
sued when unemployment and inflation exist -simul-
taneously'? There is an obvious overlap between these
issues and those mentioned above in dxplaining recent .

inflation and unemployment. What ''causes''
economic growth? What iiresome 'Of the benefits.and
costs of economic gro)vth? Whin is the long-run rela-
tiAship between economic growth and resources?
Between- economic growth, population and employ,:
m5-nt? Between economic ,growth and the environ-
ment?"--What is 'the 't appropriate- rate. of growth?.

"Should we attempoo4pee,d up or slow down economic
grOwth. or pur4v-./.1 ''no growth policy'? What' is the
best way to infoiement our policies'?



A third majpr category of issues; relates to the distri-
bution of income produced by the operation of market
forces and the redistributive effects of government

- action, Again, it is important to separate "is" from
"should be" issues. What "is" th6cutrent distribution
of income? What produces this distribution? To what
extent does this distribution perpetuate itself? What is
the effect of existing and of proposed goavernment
policies on income distribution? "Should" policies be
adopted that are designed expliCitly to change the
distribution of income or 'economic well-being'?
"Should" the tax structure be made more or less
progressive? -Shofild- schools continue to be,'fi-
nancecE largely by property tt,ixes? Should policies
designed to irriprove econOnic efficiency be adopted if
they affect --e .distribution Of income? Should gov-
ernment subsidize the hdusing of elderly and low-

,

mcome renters? TI)ese issues appear -to-- be, either
openly or submerged just below the sittri.fAice, critical to
virtually all the questions posed above. They come up,
in arty evaluation of how the market system works, in
determining whether collective decisions alter individ-
ual economic decisions. and in assessing the extent to
which inflation, unemplOyment and growth affect the
general well -being of the population. Who gains and
Who loses, and who-should gain and who should lose,
best summarizes what is at stake here.

There are several reasons why unequivocal answers
to these and similar quetitions are not readily available.
Economic systems are cbmplex, and an understanding
of these systems requires a conceptual framework,
factual and cultural information. the application of
analysis, the making of judgments. and the determina-
tion of action to be taken. MorepVer, our ability to
know exactly how effectively the economy and its
components function is limited by difficulties in obtain-
ing atccurate and timely measurements of economic
activity. Finally, a ,variety of unanticipated events
affects economic activity, and thereby makes it dif-
ficult to predict accurately the results of specific
economic decisions. Unlike the physical sciences.
carefully controlled experimdnts are difficult to under-
take in economics.

Even if our understanding of the economy and
economic decision-making were vastly improved, we
still could not expect all disagreements on economic
issues and questions to be eliminated. Certainly, some
disagreements will he resolved as our understand-
ing is increased; many disagreements will persist,
however, because of differences in judgments about
the actual or predicted effect of specific decisions and
still others will remain because iqdividual economists,
as do most individuals, adhere to different sets of
values.

The heart of economics is, decision-making
choosing among alternatives. Hut economic decisions
are not made in a vacuum. Rather, they are made in
the light of a set of goals. These goals vary from one
society to another, from one group to another within a
society. and from one individual to another within a
group, Among the goals most evident in the modern
world and particularly in American society are free-

dom, economic efficiency, equity, security, stability
(full employment and te absence or inflation) and

.economic progress.
Economic' decision-making entails the opportunity

cost principle. When decisions are made to use scarce
resources to produce particular goods bp services.,
opportunity costs refer to what must-be given up, i.e.,
opportunities forgone. A decision to produce one
good means giving up the possibility: .proddcing
something- else. Thus, ,the opportunity costwhat
could have beet/ prodirced, with the resources
insteadis(the cost A.-producing that good: For an
individual, the opportunity cost of something pur-
chased@ is the next best altrnative which- must be
forgone. For a society, it is the alternate uses to which
productive resources could have been put: -

When a persOn or a group chooses one good instead
of.another, it is making a trade-offthat is, it is trading
off less of one thing for more', of something else.
Society has to make trade-offs too, e.g., between its
need for more energy- and its- desire to preserve the
environment. Essentially this involves comparing the
various costs and benefits of each Of the alternatives.
It also involves determining how these hosts and
benefits will affect different groups within the
economic system.

Goals or criteria provide a means of evaluating the
performance of not only an economic system and parts .

of it, but also of existing programs and,new policies
under consideration. However, many of the goals
conflict and difficult trade-offs have to be made.
Examples are farm price supports. which promote
security but reduce efficiency; minimum wage laws,
which can be thought-of as equitable but may increase
teenage unemployment; and wage-price controls,
which may restrain inflation; but also reduce efficiency
and freedom. Economic analysis does not make value
judgments in theSe policy areas, but it does help p iple
to understand the nature of the trade-offs so that ey
can form their own judgments in the light of their own
values. Perhaps, most importantly, it encourages use
of a reasoned approach in dealing with controversial
economic issues.

2.-A Political Science Framework for
Analysis of Policy Issue?

The political scientist uses certain major concepts to
find meaning in the world of politics. These concepts
direct attention to the significant qualities of any
pOlitical system and provide measures for how well it
is working. As in other intellectual disciplines, there is
considerable disagreement in political science about
what things are important and how they should he

21he `rtnteii1e lit tit political science etmcept I prepared by Paul
_. Smith ti Iiinghifinton= with the consensus of the

miler political scientists involvect in the project.



studied. Nevertheless, while political scientists might
argue about exact definitions and preferred ap-
proaches, the following concepts provide us with
working tools for political analysis. Each of the prob-
lems we shall be addressing in this series is a problem
of public policy, and thus its .solutionor
nonsolutionmust involve political decision-making.
These concepts ',Val provide us means for understand-

.,,
in-g this process..

The first concept is authority. With this we Flier to
the legitimacy that a political leader, or procedure, or
policy has. A political action' is authoritative to the
extent that it is accepted as right and proper by the
community it affects. Authority, therefore, is a rela-
tionship that arises hot from the will of governors but
from beliefs of the governed. What "gives" a political
decision authority is usually its connection with some'
basic procedure or institution that the community
views as a fundamental value. Often this is expressed
by some historical event or document. For example...
we say that the U.S. Constitution gives the President
authority to command the aprhed forces and the Con-
gress authority ,to declare .war, while neither has
authority to do both.

Of course there are many kinds of authorityin art,
science, religion,ta_nd so forthall jnvolying standards
of performance or truth. The distinctive aspect of
political authority is its relationship to social power,
-The state,- we often say, embodies t e authority to
make -final" decisions affecting soda!al values: or.

1

more specifically, to use coercive force. Political au-
thority is a tricky concept because it is often confused
with power, and because its exercise almost always

- means that some members of the community must do
things they don't want to do. This complicates the
quality of approval implied by authoritative acts. Au-
thority wanes as this complication grows.

Our second concept is power. Power is the capacity
to get persons to do things they would not otherwise
do, with political power activating instrumentalities of
collective sanctionscustomarily the state. Obvi-_
ously, power has many sources. It can "come out of
the mouth of a cannon" or it can rest on such forces as
love, money, oratory, knowledge or authority. Like
authority, power is a relationship. It rests on shared
values and unequal resources. Power is authoritative
only when its exercise is accepted as legitimate by the
community. When power goes beyond authority, deep
conflicts occur in the community and governments
must use more force and coercion to sustain them-
selves and carry out policies. We ordinarily think of
democratic government as a model in which power and
authority overlap and where explicit procedures of
consent are used to determine authority. The distribu-
tion (who has how much) and exercise of power are
thus key factors in the way problems of public policy
are handled in the political system.

Although we have used the term public policy as ilk
were a simple and commonly understood concept, in
recent years political scientists have given considera-
ble attention to its meaning and analysis.' One reason
for this is that it is often difficult to know when an

action is or is not part of a "policy," and when
nongovernmental institutions actually might be "mak-
ing" policy_ For our purposes, this third concept refetts
to patterns of action by government that are directed
at recognized social problems. Thus we think of public
policy as not one but a series of actions having political
authority and aimed at some coherent set of social
needrPolicy, therefore, is something that results from
what government does, and that reflects the power,
values and skills of the political community.

In order to deal with the multiple group and individ-
ual actions that go into policy-making, political scien-
tists often use the concept of process. This refers to
the dynamic relationshipsespecially the relation-
ships of influenceamong those who take part in the
various steps through which policy is suggested, for-
mulated, authorized, changed, and so forth. Some
'times the "policy-making process" refers to what
happens in the political system as a whole, and some-
times to actions leading to a particular policy, or set of
policies. In either case, process is always active in
nature, and the term emphasizes that governing or
policy-making cannot be described adequately with
formal structures of authority or power.

This brings us to our fifth concept, in. ti
well- established and "structured'' patterns of be-
havior through which power is exercised and gov-
ernmental actions are taken. Congress, the Presidency
and the Supreme Court; political parties, elections,
regulatory agencies, and city councilsall are political
institutions, Each such institution is composed of a
distinct structure of rules, procedures, roles, expecta-
tions and rewards; and it serves certain functions. In
Arndt-h.:a institutional development is well advanced
and policy-making is largely channeled through certain
types of political institutions designed to "produce"
policy. Since institutions are by definition well-
established, and elements of their structure are often
defined by formal rules (laWs), political institutions
tend to embody large amounts of authority in their
respective areas of jurisdiction. Indeed, we often refer
to persons who hold positions or "offices" in govern-
mental institutions as -authorities." So strong is this
institutionalization that political activities outside of
them are often viewed with suspicion, if not outright
opposition. For example, street demonstrations, or
demonstrations in courtroorhs, are usually treated as
highly controversial and -out of order" in the Ameri-
can community.

Political institutions, therefore, tell us a lot about
public policy-making. As embodiments of authority,
they are preferred channels for political action and
power. They are~ not only natural targets for those in
the com-munity oho wislyto influence policies, but also
are guides to who has power Ur the community.
For example, Congressional committees are the focus
of political activity on the part of those community
interests over which the committees have jurisdiction,
while these same committees usually become biased in
favor of these same interests. The same thing happens
to regulatory agencies. It is easy to see, therefore, that
most policy processes occur in and around institu-



tions. Moreover, important relationships develop be-
ween political institutions and those of other types
economic institutions, for example. Business cor-
porations, labor unions, and markets have close and
complex ties to political institutions ranging from com-
mittees of Congress and federal regulatory agencies
to small-town governments.

Our sixth and last concept is political participation.
By this we mean activities that are part of political
decision-makingdecisions supported by the power
and authority of the state, The first point to he made
about participation is its diversity, Voting is probably
the form of participation that most Amencan,s would
think of before any other, since free elections are an
institution in America, But tor those of us interested in
public policy-making., other forms of participation are
more.usefulwriting letters to Congressmen, direct
lobbying, or contributions to political campaigns, for
example. Bribing, or assossiniOng, or providing in-
formation to government officials are other examples.
These remind us that some forms of participation are
more legitimate, more costly, and more effective than
others.

A logical result of these things is the seconsecond point
about participation: some members of the community
participate more than others. Although it is not easy to
summarize the enormously complicated nature of this
point, as a 'rule those persons who have greater re-
sources of we,iilth, or skill or status can and do

=participate more arid with greater effect than persons'
who have fewer of such resources. The fact that this
generalization can he made for every known political
system has obvious implications for the distribution of
power, the nature of polic y-making, and the outcomes
associated with policies. Democracies pride themselves
on expanding participation, and this iti a puhlic value in
the United States. Even sr', the general relationship
between resources and participation remains.
Moreover, some areas of policy-making have, more
participation than others. for example, fewer Ameri
cans "decide- the level of defense expenditures each
year than where bridges will he built over inland
waterways. Participation must he measured and
judged not only in terms of arnount, but also in terns
of quality and breadth. Some men and women mighi
paticipate with great intensity (and effect) in a relo=
Lively narrow area of policy, while others might partic-
ipate over a wide range and with less effectiveness in
any one rirea. Thus political participation is many=
faceted and complex.

Looking hack on the six concepts that we have
singled out for special emphasis in the understanding
and application of political science, we see that each
one in itself has a good chance of becoming an arena of
controversy in the policy-making process: Does d
particular policy represent an "abuse, or a maid's-
trihution, of power-? Did the policy process wrongly
exclude deserving groups in the community? Does
government intervention constitute a "misuse of Mi-
d-wily or the "abridgment of rights- fin- example?
The reason t'or this is that these concepts not only
involve the description and anidysis of politics, but the

cro/uotion of politics as well. Each carri- with it

values and standards How much pow.e good?
What extent of authority is proper? Who stir particL
ipate, and in 'What way'?' And beyond this is the
question of political effective/len) the capacity of thel:1:
political system to act, to worIcaN get things done.
Remember that Mussoiini vas originally com-
plimented because ':he gol the (rains to run on time.
(Which later turned out to he questionable).-So the
effectiveness of a governing arrangement, or of a
public'polley, also hecomes land hardly surprisingly) a
criterion of value.

Finally, we are left with the question, "What is
politics''' Political (or "public-) authority, power,
process. policy, institutions and participation all in-
volve conflicts of value. Politics is the working out of
these conflicts so that policies are made and govern-
ments can function. In democracies politics is marked
by bargaining, compromise and accommodation, and it
is this meaning of politics that is most common in
America. In cases where there is policy unanimity
within a political community, there is no tolitics, while
policies that are imposed on a community also have no
place for politics. Politics, therefore, occurs where
there is conflict over social policies and where these
conflicts are resolved with a mininum of value loss to
any particulor interest. Soine members of thp
nity will win, others will lose, Some will get more than
others. But the gains and losses will he limited by the
process of politics, Politics is often looked upon as a
necessary evil, with suspicion and skepticism. But as
yon consider the different problems of public policy,
and the conflicts and controversies over solutions that
divide the community, imagine what policy-making
-,ould he without politics. It would he policy-making

ot .absolute unanimity or absolute coercion, or both.
-Neither of these is consistent with our basic ideals of
individuality and the fret and vigorous expression of
ideas.

3 Integrating Economics and
Political Science

While economics and political science are separate
disciplines, rt is important to keep in mind that they
have much in common, and that in effective analyses
of public, policy they almost always must be used
together. Indeed, "Political Economy'' has a long and
distinguished tradition as an intellectual discipline it-
self. The similarities and differences between econom-
ics and political science are summarized in Figure 2.

Both economics and political science are concerned
with human values, and with the decisions about these
values that have social consequences. Both disciplines
are social sciences, which means that both have simi-
lar standards of scientific logic, evidence collection,
and the construction of theory. In short, they share a
common emphasis on verified explanations of patterns
of social life. Both, therefore, are concerneL with



FIGURE 2

THE SUBJECT MATTER OF POLITICAL ECONOMY:
A Framework for Analysis of Political-Economic Policies and Issues

ECONOMICS
(Economic Science)

POLITICS
(Political Science)

FOUNDATION

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM
(Wants Resources Scarcity, i.e., our wants exceed
available resoutees and therefore scarcity exists)

THE POLITICAL PROBLEM
(Conflicts of interest)

THUS

I. Political economy is the study of the methods by which society

employs its resources (human, capital, natural, time) productively
for the fulfillment of human wants.

t resolves conflicts of interest over the authoritative allocation of
values; thus a study of power.

Toward these nds

Economics is a study of how a society decides
a. What to produce (i.e.. what wants to (Milli) and how

much to produce

b. How to produce most efficiently (i.e., how to allocate
resources most productively to their alternative possible uses)

c.. For whom to produce (i.e., who is to get what and how much
and how is this to be decided)

Politics is a study of how a society decides
a. What goal values are to be sought and given authority

b. How societies are to be organized for the pursuit and use of
power and authority (i.e., mechanisms for resolving conflict-
ing values, achieving social goals)

c. For whom the organization exists (i,e., who gets what: whose
goals are served?)

11. Political-economy is the study of social problems relating both to the functioning of the organization as a whole and
to its particular institutions.

Both EctLInomics and Politival Scicncc usually employ a problems approach involving four steps

a- of the ProblemWhat desired goals are believed to be inadequately served by existing institutions?
How does vwhat is" conflict with what many think "ought to be"?

Economics is concerned with problems relating particularly to the goalsof
I. Efficiency and productivity
2. Growth

3. Stability (both full employment and general price stability)

4. Security

5. Equity in the distribution of income

Politics is concerned with problems relating particularly the goals
of-

1. Justice in the exercise of power

2. Equity in the distribution of power (income, deference,
security, influence)

3. Freedom (both limits on the use of power and access to
resources needed to realize individual potential)

4. Effectiveness

b. Understanding the problemWhat concepts, what analytical tools, what facts do economics and political
science have to contribute to an understanding of the problem and its proposed solutions?

What do we know about how productively resources are being em= What do we know about value conflicts (ie., conflicts of interest)
played for the fulfillment of human wants related to the problem and related to the problem, how they are being resolved, and the resulting
the consequences for other values? allocation and use of power?

c. Public policy alternativesWhat are their economic and political iMplications? How may citizens, as individuals
and groups, influence policy decision=making?

What will be the probable consequences, both in the short run and long Who is proposing what and why? How does private interest relate to
run (the seen effects and the unseen), for the economic goals stated public...interest? What are the probable consequences for the political
above? goals- identified above?

Thug what policy alternatives wi I bring the greatest net realization of values?

I.e., resolution of the problem with a minimum value loss to any partici-
pant and a maximum value gain to all. -

1.e., a more optimal allocation (use) of resources (so that their
marginal value products in all alternative uses are equal).

Which policy alternative is most compatible with one's economic philosophy (i.e., one's view of the
proper role of government in relation to the economy)?

Should government's role in the economy be expanded or contracted I Can government be. etf ctively organized to serve the roles assigned
1 f so, where2 to it? How?

d. ActionI loss may one Implement vine's = less

How does one act as consumer, producer, as a member of an interest
group to bring about desired changes?

How may one as a citizen or leader participate in politics to he most
effective in bringing about desired changes?
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social problems. See Part II in Figure 2 for a summary
of the four steps in a rational approach to the study of
social problems.

But the two disciplines differ in their framework for
analysis, institutions, fundamental concepts. and the
type of evidence or data they most commonly
employ. Economists and political scientists have
therefore developed different areas of expertise.
Economists are experts on the vast array of stable and
changing conditions that are related to the distribution
and exchange of goods and services. They concentrate
their attention on the institutions or arenas where
these economic decisions take place. The most notable
of these are what economists call markets, with
their component buyers and sellers. Their data are
commonly in the form of units of economic value

,units that have the great advantage of preci-
sion and comparability.

Political scientists, on the other hand. experts on
the distribution and use of social power, and on the
institutions through which that power is mobilized and
made authoritative. Most notably, these are institu-
tions of gbvernment, political parties. and elections.
Since there are no mea.sures of power or authority
comparable -to that of money and market values,
political scientists use various forms of data to study
politics, including votes, opinion surveys, laws,_and
judicial decisions. It is also true that just as economists=
recognize that actions of government affect ecoitord'ic
conditions directly and indirectly, political scientists

.know that economic resources lire resources of social
power, and that economic issues are a major element

Insofar as alternative sc cial goals .an he 'assigned

economic -values, and markets exist in which these
values can he expressed and measured, economic
processes and analyses are effective means for achiev-
ing social policies. Cost-bc.nefit 'analysis remains a
classic way to choose among alternative human values
and policy goals.

When, however, human values cannot be measured
as "economic goods. or when markets are.for some
reasons (such as monopolies) not 'Elective in their
pricing and distribution functions, . hen policy deci-
sions [cud to he 'moved from Et e conomic to the
politicall arena. The realm of politics can encompass
conflicts among ,alternative human values and social
goals of all sorts, with the resulting Oolicies being
enforced through the power and mjthonty of govern-
ment. For each of the social problem&yeated ill this

,"series, you will find it interesting to observe how both
economic and political factors contribute to both the
causes and possible solutions of the problems, and
how economists and political scientists analyze, in
their own ways, what the problems zire and how they

- might he solved.
While we recogitize the importance of the othe(

social sciences and the extent to which they enhance
one's understanding of public problems and issues, our
aim- here is to combine only two of these disciplines,
economics and political science. The teacher resource
`materials contained in.this and other units in the series
'provide concrete illustrations of how economics and
political science may be combined for purposes of
enabling students ( I ) to analyze and understand policy
issues and (2) to participate effectively in the political
process through which policy alternatives are exam-
ined, promoted and acted upon.
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Topic Ovelyieni.
The Economy and Government Regulation

John F. Bibby and Leon M. Schur

The Pr lablern
Has government regulation of the economy

achieved its stated purposes such as price competition,
_consumer protection, a cleaner environment? What
have been the benefits, Costs and consequences of
regulatory policies? These are some of the fundamen-
tal issues of government regulatory pOlicies.

They are significant issues because regulation af-
fects the quality of life for every citizen. It inthiences

"the price one pays for the most basic necessities, as
well as for nonessantiaN; it influences the extent and
quality of services available; it provides protection for`;.

.The consumer and the general public.
Ainerican business and labor operate within a com-

plex web of national, state and local governmental
regulations. The,se enactments follow no single philos-
ophy or methodological plan and they are not coordi-
nated at either the national Or state levels. Rather.
these policies` have grown up over the years as prag-
matic responsq to specific socioeconomic problems
and political pressures. The economic and social objec-
tives sought by regulation have been diverse, including
lower prices, preservation and strengthehing of essen-
tial industries, protection from consumer fraud; and
consumer and public safety.

Because regulatory policies bestow costs andvlorne-
fits on various segments of society, the extent and
nature of regulation have been and continue to he
major sources of controversy among the contending
forces of American life, In the 1970s the focus of
attention has been on the issue of -deregulation.- that
is, the elimination, reduction and restructuring of
existing regulations. A diverse constellation of forces
has joined this causefor example. former President
Gerald Ford, conservative economist&- liberal Con-
gressmen. the media, Ralph Nader, Common Cause,
populist academics, and The Wall Street Journal, As
might be expected, the vitrious elements athis diverse

grouping see in "deregulation" quite'different poten--
tial benefits: Gerald Ford and somebusinessmen view
deregulation- as a way to liberate business 'enter-
prises. from "regulatory bondage!' that }-'as inhibited
economic growth, efficiency and innovation. :Itt the
same time, Mr. Ford and Ralph Nader have asserted
that excessive and outmoded regulations are tostirig
the citizenry billions yearly in additional costs for the
commodities they buy. "-Deregulation,- they believe,
would, result in savings for the consumer. Otliers on .
oth rite 'ideological lefeland right see in -deregula-

tion- and regulatory reform an opportunity to break
up the pattern of -capture" which they assert exists in
most regulated industries. This is a situation in which
the regulatory agencies eventually becon- captiyes of
their usiness constituencies so that regulation i:onsti-
tut : a goyernmeiit-busiliess conspiracy against the
consumer_ -

In spite of the impressive endorsements which "de-
'regulation" has- received, political observefs give ad:
rninistrative /ard legislative proposals for deregulation-
little-chance of being promulgated or enacted. Within
the busineSs and labor cominunities, Congress and the
regulatory bureaucracy the oppositiont to changeN is
intense. . ,

This struggle over -deregulation" his. tended to
mask the continuing battle which other -groups are
waging to expand the scope ofgovernment regulation.
Particularly active are the environmentalists,Who insist
that more stringent regulations are needed to prevent.
the despoiling of our natural _resources and the newly
emerging consumerists. In addition. various industry
groups confronted with specialized problems continue
to press for relatively narrow regulatory programs to
alleviate their particular source of distress (e.g.,, the
demand of meat-packers that the government requir4
all packers to be bonded against financial loss). ..

In all the controversies surrounding regulation. the



:questions which must be answered include the :flow-
ing;

-I*:
,

I. Are the objectives of existing or proposed regula-,
tions desirable?

2. What are or will be ,the -benefits, Costs and
consequences of regulatory policies?

3: Are the existing or proposed regulatory policies
efficient, i.e., do they achieve desirable objectives
at -minimal cost?'

4.. Are the existing or proposedregulatory policies
equitable, i.e., do they-treat those subject to the
regulations fairly on the basis of rules known in
advance and applicable toall?2

The -regulatory process is so complex and pervas
that most major industries will find aspects of VI-
activitie.4 regulated by all three levels of governMent.
Which level of government performs selected regular
tory functions depends on a number of legal and
Political faCtors. 'Thug, the federal government, by
virtue of its constitutional authority, has jurisdiction
over industries and unions engaged in interstate com-
merce. State and local governments have jurisdictiori
over intrastate commerce. In actual practice, how-.
ever, the distinction between inter- and intrastate
commerce is murky and the Congress, with Snore
Court approval, ,has left .major areas of interst:
cortimerce to the; states to regulate (e.g., insuran
Political considerations also- play a major role in de-
termining which levels of government will perform
regulatory functions. Some interests in American life
believe that they' hav'e moFe influence at the national
leveand hence prefer to have regulation performed by
federal officials. Labor unions, for example. have
traditionally preferred federal regulation and protec-
tion as opposed to state regulanok -Hy contrast, many
industries think that their interests are better served by
sate regulation, at which level they have greater
influence. The locus elf regulatory machinery:therefore
often reflects the outcome of a powei- struggle among
contending interests in the political arena.

Taking place as it does at all levels of government,
regulation of the economy is a fragmented and uncoor=
dinated series of different policies designed to achieve

s,_
a variety of economic and social objectives.

in approaching these issu s,.we will he concerned
primarily with regulation of the economy by the fed-
end government. This national level emphasis reflects
the fact -that more is known about regulation at this
level, and the greater economic impact of federal
regulatory policies. There remains, however, a vast
area of regulation whichris handled primarily at the

state and local levels. For example. the hulk of regula:
tions pertaining to the public utilitie, the insurance
industry, and professional licensing are administered
by state commissions and hoards. Similarly, local

. ,

"lames Q. Wikon, the Dead Hand of Reg_uLrr ern.
No 75 (Fall 1971). p. 411.
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governments are engaged in a wide array of regulatory
activities including health regulations, liquor licensing,
and building And zoning codes.

The Economic Rationale for Regulation
Inrroductiotz

,ThedeUate over fthe role of government regulation in
our economy is- not between those who believe, in no
regulAtoryforce, and those who favor total regulation

-:by,government, but rather between those who favor a
predominant role for competition as a, regtilator, and
those who favor a greater role for government. The
major motivating force in-a market economy such as

,our own is self-interest, not altruism_ If there were no
chef' whatsoevereither from competition or from
gosiedirnenton this force of self interest, chaos
would result, for each economic entity -with a
monopoly position would attempt to exact maxiinum

..profits,' wages, interest or rent for the product or
7:set-vice tiding !Sold. Certain economic units would be.

p. able to exact ea_yinents from the rest of us based on
their fiiirgaining,poeer.,or strategic po,sition,rather than
on their 4.:ornr\ibUtion toxthe econornz..'Therefore, be-
fore ofte'eari, answer the question of the .role of

,govelnment ati,Ilyregulator in our economy, one must
tha roughly. understand the regulatory 'role- of competi-
tion itself.

As economists know,
when ththe exists:

market competition results

I. a suit-a:lent number of both buyers' and sellers so
that none, or no small group. Can control price.

2. reasonably complete information among the
buyers (and sellers) as to the nature, price and
availability of the given product.
reasonably freo entry into the 'market for new
producers or !killers who may he attracted by the
profitsTheing earned, and for new buyers who
wish to- purchaSe at the market price.

Of course, all three of these requirements may be
difficult to fulfill simultaneously in the real world,
although there are many examples: agriculture, retail
gasoline ,sales in many urban areas, specialized retail
stores, etc. Howiiver, economists often refer to
"workable" or "effective" competition, in which
Market prices doer the longer run reflect both underly-
ing individual demand and long-run supply conditions.
Thus, in an industry such as the automobile industry,
With 'a very limited-number of competing firms, we
actually may find fairly vigorouscompetition in three
Ways: ,( 1 ) the used car 'Market competition with the
now -car market, (2) nonprice coApetition such as
addrri-g something new to a product which a corn-
-petitiur does notg:haye,. or conxioving buyers of the
superiority ofii product througUivertising, and (3)
price and quality competition from foreign auto man-
ufacturers. The key questions are whether a given
industry is meeting the demands of the consumer and
whether the firms in it are prevented from earning
unusual profits as a result of power to control the
price that is charged for their individual products.
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The effects of _price confpetition are to, busi-
ness firms to. produce product= a- the most ,aicial
methods possible and to sell(tfiem at the, lowest possi-
ble price. The penalties for not doing so ,ire falling
profits and, eventually, extinction. In rot-Trice areal;
the effects are to put pressure on firms to impFove the
quality of theirproductS and to produce new products
desir&I by buyers, If a firm in a competitive Mdusfry
either does not produce a given product efficieiktly.
attempts to increase profits by raising prices rho
those charged by competitorsor fails to proluce the

) products demanded by buyers a will lose sales to its
competitors. The proCess of competition has been
referred to as one of "creative destruction,- because it
( I) des,troys inefficient firms by forcing them into
bankruptcy. (2) forces the other firms creatively
introduce efficient methods of production and
forces all firms to respond to' consumer demands. The
more complete the compOtition,4the strt gee those
forces are which make traducers accountable to con=

. umers.

, Natural noperlics. The opposite
of completecompetition is ciwnplete monopoly, which
may he defined as a Market in which there is a single
seller. A goo example of a pure monopoly is the Ideal
telephone company. his company or electric company

%whiCh actually has a public franchise to be the sole
producer. Of course, an approximation of monopoly or
what we may call effective monopoly can exist where a
few sellers implicitly or evplicitly conspire to raise
prices, to allocate markets, or to ;avoid competition
otherwise, ,.The economic significance of monopoly is
that it permits the monopolist to raise price above
and lower production quantity below the competitive
level? Without competitive pressure, the monopolist
may-also not develop new products or new productive
WM-agues. or may otherwise fail to meet the demands
of consumers. As one economist has put it,
"monopoly is closed, exclusive, unequal. rigid, Com-
petition is usually open, inclusive, fair. de,xible, elli=
dent sand equitable." While monopoly, complete
partu:., hurts consumers and the economy as a w hole.
it he:p- the monopolists. Therefore. the-(/c.sirc tip

establish effective monopy power is pervasive in
market economies. While mot economic grouN, in the
economy pay lip-serviie to the desirability of competi-
tion, they often attempt by their actions to avoid
comflition for themselys and achieve a moiTopolv
position -for themselws4Or their membersitip. In the
United States many government actions to regulate.,
economic behavior flow from the basic .option that
competition is good and that imeontrole...f monopoly
power -is had.

I)iff'erent types of monopikly require different forms
of regulation. In certain indAtries a single firm may he
'able' to supply the entire market :it lower unit Costs
than a number of competing firms due to economies of

'Clair aria Shepard, Public Policir irti ic
il- ,incyacrcrtt. ill R-.-zliartitl PA, , 19751, p. 1..
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s-cale Overrhe relevant out in range. Such it.firm Lk
0 termed a "natural monopoly.'' An example is a 4blic

utility. Since we cannot use competition as an-efficient
Ni,regulator in the case f public utilities, we have turned

to government regal!' ion-of hues and services, Coin-
petition in electric power, gas..lelephonCis and water is
inherently difficult_ Imagine four or five telephpne
companies serving each home and business Ai given

!deity with separate liney! yet this would he a minimum
necessity fur comietition in the industry, On the other
hanid. an.uneontroyed,utility suppl re all phone ser'-
vice in the same city wou0 be Mit to tbarge ex- ,
trenutfy high prices and caw a vefy higli return on
investment by virtue of being the sole seller. There-A
fore, eity.'state or federal cominisSions regulate-moil-
rai Monopolies in an attempt to get, rotig,fily Pie same '
level of service and prices which we would get if
competition were the regulator.

While glivernment regulation of public tailitie,s may
he a better alternative than uneimtrolled monopoly. it
'4 by no means an ideal,-,;(olutiort'and several disadvan-
tages are apparent. First, effective regulation depends
tin information available iii the regulators, This is often '
difficult to obtain rang intjrpre6The true cost of a
public utility as well as its costs of Capital are dater-
mined only after lengthy hearings in which often
neither the company Hr., consumers are satisfied.
Second, it !s4liftleult to determine whether th4 regu-
lated firm is operating ator even.nearthe efficiency
of a competitive firm. sillee no benchrhark firms exist
for comparison. Protegtion,v)f the status quo may be
the main ifesult. Thiid, during times of rapidly rising
prices, delays in regulthory prOceedings fir y hold
down regulated prices and the firm's real capital may
he diminished with resulting deterioration of service.

An alternative method of dealing, with a natural
monopoly is public oWnership. In the, United States.
that alternative has been used for the postal- -rvice,
td-re Tenne;see Valley Adthority and nuclei plants
operated by the Atomic Energy Commission at the
federal level, !ind electric= wit or sewerage services,
at the comnirimity level, In many foreign countries
there is widespread government ownership of the
telephcne, tilograph, electrie, water. 'Petroleum. rail-
road, bus and Airline eompanies. (iovernment own-
ership of a natural monopoly eliminates uncontrolled
private monopoly 'power. but at the cost of other
problems. It removes the purely economic pressures ,
of the market but also,brings it under the wing of the
government where it may be protected from public
criticism and ceoni,-,Inic pressure to operate more effi-
eiently. While the ifile of government fp our econo
has been exending to include many frteas of govern-
ment'regulation and intervention, it 11::= hardly ex-
panded at !ill over the last 20 years in the .1_:-.aqof public
ownership of industry'. It i ppears unlikeii that this
trend will he significantly reversed in the foreeeable
ruture.

Pr('verrring 1),..strr r ition. A second
rationale for regulang economic activity is the pre-
vention- of excessive or destructive competition which
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might actually lead to rrionopo ation b- lie elimina-
tion of all`but one seller. The I rs'tat4 Commerce
CorriniSsion (Is:.-- was established tafgely to pre-
vent destructive c mpetition. It was Mined thlt. unreg-. :

unworkable in' theOrailroanulat d competitio ..
on stry sinc4riee-'cornpetition which atiemp
rerch the full --eConomies ,., of scaL would re

ally eliminating the 1,,,feaker firms. and. the es ,i
cu throat competition anti widespy ad losses,

thent of a monopoly or collusivc ~price,' agreement
among the surviving arms, resulting inchigher prices
and poorer service for consumers;-`To avoid thisc:the'
I.C.C. vas establiehe&both to regulate railroad rates'._
and services and promote the ,health of. he.industr* .

In. the first part Of=this century chnologica
advance in the form 'or the TruCking i ustry brought ,,
strong co petition to, t6e;rallroads. . Rather than de-'
regulate, railroads and re-torn to the market controof
effe 1 e competition, 'thectrucking induiry was

brought rider the regulatory umbrella of- tilt( I.C.C.,
despite bbj -tion4\!-orn truckers.' (Today the trucking
industry, Ii- the railroads, gencially opposes dervg,u-
laTion.)T rati6nale for regulating railroads and
trucks was also used to regulate airlines and gaslines:
control destructive competition while preventing.,
monopoly power. In the case of airlines it wag-main-
tained that limited access to airports, especially at
desirable hours, created elements of a ntitural mo-
'noPoly and that destructive, competition among firms
dyer profitable routes necs.sitated reghlation. Thus,
the Civil Aeronantics Botifd (C.AB.) was created
to regulate, airline fares- nd ,assign routes. in the
case or--"-gas it Was contend that limited access To
transmission lines created a natural monopoly and, the
Federal 'Power Commission-(F.P,C.) was created.

Whate-N4r-merit the arguments for transportation.
ftulatibn may haVe had at one time, many economists
question both ,the effectiveness Of these commission
and vile actual need; for regulation under curren
technological and market conditions., The 1Y70

Economic Report of the President summarized this
questioniI ng

'as
follows:

The Arhericip experience with regulation, despite
notable achievements. has'.had its disappointing
aspects: Regulation has too often resulted in pro-
tection of the statusAo. Entry is often blocked._
prices are kept from falling, and the industry
becomes infleAible- and insensitive to new
techniques and opportunities for progress. Corn-
petition cati sometimes develop outside the juris-
diction of a regulatory agency and make inroads
on- the regulated companies. threatening their
profitability or even survival, In such cases, pte'S-
sure is usually exerted to extend the regulatory

....t umbrella to guard against this outside competi-
tion, so that the problems of regulatiOn multiply"
and detract froth the original purpose of prevent-

g overpricing and unwanted side -ff .4

4Eco tic RepArt rrf the President (W tshinrton., D.C.: U.S 1 Gov-
ernment Printing Office. 1970). p. 107,
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3 . Strengthenin, petition-. In the casq of a
natural morro-poly structive competition,) --e an-
sweris likely to b a pubtj utility commission Or other
.
regulatory agency whic etermines prices and,ser-

,vices for a given incldet 0_ However, in rn&ny other
kctors of the econo-trff. monopoly may LT neither

yesirable ri6r inevitable and the governmenesponse
1- simply to thaiintain and strengthen,connpetition. This
was,th6FAultisrade' behind` thedantiniust laws (Sherman'

t- of '1890,- °Clayton, Act of 914; Federal Trade
Commi(sion Ac of 1914; Rdbinson Patn-ron Act of
.1,936, Antime Act of Ig5t1) which prohibiLagkee-

, = . . . . .

sments to x prices,, toestrain tradt, s-F to partiqipate
in rii ie which linVeompitition and. thus eilentually
rdise vices. '-i;he,'Antitrust .'ision of the Department

. of Ju -e mu:I-the )Federal Trade Co_mmissin (F.T.C.)
are th major adn'iiniXring agenci s. If shbuld 'be
emphasi ed that the pu pbse of the an itrust laws'is riot

to tell fi- s what to pi-oduce and .,what tdtharge but
rather to maintain competition so that competition
itself will act as a regulatory force.

Economists differ on the general desirabi sty of thet`
antitrust
argue tha
necessary
neth Cialbr
it:

-ch. At one extreme some economists
c power of) the large corpdrAtions is

r efficiency an innovation. As John Ken- -
h. one"advoc te of this a,pproach, has put

,1!,

The showpieces [of ou echorrilc systerri] are,
wh rare ,exceptioils, the industries which ire
dominated by a handful of large,firmg, The ft re
visitor, brought to the United States . visits
the same firms as do attorneys of the Depart-
ment of ill tice in their search for mondpoly.,

At the other extreme, economists cite studies to show
that breaking up. large firms, in heavily concentrated tr
industries would not reduce efficiency and'that stricter
enforcement of the antitrust laws would be desirable.
They argue that penalties have been too low and that
more vigorous and consistent enforcement is desirable.
However, the conserthis among economists would
probabN be that monopoly power cannot be held to
exist simply because industrial concentration reaches
some arbitrary level. and that each, case must be
judged on i own merits.

4 Restricting.Conzpetition. Anolher type of regu-
lationbf economic activity which is explained more by
political muscle than economic theory is aimed at
restricting competition. Professor Milton Friedman,
the well-known cons0-vative economist, has said that
-businessmen want socialism for themselves-and free
enterprise for everyone elSe.- One might wel-kay the
some for some trade unions, agriculture, teachers or
almost. any other organized economic group. While
paying lip service to the desirability of competition,
they often try to obtain governnient's help in protect-
ing-them from the discipline- cif- competitor. It is

. K. Galbraith. American Capitalism (lloston:'Houghton- in.
1996), p. 91.
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usually asserted byilhe_prononents of such regulatory borne by.smietyi For example, if an aluminum firm
scheryIes thatthe nationakii4prest requires the preser- pollutes a stivarn in thf ikt.-ocess. of 'producing
vation of Certain" types ofibeonomic enterprises suchenterprises) ch aluminum, this does not raise its costs of-production.

.i )avmall businesses, fatuity farms,'and so on. and therefor?, it faces, no deterrent to continue to dii
'-'Fai-r-.Trade'' legislation was an important example so. Environmental pollution must he d tetredvizI a

succ,essfUl effort to restrict competition. Faced manner that wni insure that the bend' s bf -.1ch
ith compeflitik from chain` and discount stores-; deterrence arc greater ,than the costs. This an be

:dependent retailers persuaded Congress to pass' achieved by reguiiting the polluter, by ta g him
Y legislation- wing, the states to enact legislation directly, or by s_ bsidizing him to stop his activity.

which .prevent"-d fetail/establishrunts -from selling Speific cages fan he cited in which each type''of
merchandise _- vered by the laW at lower than man- ,# dererrence works= better than the, other two, Elence
ufaciurers' suggested retail priees. ("Fair trade- legis- each type of pollution should be dealt with separately
latiorl Was repeuiltd in' ¶975,) A similar example: o'' in terms of the benefits :Ind costs of a given method of
regul ion- to restrict competition-is t e, Ciipper= deterrence and control.

. ,
1 Vohs .-diAct of 19,22 which exernpts- : gricultural ,

. .

cooperapiVs from s-pecinc provisions o the antitrtuil O. Protecting :Sellers and Goirsume . th. - ... .._

laws gn permits them through agrtc-ultural m- rketing rationale for government regulation of ec ornic activ-
,

orders to maintain specific' comriodity pric:s above ity is the need to provide to consumers, or sellers,
csompetitiye levels. A majority of economists probably' necessary information when the market fails to do so.
favors repeal of this general class or laws w 'eh bring it Information is. often expensive to collect but oncei " ihigher profits to specific economic groups b raising collected can be;made available to everyone. In cases
prices to the consumers. , .----- where it is difficultkor expensive: for a consumer or,. , .

'-'S. tate and local governments have also been seller personally to become a well-informed market _
.rel'suadedagain through political- mqscle, not )% participant, the government max- perform this service
economic analysisto pass laws,which 1--- Irict entry for all consumers at once through regulation. For
and permit price fixing in an yxtremely; br ia'd range of a- example, the Truth in Lending Act of 1969 requires
occupations ranging from,TX rePairmen to embalmers :Icinders /to state in concise, horiut and uniform Ian-

- ...._

and physicians to beauticiars.,\vhatever the merits in gunge the actual costs ant terntof consumer credit. A
a given case, this class of laws restricts competition consumer who borrows money to purchase an du-
and results in generally lower output of services and tomobile milk be willing to pay a very high rate of
certainly higher prices to consumers. interest to gel the credit, but cannot make an intelli-

- -.
l_ gent'decision unless he can determine the "true' rate

5. Allooating Unspecified or Ill-Defi d Prop(' pf interest. -Similarly. since the purchasers of stocks
Righ A fifth rationale for°government 'regulation ins'hili arid bonds find it difficult and expensive to secure' full
the ecZnothy is that unspecified or ill-defined property information on thd performance of a company-which
rights; make it necessary forgovernment to allocate affects the value of its stocks and bonds, the_Securities
certain public r , _-_--es to prevent their overuse, For and Exchange Commission (S.E.C,) requires disclo-

sure of certain information to investors, the result ofexample, who should have the right to use- the air-
waves for com ercial broadcasting or telecasting? If 'which is to guard against fake financial statements and
there were' no restriction on the use of the airwaves, fraudulent transactions.
the overuse would result in chaos. Therefore, in the Government regulation also seeks to protect the
case of the airwaves the Federal Communications consumer or seller who has unequal bargaining power.
Commission (FCC,) allocates the airwaves for use of The ,National Labor Relations Act of 1935, for exam-
both commercial radio and television, Entry into ple, strengthened the rights of labor to organize and to
commercial banking and the savings and loan, field is bargain co eetively with employers in order to give
similarly allocated by the Federal Deposit insurSnce labor a nit, re equal amount of power in its struggles
Corporation and the Federal Savings and Loan Inst4- with management over wages and working conditions.
ante Corporation. In each of these cases competition In addition, regulation tries to protect consumers
and entry is limited and the chartered corporation may and workers from product dangers and industrial.
gain profits above competitive levels. Some hazards where the private market does this in-
economists have suggested that radio and television adequately. The Federal Aeronautics Administration
licenses and bank charters should he distributed by (F.A.A.) requires public air carriers and private
some form of competitive bidding. with the revenues airplIknes to meet extensive safety., standards. The
from the bids to go into'the public treasury. Coast Guard does the same thing

safety_
water

The rationale of unspecified or ill-4-.Llined property traffic. The F.T.C. has jurisdiction over unsafe con-
, rights also applies to the environment. The nation his sumer products, for instance inflammable sweaters.

found in recent years that business firms have polluted Every state has a motor vehicle department which
the air, water and land space tit a degree t 1-14-44.arrithe licenses drivers-to operate on the public roads, and in
permitted to continne, Economists refer to this as a many states inspects vehicles for safeness. The police
problem of "external-hies- because the costs of enyi- enforce speed and other safe driving laws. Many
ronmental pollution are not an internal cost of produc- ities, and counties, inspect and license restaurants
tion to the firm.but are rather an external cost which is and health establishments for sanitary conditions, and
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rental housing for safety and adequacy of elec- trical
systems, watcr, sewage, find even structural sound
ness! In the irMustyial areas he federal government's
Department of L4hor adm inters the Occupation41
Safety and Health Adminis ration which attempts to
insure the safety of work places.

In summa- Ly, th- six-rnajni. rationales for government
regulatiop oreco qmic,activitcvhave been set forth and
rriay be setrrimari kkeka'g fdllows:

'b

regulation

I, 'Controlling Natural Mong-polies
a PADli-

A. Government ownership
Preventing Destructive Competition
(elements of natural monopoly)
a. Interstate. Commerce Commissit

trucking)
b. Federal Power Commission (gas) -
c. Civil Aeronautics Board (airlines)
d. ,Federal Reserve Board, Federal Deno

surance Corp.. Federal Fidme Loan
Board (banks and thrift institutions)

III' Strengthening Competition '
a. Antitrust laws (Department of Justice and Fed

-eral Trade Commission),
4rv. Restricting Competition

a. Retail price maintenance
b. Patents, royalties, copyrights
c. Occupational licensure and price fixing
d. Farm policies

V. Allocating Unspecified or Ill-Defined
Property Rights
a. Airwaves (Federal Communications Com-

mision)
-b. Entry into commercial banking and savings

and loan field (Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp.)

c. Environmental protection (Environmental
Protection Agency)

VI. Protecting Sellers and Consumers
a. Lack of information

I. Truth in lending (Federal Reserve System)
2. Security dealings (Securities and Exchange

Commission)
b. Unequal bargaining power

'1, National Labor Relations Board
Maintenance of safety standards (Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration,
Federal Aeronautics Administration)

c. Safety
I. Consumer Products Safety Commission
2. Maintenance of safety standards (Occupa-

tional Safety and Health Administration)

$

n (railroads.

it In=

Bank

The Political Environment of Regulation
The considerations cited above provide justifica-

14

tions for government' regulation. But regillatoty pro-
ghamsare not enacted because of persuasive economic
or racial arguments. Rather, they come into being
because those advocatjhg a particular type6f regula-
tion have beem able to muster the necessary political

titOpower to pass legisl 4p ., Similarly, this legislation
either stays on the statute -bopks, is altered, or is
rite fled depending upon the balance of political
power. In like manner, regulatory statutes are adminis-
tered in response to political pressures. Regulatory
policy is then a refleCtion of tbe .group struggle for
political influence amon regulated and unregulated
industries, legislators. administrators, Presidents, and
mass membership groups, such as unions and those
claiming to speak for Consumer interests. Because the
struggle for group advantage is continuous, the extent
and content of regulatory policy "are constantly in a
state of flux and controversy. Today's regulatory
policies tire but interim decisions. They reflect only the
current balance of contending forces in the political
arena that are seeking to shape regulatory policy.

In terms of the pdliticaLcauses of,regulatitilm there
are two basic theoriesthe -public inte'r'est- theory
and the "self-intel-est- themy, According to the -pub-
lic interest- theory, regulation results when lawmak-
ers are mobilized by a broad social movement or
acfivged by a dramatic event or crisis. For example,
securities- followed t,ho crash of the l920s
rand came while people were demanding reforms of
business practices during the Depression. Tie "self-
interest- theory asserts that regulation results when an
industry uses political influence to "obtain legal pro;
tection for itself or to impose legal burdens on its
rivals.. For example, the broadcasting industry sought,
a regulatory commission in the l920s to correct what
were termed "chaotic conditions- in the industry.
Scholars often dispute whether the -self-interest" or
-public Interest" theory was operative in the creation
of a particular regulatory agency. For example, it is
asserted by some that the ICC was created as a
governmental response to the problems of small.farm-
ers and other shippers injured by monopolistic priciyig,
while others claim that the ICC was created dpi re-
sponse to railroads' desire for retention of` ,cartel
arrangements. However? neither the "public- nor
"self- interest" theory is adequate. Regulation stems
from a variety of political causes and an understanding
of why regulation occurs requires analysis of the
circumstances surrounding the passage of regulatory
legislation.t

A Cost-Benefit Approach in Analyzing Regulation
James Q. Wilson has written that an understanding

of the regulatory process also requires an analysis of
how the costs and benefits of regulation are distributed
in society.'

`James Q. Wilson , "The Politics of Regulation: in James W.
McKie. Ed ,Smite/ Responsibility and Ow Busines.v Predicament .

(Washington. D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1974), Pp- 138-139
71biti.;, the material on the following pages is adapted from pp.
138-163 in McKie's bo



Costs can be considered widely distributed (e. k-..
when they are RA through higher taxes or higher
prices); a cost can also be narrowly concentrated
(e.g.. when a See or restriction is imposed on a
particular industry).
Benefits can be widely distributed (e.g., reduc-
tions in the degree of fraud, safer products, lower
prices); at benefit 'also may be narrowly concen-
trated (e.g., a subsidy paid to an industry or
restrictions -on entry into a line of business).

A. Conditions, of Concentrated Beizej
)(Used Costs. When regulation. will 'result in concen-
trated benefltsfor a particular organizable group and
wide diffusion of the costs, organizations form to
propose -a regulatory arrangement to institutionalize
the benefits. The regulatory arrangement will normally
have the following Characteristics:

I. Elimination of price comp
2. Entry into the industry will e restricted,
3. Organized beneficiaries will strongly inIluence

the regulatory agency
Exiimples: Slate licensing boards, FCC, CAB

B. Conditions of Concentrated Benefits and Con-
centrated Costs. When both the benefits and costs of
regulation are concentrated, the regulatory constraints
normally arise out of competition between two or more
organjzed interests.-Such a political situation normally
results in a regulatory process with the following
characteristics:

1. 'Adoption of r charter spelling out he right, ;ui d
obligations of the parties.
No one organized interest will dominate the
administrative structure cn a permanent basis.

3 %. There will he continuing efforts to amend the
basic charter or legislation.

4. The issues involved will he of high visibility and
both sides will seek.to enlist allies.
Examples: Conflicts between labor and man=
agement over labor relations and the policies
pursued by the National Labor Rcations Board
(NLRB): the struggles between large and small
retailers over retail price maintenance (fair trade
laws). the battle between banks ed saving and
loan associations over regulation ()I' thrift institu-
tions.

C'. Conditions of Alia% d Benefits and !Len-
trated Costs. Regulations have been imposed with
increasing frequency on small organized interests that
benefit large numbers of persons, who are difficult to
organize. Regulatory politics under these circum-
stances has the following charact -ti

I. Enactment if the regulatory legislation in these
circumstances requires focusing public and Con-
gressional attention on an evil and personifying
that evil in the form of an industry, organization
or corporation.

IS

1- The regulation proposed will be strong and there
will be few incentives to accommodate the inter-
ests involved-,

3. Because of ihe-need to mobilize broad support
for the regulation, its content will be shaped as
much by the political process involved in pas6ge
as by an analysis of the problem.
Examples: Sherman Anti -Trust Act, Traffic and
Motor Vehicle Safety Act, truth-in-lending,
truth-in-packaging, air and water pollution con-
trol legislation.

The Nature of the Rekiilatory,Pror
In all three of the conditions listed above, the,

process of- regulation results in a multiplication of
detailed constraints, often in the form of rules by the
administering agency:

I. In conditions of wifcentrated benefits- and dif-
fused costs, the adthint'stering: agency will seek*
through administrative action to' protect the,
"health of the industry for the present and
future by reducing uncertainty and providing
protections from failure (e.g., ICC and common
cIrriers. CAB and the airlines):
In conditions of concentrated benefits and costs,
the rules will multiply and discretionary authority
of administrators will expand as a result of the
seesaw battle for agency domination (e.g..
fabor-managerhent struggles to control the
N I JO).

3. In conditions of diffused benefits and concen-
trated costs, the agency will act to contain the
behavior of an industry and thereby prevent the
abuses that stimulated passage of the controlling
legislation leg.. Environmental Protection
Agency restrictions on auto emissions).

Industry compliance with regulatory rules is, en-
courag..ed when the rule to be enforced is "highly
visible, costs little, and entails no competitive disad-
vantage. An example of such a rule is the require-,
ment that cigarettes carry a health warning: on the
package. Antitrust laws or air pollution restrictions
have none of these characteristics and are much more
difficult to enforce. It has been found that large and
prosperous firms tend to comply more readily than
small and marginal firms because large firms are more
politically vulnerable and visible."

Die .1les of ReguINtion
Governmental regulatory policy in the United States

lacks central direction and coordination, as well as a
philosophy. This reflects the diverse purposes for
which regulations were instituted, the wide'variety, of
interest groups seeking to influence policy, the three
levels of government which have imposed regulations,
and the multitude of governmental agencies carrying
out regulatory functions. Bureaus, divisions and agen-
cies within departments of the federal' executive

"I1,1 p.



branch, the courts, and independent regulatory agen-
cies administer federal regulatory statutes. Particularly
significant are the independent regulatory commis-
sions. These agencies are considered quasi-
adtninistrative and' quasi-judicial bodjes in that they
both administer statutes and also act to adjudicate

Les arising out of regulatory legislation, Federal
indent regulatory commissions have the follow-

ink characteristics:

J. They operate Wader broad policy : directives from
- Congress, with authority to make rules and tssue,orders to carry out the policy directives.

.Theyfire multimember panels, whose members
have lengthy and staggered terms.

3. Appointments are made by the President and are
subject. to senatorial confirmation. Regulatdry,
commissioners ma* not be dismissed by either
the President or Congress merely because these
elected officials disagree with the policies pur-
sued by a commissioner.

4. Such institutional arrangements are designed to
insulate commissions from the President and
normal political influence, and to make the agen-
cies independent.

The commissions are 'not, however, truly indepen-
dent. Through the years it has been demmistrated that
they are susceptible to congressional and presidential
influence. But because the President, Congress and
the public generaly do not often take an,active interest
in regulatory( policy, the commissions ?frequently find
that they must cope with pressures brought to bear on
them from-regulated groups.'

Regulated groups operate on a variety of political
fronts simultaneously ,in seeking their policy Objec-
tives, The congressional arena is particularly impor-
tant because of Congress authority to enact new
regulatory legislation and amend existing statutes.
Lobbyists for regulated groups therefore pay close
attention to the work of congressigal committees with
jurisdiction over regulatory agencies. `They make for-
mal presentations to the respective committees (as
when legislation is being considered or oversight hear-
ings are being conducted). But more importantly, they
informally advise legislatcirs and their staffs cone'ern-,
ing the impact of existing regulatory policies and
proposed changes. Of course, they also urge legis-
lators to tdopt their viewpoint in as persuasive a
manner as possible. This may involve mobilizing a
legislator's constituents within a regulated industry to
press him for favorable action. Often, lobbyists shar-
ing a common viewpoint with Congressmen and
Senators work in tandem in the development of legisla-
tion and to muster support for their programs. They
also cooperate in generating publicity for their policy
in those circumstances where sound strategy dictates

"For a group theory approach to the political environment of
independent regulatory commis-tLions see David B. Truman, Tin:
Governmental Process (New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1962). pp.

416421.
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the need for arousing broad public support. Some-
times, however, lobbyists and their congressional al-
lies prefer,`when dealing with highly technical regula-
tory matters, ghat the-issues not become the focus of
general public debate and concern.,

Regulated groups also work through the Congress to
exert influence on regulatory agencies. Most regula-
tory agency personnel are extremely reluctant to go
against the predominant sentiments of Representatives
'and SenatorS on the committees having jui-isdictIon
river their agencies. Among-the sanctions available to
The committee members are the following; (1) harsh,
critic-al and disruptive investigatory hearings; (2)
budgetary controls; (3) authority to recommend
changes in the laws governing the agency; and,(4) in
the case of Senate committees, action to recommend
confirmation of agency personnel.. Because these sanc-
tions are always available, regulatory personnel tend
to pay attention to congressional sentiments whethet
expressed publicly on the floor of the House and
Senate or privately. ,.Because congressional influente
can be substantial, lobbyists frequently seek to exert
influence on the regulatory agencies by working
through legislators who agree, with them on policy-
issues. Regulatory agency personnel quickly come to
understand and can anticipate the political fallout of
their decisions and often act so as not to undermine
needed congressional support for their agency.

Interest groups also seek to exert influence through
their relations with personnel in the executive branch.
The White House, like the Congress, has sanctions
that it can exert against regulatory agencies. An ex--
trernely powerful weapon available to the President,
Cabinet officers and White,House officials is nubile
criticism. Critical statements about regulatory agen-
cies are certain to gain widespread publicity. In addi-
tion, the Administration can recommend ,legislative
changes (to which Congress will almost be forced to
give serious consideration) in statutes governing tegu-
latory agencies. The President also influences the
budget of an agency, and he appoints and reappoints
regulatory commissioners. Commissioners frequently-
find it extremely difficult to withstand expressions of
presidential lack of confidence in their work. Given
this arsenal of weapons, it is not surprising that
lobbyists for regulated groups often seek to convince
Administration leaders of the correctness of their
views.

Regulated groups, of course, also have direct con-
tact with their regulators. Formal procedures require
that regulated groups be given an opportunity to pre-
sent their case and provide information. In addition, the
nature of regulatory work requires some informal
contact and sharing of information between the regu-
lated groups and the personnel of regulatory agencies.
As persons engaged in regulation quickly come to
realize, all their decisions have political ramifications
in terms of how regulated groups, interested segments
of the public, Congress and the Administration will
react. This frequently comes to be a consideration in
regulatory decision-making. Working as theft do in a
highly politicized environment, regulators are fre-



quently forced' to rely on a sense Gf anticipated rea
tions in determining what course of action. to follow.
Controversial decisions of an agency can be sustained
only if outside support is available, for-instance, from
the President, congressional committees, the general
public, or interest groups. What gives special strength
to interest groups is that their interest in regulatory
policy never waivers. Presidents, White House aides,
Cabinet officers, Congressmen, Senators, and private
citizens have many other interests' Mu compete for

_'their attention and therefore their interest in regulatory
. v

pOlicy is infrequent and sporadic. Most regulatory
commissioners therefore have inclintives to pay atten-
tion to the views of the groups which they are reg,Lalat-
ing.

The Cycle of Regulation
Some students of the regulatory process believe that

there is' a cycle through which regulatory agencies
pass_ Marvel- ft Bernstein has described the life'eycle
as follows:i° t

Phase l Gestation. A lengthy period is fre-
quently required to generate the public attention. to
mobilize the political support for enactment. This
phase may take as long as 20 years le.g. antitrust
legislation) and it frequently occurs following or during
a scandal or crisis.

Phase 2: Youth. Agencies normally begin their
careers as aggresMive regulators with -a crusading
spirit. Their activities often stir considei'able con-
troversy and sharp attacks from the regulated sector of
the economy.

Phase 32 Maturity. As public interest in the regu=
lations diminishes, the agency loses some of its crowd=
ing spirit and adjusts to the conflicts among the parties
involved. The agency becomes more concerned about
protecting its own system and the status' quo. It
becomes less a regulator and more of a manager of the
industry it regulates. For example, it is generally'
recognized that as the original support of faymers and
small shippers for the Interstate Commerce Commis-

. sion diminished, the ICC became an integral part of the
'railroad industry_ , with a commitment to the welfare tat
that industry.

Phase 4: Old Agee. Al this point, tie commission
continues to work within the terms of an implicit
operafing arrangement with the regulated industry. Its
routines tend to be fixed and it is status-quo oriented.

Critics of the regulatory process contend that Many,
regulatory agencies are now at the stage of either
maturity or old age and that -then- policies and proce=
dures are not appropriate for modern-day problems.
Others assert that many of the agencies6-impose un-
necessary and expensive restraints on business that
result in a decrease in productivity and higher prices
for consumers.

"'Mayer El. Bernstein. -The t,ife Cycle of Regulatory
shins, 3 in his WM(111161)11 Intl. pentleor
CmloniNA10// (Prineeton, N.J.: Princeain University Press. I95)

Have the', Regulators Been aptured- by the
Regulated or Vice Vera?

Many observers, such as the* espousing! the.life
cycle theory ,noted above, as well as conservative
-economists arid, radical historians. believe that regu-
lated industries tend to -capture- their regulators.
This occurs, it is argued, because public interest tends '''
to wane-after the first Wave of enthusiasm for a, new -,
regulation. But the: interest of the regulated industries.
in regulatory policy is always intense and they there--
fore constantly use political pressures to gain influence
over the regulatory agency. the success of regulated
industries and unions in gaining inQuence over their
regulators, it is claimed, stems not only from a lack'of

(ion of i pendent regulatory agencies. Ttlese aen-
t li-onorming bc concern, but from the exposed plisi-

nd
cies are.not a part of the EXecutive.Branch,and hence
tannot expect presidential protection and support if
their rulings anger a regulated industry. Nor carpthey
necessarily expect Congress to pay much attention to`
their day-to-day regulatory rulings or support them in
controversies with a legislator's constituents. Lacking
strong preSidential or congressional support, the agen-
cies often:find it necessary to come to terms with the
industry they regulate.

C, (din c,ns which eric crurctcce "capture.

When g4ernmental policy confers concentrated
benefits on a small, organied of society
and imposes widely distributed costs on a large
difficult to organize. segment of society, "cap-
ture- is encouraged."'

The Civil Aeronautics Board is perhaps the best
example of the -capture- theory. The CAB has not
allowed the chartering of a newt trunk airline since the
agency was created in 1938_ Airline and industry union
satisfaction with the status alio was demonstrated by
their intense opposition to Ford Administration de-
regulation proposals. The Ford plan would have let new
and supplemental airlines compete with trunklines,
and would have permitted trupklines to compete more
fully among themselves by expanding the routes
trunklines could tly without gaining prior CAB ap-
proval. It should, however, he poirtted out that in
serving the 'industry it 'regulates, the CAB has been
carrying out, its legislative mandate. After all, if was
created at the request of the industry, .,

The trouble with the -capture- theory of regulation
is that there is astriking array of cases where it does
not apply. For example. -it is unlikely to occur under
the following conditions:

)1 "mous which make -capture'' likely.

When :i regulatory agenLy was created out Of
conflicts` between two organized St:dors (concen--.
trated benefits and costs) and as the contending

Wijm I Ile ICN I . p. 15



forces to infleence the agency, "'capture" is less
likely to occur. Favoritism is likely to develop,
but the balance of power is unstable, e.g., labor
and management efforts to influence the NLRB.' 2

Pre minent examples of "noncapture' can 'even be
found in conditions of concentrated costs and diffused
benefits. The Federal Power Commission is not under

.,the thumb of the natural gas producers. The FPC until
quiterecentlyhas=been_diclaiing prices substantiiilly
below what the producers have been demanding and
has probably been instrumental in discouraging do-
mestic production. The ICC does not today favor the
railroads, and as a result the/railroads have advocated
deregulation. Nor do television stations that have lost -

their licenses, or networks that have been forced to
reduce their prime viewing time consider themselves in
control of the FCC. Indeed, there appears to be
substantial evidence to support Irving Kristol's obser-
vation:

. . . I have yet to meet an executive in a regulated
industry . who had the impression that those
regulators in Washington were really on his

James Q. Wilson has suggested` that the actual
process of regulation operates roughly as follows:

An agency is established, sometimes with
industry support and sometimes over industry
objections, and then gradually creates a regula-
tory climate of its own; Certain firms will he

_helped by some of the ,specific regulatory de-
cisions making up this climate, others will be hurt.
But the industry as a whole will adjust to the
climate and decide that the costs of shifting from
the known hazards of regulation to the unknown
ones of competition °are too great: it thus will
come to defend the system."

Thdsponse of the transportation industry to Pres-
ident, ord's proposals to introduce more competition
into that economic sector seemed to confirm Wilson's
Conclusion. As noted above, the airlines and their
unions are fighting deregulation. Similarly, the truck=
ers and Teamsters are adamantly, against permitting
free entry into the trucking business an allowing
greater freedom to raise and lower truckers' .rates.

While the industry comes to accept and deTend the
certainties *tat regulation provides. Wilson believes
that 'the agencies themselves . become preoc-
cupied with the details of regulation and the minutiae
of cases,. , . trying by the slow manipulation of details
to achieve various particular effects that happen to
commend themselves from time to time to various
agency members.'5 Detailed studies of regulatory

"Mid.. p. 159.
''Irving Kristol. -Some Doubts About 'De- ihe Wirt

Street Joarnal (October 2(-) 19751.
"Wilson. -The Dead Hand of Regulation.'' op. i ir., p. 47.
' Mid_ pp- 47:48.
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decisions of the FPC.. for example, reveal no consis-
tent policy preference,

It may well be that regUlatory agencies are not so
much industry-oriented or consumer-oriented as they
are "regulation-oriented. "They are in the regulation
business, and regulate thy will, with or withou a
rationale. If agencies have been 'captured' by a y-
body, it is probably by their staffs who have mastered
he arcane details of rate setting and license grant-
ing.'6 There is for example, no evidence that the
Antitrust Division of theDepartment-6f Justice has
operated under any clear or consistent theory. "As far
as anyone can tell, the Antitrust lawyers are guided
chiefly by their trained'habits to find case, that with
available evidence and under prevailing court opinions
can be made to stick. Any case.""

Whether the pattern of regulation be one of "cap-
ture" by the regulated, regulator control over the
industry, or staff "capture" of agency, the regulatory
agencies are probably doing approximately what Con}
gress and its committees intended them to do (e.g.,
Congress did not intend that competition should gov-
ern transportation and the ICC has seen that it has not:
Congress wanted conflict between Wall Street and the
SEC and there has been ample and continuing con-
flict). Some regulatory agencies take their cues from
the Congress (e.g., the NLRB regularly hears from
Congressmen about matters pending before it, and the
FCC has checked with key Senators before embarking
on a change of policy).'

The process of regulation is therefore an incredibly
complex process which reflects patterns of industry
control. agency dominance, and congressional inter-
vention.

Evaluation of Regulatory Policy
There is.no simple economic rule of thumb which

will enable one with certainty to decide which types of
regulation are desirable and which are not. Much
depends on how the regulation is carried out. which in
turn is influenced by the political environment of the
regulating, agency. Each case of regulation shobld be
examined, therefore, individually in terms of the
economic costs and benefits involved. In making an
analysis of the economic costs and benefits of regula-
tion, it should be kept in mind that:

I . In a market economy, the burden of proof should
favor compe,fition. It should not be reduced or

,eliminated without a convincing showing that the
benefits would outweigh the costs_

2 Once a regulatory policy has been established, it
has a tendency to become rigid and continue over
time. even after the original economic effects
have changed significantly.

3. Regulatory bureaucracies tend to take on a life of
their own and to haven interest in perpetuating
the regulatory agency.

p. 48.
'

pp. 48-49.



4. Those adversely affected by a change in regula-
tory policy (either deregulation or increased regu-
lation) often are relatively,few in number but they
have strong incentives to resist change and are
usually well organized politically.

5. Consumers who would gain from a change in
regulatory policy (either deregulation or in-
creased regulation) tend to be numerous with a,
small potential gain per person. They are seldom
well organized and are thus less effective politi-
cally.

6. Theregalatory process involves significant costs
in terms of government personnel as well as in
the protection of manufacturing and marketing
inefficiencies.

7. The pattern of industry - regulatory agency rela-
tions varies significantly from industry to indus-
try, with some exhibiting a pattern of industry
capture," and other agency control. Political
intervention from, the COngress is also frequent.

,

The above considerationstill assist one in analyzing
sfircific regulatory policies. Ultimately, however, the
analyst ,must make a cronal value judgment about
what types of regulati are desirable and whether or
not the benefits of regulation outweigh the costs.
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Rationale and Obje ives
prepared by

George G. Watson Jr.

Rationale
Throughout the histOry of the United States, as

political leaderg and citizens have sought to adapt its
institutions to changing economic conditions, they
have had to resolve conflicts among those who have
argued for thikganctity of priVate enterprise and those
who have claded that there was a public interest
that ought to be served. In addition to determining
what kind of economic problems should be 'dealt with
by government, they have had to decide what role
government should play when it acted. Today local,
state and national governmental agencieS engage in
economic planning, operate businesses, regulate busi-
nesses, and provide incentives to action by businesses.
Students and their families have direct contact with the
government as it performs such functions.

Zoning ordinances, public schools, minimum wage
laws, depletion allowances, and tariffs are examples of
issues often in the news. Less familiar are the day-to-
day activities of the Food and Drug Administration,
the Federal Trade Commission, the Federal Com-
munications Commission, the Federal Power Commis-
sion and the Civil Aeronautics Board. Yet the actions
of these agencies affect the availability and prices of
goods and services offered for sale in the marketplace,
mandate or prohibit practices on the part of businesses
in the name of promoting competition or protecting the
public health and safety, and determine allowable
profit levels in certain industries.

Increasingly the methods of regulation, the effects of
regulation, and the need for regulation are being ques-
tioned by businessmen, economists, political scientists
and public officials. It is of crucial importance that
citizens understand the philosophical and practical
issues involved whenever a proposal is made that
would substitute government regulation or control for
private enterprise decision-making. Questions about
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the role that government should play in the economy
are among the more complex and more controversial
problems with which our society must cope. John F.
Bibby and Leon Schur have explored the problem of
government regulation from the joint perspective of
the disciplines of political science and economics. The
learning activities which follow are designed to involve
students actively in the specifics of the issues that
were identified. ft

Individuals participate in the economy as consum-
ers, producers and citizen-voters, Secondary school
students will ordinarily have had more experience in
the first two roles than in the third. The avowed goal of
citizenship education is informed participation in the
political processes. Since much of the material avail-
able about government regulation is produced in behalf
of or in opposition to parfictilar 'programs, studentS"
need experience in analyzing the costs and benefits of
alternative methods of achieving the same social alt

One of the consequences of analyzing publiejistf4g-
in the classroom is controversy. Even when the facts
of the situation are not in dispute, students will bring
the values of their own frames of reference to bear
upon the proposals being considered. If students are
taught how to intervene in order to influence- the
regulatory process, they may choose to use their
knowledge. Letters to public officials, testimony at
public hearings, lobbying, picketing and demonstra-
tions can result. There are numerous risks involved:

The learning activities of this unit encourage stu-_
dents to act on their convictions because the risks of
.student apathy preparing for a lifetime of citizen
apathy have been judged greater than the risks of
stirring up controversy. Controversia issues are not
only art appropriate 'but an essential vart of social
studies instruction. lOh as teachers are careful not
to impose their own values and/or specific positions on



issues upon their,students, to select issues that can be
adequately studied, wit4in the time available, and tb
provide access to the full range of positions on the
issues, it is ieasonable to anticipate satisfactory re-
sults.-

Objectives Activity
Implementing
Objective

1. Given a problem situation involv-
ing governmental regulatory action,
students will;

a. identify the problem that prompt- Nos. 1, 2, 6,
ed the governmental action. 8, 9, 10

b. describe the costs and benefits
involved before and after gov- Nos. 2, 6 8,
ernmental action. 10

c. identify the regulatory agencies
that have power and/or author- Nos. 5
ity for dealing with the problem.

2. Given a problem situation involv-
ing the question of whether gov-
ernmental regulation is needed.
students pill:

For ease in duplicating the clas
the back of this volume.

10

a. state the issues as perceived by Nos. 3, 6, 7,
various groups involved. 8, 10

b. desdribe the costs and benefits
of alternative courses of action Nos. 1, 2, 3,
for dealing with the problem. 8, 10

c`. based on consideration of rele-
vant economic and political in-
formation, evaluate proposed
legislation and/or alternative

actions-advocated-by-various Nos 1
interest groups.

d. formulate their own personal
positions -relative' to the course
of action that should be taken
for resolving the problem. Nos. 3, 8, 10

8; 10

3. Given a situation describing at-
tempts by individual citizens to in-
fluence governmental actionstu-
dents will: ,

a. describe the problems con-
fronted by individuals Who wish=
to exert influence on policy de--
cision-makers.

b. suggest alternative actions avail-
able to citizens for influencing
policy decisions.

oom handouts, all student materials are found at

Nos. 4, 9, 10

Nos. 2, 4, 10



Instructional Aditrifie

prepared by
George G. Watson, Jr.

In rudional Activity No. 1
Mapleville's Dilemma

Recommended Use: Senior High. School Econo ics'or Problems of Democracy
courses.

Time Required: Two -three 45-minute class periods.

Materials Required: Multiple copies (one for each student) of Student Read7
ing No. 1.

Rationale: Students should be aware of the potential economic con-
sequences of local government action or inaction. Although
the case is oneinvolving ggilernment self-regulation, there
are effects on citizens and businesses outside of Maple-
vine's jurisdiction. The dilemma situation is realistic in that
decision-makers are often confronted with conflicting cx-
pert testimony."

Concepts: Rational decision-making, negative externalities (third-party
costs), positive externalities (third-party benefits), author-
ity, power, public policy, institutions, participation.

Instructional Given the case study, Mapleville's Dilemma,- a Series of
Objectives: discussion questions, and classroom discussion ae les

students will:

1. identify the problems which prompted the propos' gov-
ernmental action in the case,

describe the costs and benefits of governmental-action or
lack of action. ,

3. reach a position on the proposed legislation based on a
consideration of relevant political and economic infor-
mation.
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General Notes to the Teacher

This case may be used to-Idemonstrate both the similarities and differences
between economics, a social science, and the natural sciences. Economics utilizes
the scientific method of problem-solving and relies on Models to simplify complex
phenomena in order to analyze them_ the natural scientist, however, the
economist cannot conduct controlled laboratory experiments. As he or she tries to
analyze the real world, the economist may even have difficulty identifying the
relevant variables to investigate.

Economics has often been called the science of choice-making. Every individ-
-rn i in y an. society must dal-de-how-to all c , human

and capital resources, and the. real costs of such decisions are the alternative uses
not selected. This case is an example of a situation in which all costs are not
reflected in the price of the service provided. Corrosion, dead trees and contami-
nated water supplies are examples of third-party costs. Any attempt at cost-
benefit analysis should. include estimates of these costs.

The case also should stimulate a discussion of the importance of social overhead
capital. If a decision iS made not to salt, will third-party costs be incurred by
businesses that use Mapleville's road* when transporting their products? Have
they been recipients of third-party benefits- in the past?

Because there are issues raiseckby the case which cannot be decided based upon
the data provided, students should, be encouraged to use economic models and
concepts to formulate analyticalquestions for further investigation. It may also
be suitable as a value-clarification exercise. John Winslow"s'*cision will Wit he
automatic once the economic analysis has been made. EVen after the probable'
consequences of the available courses of action are known, value judgments must
be made. If several of one's values are in conflict, they must -be -ordered and/or
compromised. John must finally -vote foi or against the ban on salting.

Teaching Strategy
1. Distribute Student Reading No-. I. (case study with

discussion questions). Ask students to read the
case ,study and to take a position on discussion,
question No. 5 (Discussion questiohs areprovided
at the end of the student reading.)

2. Poll the class as to their positions, allowing for an
undecided category.

3. Organize the class into small groups (3 to 5 students
each). As far as possible, each group should have a
balance of "pro" and "con" positions. Assign each
group the following ;tasks:

a. Discuss and record answers to discussion ques-
tions 1 through 4.

b. Identify the issues over which members of the
group are divided, ,

c. Suggest other actions open to John Winslow be-
yond a "yes" or "no" vote on the proposed
article.

Pupil Activity
Read the case study and take an initial position.

Complete small group tasks.

Report results of small groi, deliberations and com-
pile a master list of answers, issues and proposed
actions.

4. Total class discussion:

a. Pose the following question for discussion: Assess alternative actions proposed in Step 3 in terms
"What is John Winslow most likely to-do?" of costs and benefits.

b. Poll the class, (Discussion of the results of the Identify thd action that he student thinks John Wins-
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vote can be used to highlight questions of low is most likely to take and state theasons under-
t and id; separate them from questions of lying this dhoice.

e d. iefeiince and individual value prefer-
'

enCe.

5. Evaluation:.
a. Assign the following: Based on our discUssions

of the Maplelfe's Dilemma case, write a sta
ment to be made by John Winslow to a group
of constituents who oppose his stand on the

--silrba'relirticksure-to-stiow-your-uncrer-
standing of both sides of the issue and how you
weighed costs and benefits in reaching your po-
sition. (You are free to cast dither_ a;`yes- or.a
"no" vote on the article.)

b. Suggested criteria for evaluating student papers:

(1) Specific arguments from the case pro and'
con road salting.

(2) An estimate of costs and benefits of action
vs. no action..

(3) A consistent argument supporting the vote
'east by John Winslow.

Complete

Suggested Follow -up Activities

I. One way to approach this case is to prepare question No. 5 immediately after
reading the case. The Mapleville Town Meeting should then be held with Effew
students taking roles as proponents or opponentsipf the ban on salting in order
to get the debate started. Thisalebate might take place in a City Council or
Board of Aldermen rather than in a New England Town Meeting. The setting
chosen was selected so that John Winslow would be an ordinary citizen rather

. than a public official who might be expected to be better informed on the
issues.

2. The Mapleville case has a number of real life parallels. Students may investi-
gate these using the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature as a starting point.

3. There is a Virginia based Salt Institute which publishes standards for salt use
based on an average of four applications per storm per two-laze miles of
highway. Check with your community's superintendent of highways or public
works to obtain the recomm dations and practice followed by his department.

4. Visit the local superintend nt of highways or public works or invite him/her to
meet with your class to discuss local procedures of snow removal. You should
prepare a list of questions to be sent to the person before the meeting.

5. The state of Minnesota has banned the use of de-icing salts from its roadi
except at major intersections and steeply graded inclines. The federal Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency is concerned about salt in drinking water. The
Federal Highway Administration takes the view that salt is necessary for
ice -freF highways. You can write to each of these soirees for additional

_information. Look, for contradictory stands by different agencies of the same
level of government.

6. Road salting is only one way local governmental agencies may be involved in
damaging the environment. Solid waste disposal, burning of fuel in public
buildings, and sewage may produce air and water pollution. Investigate the
ways your community handles these potential problems. Bring a camera and/or
a tape recorder so that your findings can be shared with fellow students.
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Student Readin 1m. i.

Maplevillers Dilemma : .1 Case Study

ad the h on the front a e of his Co of the Ma leville
News, APLEVILE TOWN MEETING TO CONSIDER BAN ON SALT
.USE." He eased into his favorite chair and carefully read the account of the
proposed bap on the use of salt for highway snow removal. Considering the strong
feelings which this issue had aroused in the -community, the article. was a
surprisingly unemotional recounting of the events which had led to the present
controversy.

John thought back to the first letter to the editof blaming highway salting for the
.

kMing of many of the maple trees which had given the town its name. Each week
thereafter road salting was attacked in letters from people who claimed that it had
caused damage to their cars, .grass and shrubs, private concrete walks and

:driveways, and town-Owned storm drains.
Then it was discovered that salt stored near the Department of Public Works

garage was filtering into the town's wells and contaminating its water supply. John
recalled that the letters which followed that disclosure bordered on the hysteria'.
Stories about elderly people on low-salt diets being poisoned by water and rumors
that the publiC water supply was 'about to be declared unfit for human consump-
tion were widely circulated., Several neighbors had called John in near panic to e
urge that he support a campaign to ban the use of salt on the roads;

As the town. meeting approached, an all-out effort-was mounted to end highway
saltint A 26-page booklet documenting the case against salt was published,
complete with a substantial bibliography of additional sources of information. The
local Audubon Society announced that it favored the ban against salt.

In response the National Salt Institute circulated scientific studies among
influential Mapleville citizens which seemed to demonstrate the efficiency and
economy of salt while they simultaneously discredited the arguments of those who
opposed the use of salt:

1. The contamination of Mapleville's water supply had been caused by im-
proper storage of the town's salt supply, not by highway salting.

2. The maple trees were dying because of a combination of factors such as high
air flow, sunlight, compacted earth and pavement over root zones, and
gasoline and diesel emissions.

3. Newer automobiles halle better anticorrosive coatings which sholild di-
rninish the problem of damage to automobiles from salt.

4. People on low-salt diets should be drinking distilled water. The level of salt in
the water supply has always been far 'below the maximum allowable level.

A National Salt Institute spokesperson insisted that The most important
consideration, moreover; is human safety. Since the other deAcinka'gents are moreGents
expensive than salt and as dangerous to the environment if improperly stored and
since salt is both less expensive and more efficient in keeping pavement clear than
abrasives such as sand and cinders, salting must be the preferred method."
Mapleville own Superintendent of Public Works was quoted as saying, There's
no substitute for salt. Sand won't do the job with falling snow., but salt laid on the
road before the snows begin will continue to keep the pavement clear."

In answer to the National Salt Institute claims, the opponents of salting cited
National Safety Council data which indicated that only 2.4 percent of all fatal and
5 percent of nonfatal accidents occurred during snow and ice condition4 while 81.6

'percent of all fatal and 75.6 percent of all nonfatal accidents occurred on dry
pavement. They further suggested that since drivers tend to exceed safe speeds on
salted roads and since salt spray on windshields reduces drivers' vision, de-icing
salt may actually lead to an increase in highway accidents.
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Preliminary figures, fro towns that tiad already instituted a program of plowing
and sanding (including emoval of accumulated sand in the spring) showed
significant cost reductions rather than The increases predicted. Whether Ma-
pleville would experience similar savings was an important unanswered question.

John put down his paper still undecided..Re knew he disliked driving on ice and
snow and had accepted the corrosive results of salt working on his automobile as a
necessary evil. The debate had made him question whether it was safety or
convenience fhat salt provided. Did he simply want to be able to drive faster? . .

Were the environmental consequences as serious as the antisalt people claimed?
wouldn't want to lose the maple, trees on his street. . . . but, if the

town banned salt and 'a school bus were involved in a serious accident. . . .

Tomorrow he had to vote at town meeting. . . . How would he ever make up his
mind? 4.

Discussion Questions
I. Economics and Political Science are social sciences which means tha they use

a ,scientific'method of problem- solving. Theoretically, the social, sci tist first
recognizes and defines a problem, identifying the conflicting goals values
involved. He/she determines what altematilies are available and asses the
probable consequences of selecting each of them. Finally a choice is made
from among the alternatives.
In reality the social scientist may reach the point of decision - making in as
unsystematic a fashion as John Winslow. Sometimes it is helpful to reorganize
the available information according to a model_ Suppose for the moment that
John had been trained as a social scientist. How would he have described
Mapleville's problem? What alternatives might the town meeting consider?

2. Wben trying to determine the probable consequences °reach alternative
colf0e of action available to the citizens of Mapleville, the economist would
probably engage in a cost-benefit analysis. What are the costs of road salting?
Of the other choices? How might a dollar value be assigned to the benefits
received from each alternative?

3. Economists measure the real cost of any good or service in terms of the
alternative uses of scarce resources (natural, human and capital) foregone.
Occasionally costs are incurred by people other than the producers and
consumers of a particular good or service. Are there any of thee thild-part5,
costs in the Mapleville case? If so, how might.they be measured? Ho'w would
their presence affect your answer to question No. 2?

John Winslow' is confused by the claims of both the supporters and the
opponents of the ban on road salting. A number of these claims involve
technical questions which scientists might help to answer. Suppose Mapleville
were to hire a team of scientific consultants. What questions should they be
asked to investigate?

5. If you were John Winslow and had only the information provided in the case
available to you, how would you vote on the proposed ban on highway salting?
Why would you take that position?
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Instructional Ad vii No
Stee litown's-Crisis

RegordltieudUsebr High School Economics or Problems of De crac
courses.

Thne Required: Two-three classroom periods.

Materials Required: Multiple copies (one for each student) of Student Reading
No. 2.

A major purpose of this activity is to introduce students to
the complexity of governrrient regulationespeciallx regu-
lotions used as a remedy for market transactions that pro-
duce health hazards and/or unacceptable costs to third par-
ties. This case is deliberately Wilttentrom the point of view
of a-business executive to mitigate the difficulties involved
in a diffused-benefits, concentrated-costs situation.

Concepts: Cost- benefit analysis, negative externalities, (third party
costs), authority, power, public policy, institutions, partici-
'pation.

Instructional Given the case study, "Steellown's Crisis,,a series of dis-
Objectives:' cuss on questions, and classroom discussion activities, stu-

dents will:

1. identify the problem which promp governmental ac
tion in the case.

/. describe the costs and benefits involved before and after.
governmentaltion.

3. formulate a plan of action for the manager of the Amer-
ican Steel Corporation plant in Steeltown.

4. recognize the potential con ict involved if actions de-
signed to reduce health_ hazards and/or costs to third par-
ties result in reduced employment, higher prices and less-
competition in an industry.

General Notes to the Teacher

This case is centered about the idea of third-party costs, sometimes referred to
as social costs or spillovers, and alternative ways of meeting such'costs. The
selection of a problem with an obvious technological solution was made deliber-
ately in order to emphasize the nature of the economic decisions.

Students should make use of economic models and concepts to support their
hypotheses as to why Steeltown's companies had not installed antipollution
devices voluntarily. What would happen if some firms cut back on their emissions
and others did not? Why might workers whose families suffered the ill effects of
the air pollution support the companies who were resisting the installation of new
antipollution equipment? Why couldn't the steel companies get together to
formulate a plan for reducing emissions?

The suggested follow-up activities include the consideration of alternatives to
direct action by the Environmental Protection Agency and the courts in times of
crisis. More complex situations involving research and development costs before
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emissions can be reduced may also be considered.
Finally, students ought to realize that some or all of the increased costs of

producing steel will be passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices for
products that are made of steel. If the price of steel rises, it is likely that users of
steel will substitute less expensive materials wherever possible.

Teaching Strategy Pupil Activity ,

I.. ASk--caeh-Student-to-read-the-case-study--and to Read-case-stay and compileJist_bf_ atives
make a list of Robert Chamberlajn's alternatives.

2. Organize the c ass into small groups (3 to 5 students Discuss case study in small groups and complete as-
per group). As igfi each group the following tasks: signed group 'tasks.

a. Make a cemb d list of alternatives from the
lists made up by the group members.

b. Discuss and list the costs and benefits of each al-
tentative (indicate who will benefit and who will
pay in each case).

c, Rank alternatives in order of desirability from
Robert Chamberlain's point of view.

d. Rank alternatives in order of desirability from
your own perspectives. Reach a consensus-if at
all possible.

3. From information provided in group reports, have
the students compile a master list of alternative
costs and benefits.

LK Total class discussion:

a. Question for discussion:
"What is Robert Chamberlain most likely to
do?-

b. Based on student responses, select, additional
questions for discussion from the list praided
on pages 29-30.

5. Evaluation:

a. V4rning assig ment:
Based on o discussion of the Steeltovn Crisis
case, evaluate this statement made by` a Steel-
town mayoral candidate: "This action by the
EPA is just one more example of how govern-
ment overregulation is. wrecking the free enter-
prise system. In the name Of protecting our en-
vironn4nt they are about to destroy Steeltown's
economy.-

b. Suggested criteria for evaluating written assign-.
ment:

(1) Mention of the problem which prompted the
EPA action. -

(2) Discussion (pro or con) of the position that a
crisis existed at the tinie the EPA acted.

(3) Specific references to the costs and benefits
involved before and after the EPA action.

28.

Report results of small group deliberations to entire
class and participate in compilation of master list.

Participate in class discussion.

Complete written assignment.



(Measured.of success on this criterion will
depend upon the master list compile during
the total classdiscuslion.

(4) Specific argUments for or against govern -
merit regulation in this. case.

Su ested,Follow-up ActivitieS

The nyironrotection A encyhas acted to close clOwn plants under
the Clean Air Act of 1970. It has also issued orders requirink polluters to cut
emissions by specified percentages. Consult the Readers' Guide to Periodical
Literature for additional information.

2. There was a ready technological solution to the Steeltown pollution problem.
Firms could have complied with strict EPA emission standards. The. EPA has
issued 1975 standards for six major pollutants that will affect jtist about every
major industry. It has been claimed that not.only will it be expensive to comply
but the necessary technology for eliminating certain of the prohibited gasps is
not yet commercially available. What would yoti expect to happen if the
standards are' not met? Will the faCtories be closed down? Why or why not?

3. Air pollution is no respecter of state boundaries. Citizens Of Vienna, West
Virginia, long complained about the to lfur dioxide and fly ash dumped
upon their community by Union C ide Corporation's ferroalloy plant across
the Ohio River in Marietta, Obi°. After many years of controversy, the EPA
ordered the use of low-sulfur coal in Carbide's power station,, and new
equipment to be installed to cut sulfur dioxide emissions by 70 percent.

Carbide claimed that approximately 625 workers' jobs out, of a total of 1500
would iiave to be eliminated in order to meet other federal deadlines. Ralph
Nader charged that Carbide was engaged in "environmental blackmail" and
suggested that legislation to protect workers from loss of jobs because of
shutdowns due to environmental regulation may be needed.

The cast of using resources in one way rather than another is What is sacrificed,
i.e., the alternative goods and services that could lave been produced with
those resources. Opportunity Cost is the economic concept used in-discussing
such situations. What was the opportunity cost of reducing Carbide's emis-
sionsr'Who should'have borne this cost? If you had beem a citizen of Vienna,
hOw would you have wanted the problem regolved? Mayor of Vienna? Carbide
plant manager? Worker in the Carbide plant? EPA administrator?

4. The EPA emission standards will affect most Citizens directly. It has been
estimated that controlling sulfur oxide emissions alone could cost $2,5 billion,
with most of it passed on in the form of higher electric bills., Since the

Jechnblogy for trapping the offending gases is not yet perfected; power
companies must shift to low-sulfur fuels, primarily natural gas. To do so natural
gas production must increase by 15 percent. At the same time utilities are not
regarded as good investments and may find it hard to raise the fdrids necessary
to convert old plants, build new plants, and conduct needed research..

Who should pay the price for pollution-free power? Should large users continue
to receive lower rates?.

uestions for Class Discussion

What is Robert Chamberlain's problem? What possible choices does he have?

2. Identify the various groups of citizens involved in Steeltown's crisis. How
might each of Robert Chamberlain's possible choices .affect each of these
grOups?
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Why might a plant manager like Robert Chamberlain prefer that the federal
government mandate a level of sate einisSionstandards? Why wouldn't
voluntary actions solve the problem?

4. What factors woul4kyou consider if you were analyzing the contribution made
to Steeltown by itiTompanies? ,

5. Are there third-party costs incurred by people other than the producers and
consumers of the products made in Steeltown? Who should pay these costs?
HdYiLcan_they best_be_assessezd?___

6. Why do you suppose Steeltown's companies had not installed antipollution
devicesT7What would happen if -some firms cut back on their.-emissions and
others did not? z

7. Why might workers whose families were suffering the ill effects of the air
pollution support the companies that were resisting the installation of new
antipollution equipment?

4- .

8.41Fthy -couldn't the veel companies get together to formulate .a plan for
reducing emissions?

9. What might happen to the price of steel if antipollution dices are installed?

JO. How might change
automobiles?

in steel prices affect the prices of other goods, such as



Stu OM Readjn
Steltowri's.Crisicz .ic$e Study

eeltriwq-5 crisis began -early -Niovember-Monday-whert-a-temperaktire
inversion settled in over the city. By 'Tuesday marning the pollution, count was
dangerously high, and children and' people_ with respiratory problems or heart
disease were warned to stay inside and to aVid physical exertion. County health-
officials sent telegrams to the city's 23 companies asking that- erriissions be cut off
by 60 percent until the ernergency.situatiok*avended. Although some firms acted
immediately, emissions were dOWn by-Only 20 .percent on Wedngsday..

At, that point feidral officials -frOm. the ,Eniironmental Protection Agency,

decided to-'act. Invoking emergency ..poWers prpvided by the Clean Air Act of
1970, the general counsel for E.P.A. sought and olithinad a court order halting the '

. -'7 prodUction of all 23 of ,SteeltoWn's plants:..When the eotripanies started to-bank
_

their furnaces' on Thursday, there was a significant iMproVerrient-in the level of
emissions. A saving rain' broke the inversion.', and the immediate crisis was over.

Steeltown had had emergency sitaitions before..Pollation had reached danger
levels 65 times prior to this crisis, and there had ,beert a Seriatis:situation in MIrch.
Federal. inter ion by the E.P.A., however -, had introduced a new element.
Several of theompanies cOnsidered suits against the-federal government to
recover damages'incurred when production was halted Sensitive to the lay-off of
5,000 workers and the loss, of $400,000 in wages, labor union officials prepared to
negotiate for contract clauses protecting against wage: losses when plants were
shin down during such emergencies. , ,

The worst part of the crisis was that it need never have occurred. The
technology for removing the tons of soot that each day poUred out of Steeltown's
stacks had been available for many years. Some of the larger companies now
might take the necessary steps to'modernize their operations over the nut two to
three years."-§everal of rthe smaller firms would not be atiVno absorb the
traditionaLcosts, how ver, and some Steeltown workers would face permanent-
loss!of their jobs, .: ,N

Rbbert Chamberlain, recently appoibtapianager of the American Steel Corpo-
ration plant in Ateelto p-, had been one of the first to comply with the request of
county health officials
pollution prOblems in

, .
parsolution. Uppl the p

: .not Justify a request to
Chamberlain believed

American Steel Corporat

Bike other plant managers he had early acknowledged ,-.
eeltown but,had- been unable to contribute much to their

ntc rporation gave the environment top priority he could
2 million that would be needed for pollution control.
the 'E.P.A. action might work for the benefit of the
They could afford the additional expenditures and

might well recover their'cclsts through the 4Se of b yproducts recovered. Further-
.

more he believed it would be but a sh-cp tirde until American Steel would face
) , i /
'class - action suits for environmental clamags brought by outraged Steeltown

. . ens. 7 ... .

Chamberlain also kneW tbat There y executives who disagreed with
that not all stockholders woul port 'ending to abate pollution, a thatstockholders

prospect of falling profits jeopardize his career with the, corapa

SHOULD ROBERT C AMBERLAIN RECOMMEND A S'tfik MILLION
EXPENDITURE FOR POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES?

- 4 6
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Instructional Adivity No. 3
Center City's Problem

Use: Senrdr ligh School Econ ics or
-.courses.

Time Required:

Materials Require

Rationale:

Concepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

oblems- of Democracy

Two-three clasSroom periods:

Multiple copies (one for each student) of Student Reading
No. 3.

The major purposes Of this activity are to introduce students
to the complexity of governme:nt regulation, under our fed-
eral system, to encourage objective analysis of questions
of fact, and to prOrnote understanding of the value cou-
flicts involved in political and economic problems. The case
study used in theOetiOy illustrates the effect of the sum
of many individual dediiions to drive cars into Center City.
No one individual is respotisible for the problem that exists,
and overnmental action seem unavoidable.- A major cliff':
culty in this and similar situations` comes in defining the
nature of the problem and evaluating alternative solutions.

Cost - benefit, authority, power, public policy, institutions.

Given:the case study, "Center City's Problem, and a ser-
ies of classroom discussion activities, students will:

1. identify the problem as perceived by the various groups
affected by it.

2. describe the costs and benefits of alternative courses of
actio for dealing with thy problem as seen by each
of the groups.

3. formulate their own positions and evaluate an unfamiliar
position statement.'

Teaching Strategy

.Ask each_ student to read "Center City's Problem".
and to define briefly the problem as it might be
perceived by George Graham, his employer, tke
EPA officials, Center City's public officials, citi-
zen4. who live in the path of the proposed high-
Ways, and Center City's traffic engineers.

2 \Organize class in small groups (3 to 5 students per
grsup). Assign the following tasks:

a. Share the individual problem statements and
agree upon a group description of the problem
from ach of the suggested perspectives.

b Compile a list of alternatives open to Center
public officials.

Pupil Activity

cad he case stuffy and describe the problem from the
perspective, of theavarious individuals and groups in-
volved.

In small groups, discuss the case study and complete
assigned tasks.



c. Discuss the costs and benefits of each .alterna-
tive as p-erceived by each of the parties involyed.

d. Rank the alternatives in order, of desirability
from each of the perspectives. (ft is suggested
that a matrix showing the rankings be used to
organize the data.-

SAMPLE MATRIX

RANK GS

Alter-
natives

a., E
E..4 2

v ,--0 0

6.a.,
-,-,
0
IL
E

t.0

".
Ea, ._
u (....)

.
=.
r-.4

.-

. "
c, b

c_
al caa" =

u

E. c.
-a0
t..." tari

Rank the alternatives from the student group's
perspective and add that information to the
matrix.

3. Total class discussion:

a. Set up a master matrix as each group reports
;the results of its deliberations, Ask for reasons
behind the ranking whenever it is unclear as to
how the group arrived at its decision's.

b. Discuss similarities and differences among the
groups.

c. Question for discussion: What is Center City
likely to do? What will happen then?:

d. Based on student responses select `additional,
discussion questions from those ,provided on
page 36.

4. Evaluation:

a. Assign the following essay question:
Based on our discussion of the Center City prob-
lem case, evaluate this statement: "There are
two problems that have to be solved-4one is the
transportation problem and the other is the
pollution problem. The EPA is only 'concerned
about the pollution problem; the future of our
cities depends on solutions to both. It is clear
that no form of public transportation can match
the flexibility of the passenger automobile. Re-
ducing parking only intensifies the transporta-
tion problem. The EPA should concentrate its
efforts on the development of a pollution-free
automobile.

Report results of small group discussions.

Participate in class discussion.

Complete ri en assignment.
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4 b. Suggested criteria for evaluating student essays:

A student will have successfully completed this
activity if the required essay contains the fol-
lowing:

(1) Recognition of the oversimplifications in the
statement quoted.

(2) An awareness of the other' problems that
passenger automobiles create in addition to
pollution.

Discussion of the costs and benefits of the
alternatives considered in the essay.

(3)

Suggested Follow-up Activities

1. Center City's problem must be faced by its citizens and those public officials
charged with governing the city. Assume that your community faced this
problem, and prepare a position paper for the chief executive which outlines the
alternative courses of action open to him, the probable costs and benefits of
each of these alternatives, and your recommendations for action to be taken.

2. A 'Washington-based group of concerned environmentalists organized the
Highway Action Coalition. Environmental groups such as the Sierra Club,
Audubon Society, and ZOro Population. Growth have joined forces to support
efforts to have money from the Highway Trust Fund allocated to mass transit
systems. Consult the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature and prepare a
report on the activities of this organization.

3. The excerpt and table below present Federal Emission Standards for passenger
cars and light trucks. While the automobile companies are making efforts to
comply with these standards..- the industry is trying also to delay their
implementation by convincing the Environmental Protection Agency that the
necessary technology is not available and that the industry has made the effort
to comply in good faith.

The first attack on air pollution was mounted by the states as one by one-
they enacted laws governing their jurisdictions. The Congress followed with a
series of laws intended to provide a framework for cleaning up the air
throughout the nation in a concerted, comprehensive fashion. The most
important of these federal laws were the Clean Air Act of 1967,and the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1970.

The 1967 act embodied the concept that air cleanup required a national
effort, but it specified that the states should retain primary authority and
responsibility for doing so. The 1970 amendments provided for development
and enforcement of two kinds of standards for ambient air 4tfality
"primary- standards necessary to protect health and "secondary" standards
desirable to protect welfare, including property and aesthetics. The amend-
ments' stated goal was achievement of primary standards throughout the
nation between 1975 and 1977.
. The amendments also set forth a two-part strategy for attaining this goal.
First, the federal Environmental Protection Agency was to establish air
quality standards for six major classes of pollutants: particulates, sulfur
oxides (SO2), hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (C01. oxides of nitrogen
(NO), and photochemical oxidants. EPA promulgated standards for each
class in November 1971.

= f f
Although the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 established very specific

A /
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goals for reducing major pollutants from automobiles, they allowed delays in
implementing certain standards. The act also authorized EPA to use its
regulatory authority to reduce congestion and auto dependency in urban
areas. A number of efforts to use this authority have caused considerable
controversy in the intervening years.

Automobile Emission Controls The 1970 amendments required a 90
percent reduction below the 1970 model year levels in HC and CO emissions
by the 1975 model year and a similar reduction in NOx below 1971 model year
levels by 1976: The act authorizes the Administrator of EPA to determine-

_ under established criteria--:-whether to extend each deadline by I year. Such
an extension was made in April 1973 for the 1975 standards, with interim
standards promulgated to- replace the statutory requirements. Table 1 com-
pares the original statutory standards with,uncontrolled emissions and with
various changes and proposed changes.

In 1974 the Congress passed a series of amendments to the Cldan Air Act in
the form of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act. For
mobile sources this act extends the 1975 HC and CO interim standards
through 1976 and also gives tilt. Administrators of EPA authority to prescribe
interim standards for 1977 instead of following the statutory standards. The
original statutory standard for 1975 will become effective in 1978. The law
does not allow for suspensions of the NO standard and sets. a new statutory
standard fir both 1977 and 1978_

Table I -

Autornobile Emission Standards
(In grams per mile)

HC CO NOs

Uncontrolled cars (pre-19681' 8.7 87.0 3.5

1970-71 federal standards' 4.1- 34.0
1972-74 federal standards' 3.0 28.0 3.1

1.979 and 19764
Federal 49-state standards . 1.5 15.0 3.1

California standards 0.9 9.0 2.0
1977' federal 50-state standards 1.5 15.0 2.0
1978 statutory standards -`41.41 3.4 .4

Administration bill (January 1975)
1977-81 50-state standards
Post-1981 50- stain standards

0:9
(i')

9.0,
(')

3.1
(6)

EPA recommendation (March 1975)
1977-79 1.5 15.0 2.0

1980-81 0.9 , 9.0 2.0

Post-1981 0.41 3.4 i'i
Revised administration proposal (June 1975)

Through 1981 1.5 15.0 3.1

Post-1981 (fl) ( ") (')

On the basis of 1975 test procedures.
'Imposed administratively by EPA.
"Imposed by EPA as interim standards after suspension of statutory standards. except for

California's HC and NO standards, which were set by the state.
'Imposed by Congress in Public Law 93-319. except for California's NOs standards, which

were set by the St a le!'
,Imposed by EPA as interim standards after suspension of statutory standards, except for

NOx standards, which were imposed by the Congress (Public Law 93-319).
"Administrative discretion.

SOURCE: The .Sixth Annual Report of the Calmed on Environmental Quality, United States
Government Printing Office. 1975. pp. 44, 52-54.

4. Because mass-produced automobiles are not identical, there will be variations
among vehicles' emission performance. These vehicles will also deteriorate
with use. Mileage based on test-track driving is not the same as mileage based
on owner use over longer periods of time. Industry testing, therefore, may or
may not -be. a sound basis for judging the potential performance of vehicles.



How can such deterioration as might occur be minimized? What is the practice
in your household in such matters? Does your state mandate certain practices?

5. The automobile industry has continued to explore-alternatives to, the conven-
tional piston engine at the same time it has been working to lower emissions to
meet Environmental Protection Agency requirements. Wankel engines, turbine
engines, and battery-powered electrical engines are all being considered. Select
one or more of the alternatives being considered by the industry and determine
the following:

a. Which auto companies are doing research on this product?

b. What are the potential advantages which it has over the conventional piston
engine? Potential disadvantages?

c. What 'technological problems need to be solved before this type of engine
becomes prhctical? Economic factors should be considered as well as
technical ones.

d. Does this alternative deal only with the pollution problem or does it deal
also with the traffic control problem? How?

e. Will this alternative help to alleviate or contribute to the energy crisis
forecast for the next several decades?

f. What would it cost to convert the automobile industry to this type of
engine? How long would it probably take?

6. Prepare a position paper in favor of or opposed to the following statement:

"Transportation planning should be directed towards automobile use because
the automobile is the most rational form of transportation presently available."

Questions for Class Discussion

I. Under what circumstances might George Graham seek-an alternative form of
transportation'? Why?

What is the nature of Center City's problem? Is there more than one problem
involved? Explain.

3. Assume that Center City's automobile commuters will continue to drive to
work, how might the morning traffic jam be alleviated? Include both voluntary
and compulsory programs.

4. What would be the 'costs of each of the possible programs you have identified?
State these costs in terms of alternative uses of resources given up to achieve
the programs rather than in dollars and cents.

5. To what degree is Center City's problem subject to technological solutions?
Who has the necessary skills to develop such solutions?

6. Suppose state officials decided to go ahead with construction of the proposed
limited-access highways. Would they solve Center City's commuter traffic
problem? Why orwhy not?

7. What would be the real costs in terms of resources and the social costs in terms
of effects on local residents of building the limited-access highways? Are the
opponents obstructionists as George Graham believes?

8. The air pollution problem caused by auto emissions is an example of third party
or social osts. George Graham and others like him contribute to Center City's
problem 'How can they be made to face the unintended consequences of their
acts? Should they be required to pay the costs incurred? How could these costs
be computed and assessed'?

4 5
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Student Reading No. 3
Center Ci s Problem: A Case Study

Each morning Monday through Friday George Graham leaves his home in
suburban Waterford and drives twelve miles to his office in Center City. As befits
his executive status, Giorge d4es a medium-price sedan. It is pow three years
old, and he contemplates tradin^p-to a more expensive model in)the spring. Next
to his home his automobile is the most valuable property he owns, and he and his
family would have difficulty getting along without it. George expects that the
excellent care he has given his car will assure him a high trade-in value.

Like most of his fellow workers, George drives to work alone. A few months
ago his firm began to give preferential parking spaces to drivers with two or more
passengers. George considers his freedom to use alternative routes or to stop off
on errands on the way home to be an important advantage of driving to work, and
he is not interested in restricting that freedom by taking on the responsibility of
pasSengers. An early arrival time has so far insured him of adequate parking
space.

George's office opens at 9 a.m., and although it normally takes him about thirty
minutes to get from his home to his desk, George sets out at 8:00 a.m. and arrives
thirty minutes early for work each morning. Traffic patterns are such that waiting
until 8:10 a.m. would add twenty minute to his travelling time on the average and
cause him to be latefor work frequentbi in bad weather.

George believes that the delay in the construction of limited-access highways is
the source of his difficulty, and be blames the state's inaction in the face of this
problem on politicians and their constituents whose districts are iNthe paths of `;
the routes which have been planned. He has little sympathy with these obstruc-
tionists who jeopardize the economy of Center City and the well-being of its
citizens by stalling action on these needed routes.

The problem is not as simple as George believes! Center City is one of the cities
required by the Environmental tecti n Agency to develop a comprehinsive
plan that will significantly red air ollution by 1975. Since automobile

Tikfissions account for 60 percent Cent r City s problem. George and driAters
e him have been receiving the,attention of the city's publio officia4, To them he .

is a major part of their problem -

The city traffic engineers are aware that slow-moving traffic produces extra
pollution, because cars operate less efficiently in stop-and-go situations. They
share George's desire to eliminate the early morning congestion. It was at their
suggestion that George's employer and others instituted the policy of reserving
parking spaces for drivers with passengers. Although the practice has not been in
effect long, the response thus far is not promising.

Attempts to upgrade the service on Cent& City's transit line have thus far not
produced an appreciable increase in commuter use of these facilities. The
advocates of balanced transportation have not convinced suburban automobile
owners to shift to public transportation. _

WHAT SHOULD CENTER CITY TRY NEXT?
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Instru naI Activity No. 4
it en Harold

Recommended Use:

Time Required:

Materials Required:

Rationale:

Concepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

Senior High School Economics or Problems of Democracy
courses. It is strongly recommended that teachers preview
the film before using it with their classes.

One class period plus follow-up activity_ . (The complete
running time of the film is -9 minutes.)

Citizen Harold, available from Learning Corp_ oration of
America, 1350 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10019.

This activity serves to introduce students to the frustrations
of dealing with a governmental bureaucracy, to the poten-
tial power of organized groups of citizens, and to the diffi-
culties of overcoming citizen apathy. The film Citizen
Harold is especially useful for these purposes.

Authority, power, public policy, institutions, participation,
third-party costs.

Given the film Citizen Harold, and a series of short discus-
sions during the viewing of the- film, students will write
accurate descriptions of the problem faced by Harold and
suggesLone or more alternative solutions.

teaching Strategy Pupil Activity

I. Show the film Citizen Harold using the following
viewing/discussion sequence:

a. Show first part of film. Stop film after Harold's
first visit to City Hall and pose the following
questions for discussion:

(1) Is Harold's ineffectiveness his own fault?
The fault of City Hall? Nobody's fault?

(2) What should Harold do now?
NOTE: Avoid accepting one r4.?lit answer.

Elicit as many "should" alterna-
tives as possible.

b. Resume showing film. Stop film after the dream
sequence. Ask students; "What should Harold
do now?"

c. Resunie showing film. Stop film after Harold's
failure to organize his friends. Ask students:
What do you think Harold should do now?"

d. Show remainder of film.'Ask: Did you identify
with Harold? With his wife? With the man with
the bomb? Did your feelings change as the story
went along? If so, in what way?
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View film and, participate in class discussion.
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2. Evaluation:

a1 Individual written exercise:

- If you had Harold's problem, how would you
about solving it? Could you solve it?

b. Suggested criteria for-evaluating written assign-
ment:

(1) Correctly describes the nature of Harold's
problem.

(2) Advances a- reasoned argument explaining
how the problem might be solved or pro-
vides reasons why the problem can't be
solved.

Complete written exercise.



Instrudional Activity No. 5
nsumer Redress

Recommended Use: Senior High School Economics or Problems of Democracy
courses. Read game information prior to use If your state
has laws that conflict with answers given oh sheet used by
Coordinators of Channels of Appeal you may either make
the necessary changes or point out the discrepancy between
the game and state law in the debriefing session.

Time Required: One class period (40-60 minutes) to complete simulation,
plus one or more class periods for &briefing and evaluation
session.

Required: Simulation Consurrzer Redress, Changing Times Education
Services, 1729 H Street, N.VV., Washington, DC 20006.

Students should have some familiarity with the channels of
appeal for specific consumer co plaints and with the pro-
cess and difficulties involved in btaining redress.

Concepts: Authority, power, public policy, institutions, participation,
third-party costs.

Rationale:

Instructional
Objectives:

birtg Strategy

1. While playing the game, each student will pursue at
least two grievances through to their final resolution.

2. Following the game and the debriefing session, each stu-
dent will able to list at least 4 of the ti channels of appeal
and at least 5 of the special government agencies and pro-
vide an example of a grievance that would be handled by
each agency' listed.

3. Following the game and the debriefing session, each
student will formulate at least two generalizations based
on the same experiences and will recommend guidelines
for trying to get a grievance redressed.

Pupil Activity

r to actual play of Consumer Redress: Listen to explanations and directions.

,.explain the game's objectives to the students.

explain the concepts "grievance," "redress-, and "redress of grievance.-
c. assign or have students choose roles.

d. establish stations and distribute materials.

e. review playing procedures with students.

2. Give signal for game to begin.
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Each, student performs the activities assigned:for his/
her role.

a. Coordinators of channels of appealinform ,con-
symers of the outcomes of their appeals.
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3. Debriefing and evaluation:

The debriefing session serves both to teach and to
evaluate through analysis of the game experiences.
Consumers should, have available their grievance
dockets and the, cards describing each of the griev-
ances that they pursued. Coordinators should have
the channel cards listing the results of appeals. The
clerk of redress records should have the record
sheet of grievances redressed. The following ques-
tions should be di-cussed by the class:

a_ many gr vances were redressed by each
tearii? What individual had the most grievances
redressed? Which grievances were redressed by
all teams? Which grievances did all teams fail to
redress?

b. Which grievances were easiest to redress?
Which were most difficult? Which took the most
time?

c. Which channels of appeal were most helpful?
Which seemed to have the most power to act?
Which appeared to have no power to act? Which
limited its activity to giving advice?

d. How closely do you think Consumer Redress
simulated reality? What did the Limbo assign-
ment represent? What factors of real life were left
out of the game?

Each student should then answer the following
questions in writing:

e. List at least 4 of the 6 major channels of appear
7\ and at least 5 of the special government agencies

andprovide an example of a grievance that might
be handled by Jach agency that you have listed.

f. What generalizations can you make as a result of
playing Consumer Redress? Can those generaliza-
tions be challenged? What guidelines would you
recommend for trying to get a grievance re-
dressed?
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b. Limbo keeperinforms consumers when the pre-
scribed- periods of time for their stays in Limbo
have lapsed.

c. Clerk of redresskeeps account of grievances
redressed by each of the teams.

d. Consumersattempt to get grievances redressed.
Complete entry on own consumer's grievance
docket for each attqmpt made.

Participate in debriefing discussion and complete writ-
ing assignment.



Instructional Activity No. 6

Recommended Use:

Why Federal Regulation?

Senior High School_Ecpn6mics, Problems of Democracy or
United States History courses. Because of the level of diffi-
culty of the readings, the activity may not be appropriate
for students having low reading ability.

Time Required: One or two classroom periods.

Materials Required: Multiple copies (one per student) of Student.,ReadLngs Nos.
4 and 5.

Rationale:

Concepts:

This activity presents studs-its with arguments in support of
the use of public policy to control 'private economic power.
Nearly 64 years of government regulatory activity separate
the statements of Theodore Roosevelt and Ralph Nader, yet
the latter insists that even more governmental action is
needed.

Third -party costs, competition, cost- benefit analysis, au-
thority, power, public policy, institutions, participation,
capture.

Instructional Given statements concerning the needfttr federal,regulation
Objectives: of economic activity, students will:

I. identify the reasons for government regulation discussed
in the statements.

2. formulate generalizations about why government regu-
lation has not been as effective as consumer advocates
would like.

Teaching Strategy,

I. Have students read the statements by Theodore
Roosevelt and Ralph Nader and summarize . the
reasons that each giVes for increased government
regulation of economic activity.

Pupil Activity

Read the two statements and prepare summaries.

2. Ask students to formulate generalizations as to Formulate generalizations about theeffectiveness 9
why government regulation which began during the government regulation,
early years of the century' (the Progressive Era) has
not proven as effective as consumer advocate
Ralph Nader, wonld like.

3. Evaluation: Students should include among reasons
for increased regulatory activity some versions of
the following,, criticisms of economic activity:

a. Inflation of costs to consumers,
h. Encouragement of inefficiency in critical sectors

of theec'Onomy.

c. The stifling of innovation.
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d. The corruption of the political and administra-
tive processes by the regulate, interests (cap-

.

tureA3f the regulators by the regillate4: a

ed The stimulation of competitiiie fOltes -in -the
. economy.



Student Reading No. 4
Theodore 'Roosevelt's View

In my message to Congress on December 5, 1905, I
"In our industrial and social system the interests of all men'are ,sitt- closely.

intertwined that in the immense majority of cases a straight-dealing'rnan; Who by
his efficiency, by his ingenuity..andeindustr,y, benefits himself, must also benefit
others. Normally, the man of great productive capacity who becomes rich by
guiding the labor of many other meiLncivS' so by enabling thein.to produce more
than they could produce without his guidance; and both he and share in the
benefit, which comes also to the public at large. . . . Yet, while not merely
admitting, but insisting upon this it , is also true that where there is not
governmental restraint %or supervision some of the exceptional men use their
energies, not in ways that are for the common good, but in ways which tell against
this common good. The fortunes amassed through corporate organizationare now
so large, and vest such power in those that wield them,'as to make it a matter of
necessity to give to the sovereign that is, to =the Governmentu which represents
the people as a wholesome effective power of supervision over their corporate.
use In order to insure a healthy social and industrial life, every big corporation
should be held responsible by and be 'accountable to some sovereign strong
enOugh. to control its conduct. I am in no sense hostile to Corporations. This is an,
age of'coinbination, and any effort to prevent all combination will be not only
'useless; btit in the end Vicious, because of the contempt for .law which the failtire
to enfOrce'taW inevitably produces. We should, Moreover, recognize in cordial
and ample fashion the immense good effected by corporde agenciesja' a country
such as ours. . . The corporation has come to stay, ju.04-s the trade urtioti has
come to stay. . . Each should be favored so long as it does good. Bufeackshould
be sharply checked where it acts against law and justice. \

. The makers of our National Constitution provided especially thatthe
regulation of interstate. commerce should come within the sphere of the General
Governmentt'The arguments in favor of their taking this stand were even then
overwhelming'. but they are far stronger to-day, in view of the..enornious
development of great business agencies, usuahly coporate in form. Experience has
shown conclusively that it is useless to trAst:to 'get any adequate regulation and
supervision of these great corporationS. ,S-Oto action. Such regulation and
supervision can only be effectively exercised by a sovereign whose jurisdiction is
coextensive with the field of work ofthe corporationsthat is, by the Nati'
Government. I believe that this legulatitin and supervision can be obtained by the
enactment of law by the Congress.,:.r .Our steady aim should be bylegislation,
cautiously and carefplly undertaken,. but resolutely persevered in to ass&t, the
sovereignty of the National Government by affirmative action.

This is only in form an innovation. In substance it is merely a restoration;
from the earliest time such regulation of industrial activities, has been recognized
in theaction of the lawmaking bodies; and all that I propose is to meet the changed./
conditions in such manner as will prevent the Commonwealth abdicating WO the ::4

power it has always possessed, not only ii this country, but also in England before
and since this country became a separate nation.

"It has been a misfortune that the National laws on this subject have hitherto
been of a negative or prohibitive rather than an affrrmative ,kind, and still more ,

that they have in part sought to prohibit what could not be effectively Prohibited,
and have: in part in their prohibitions confounded what should, be allowed and
what should not be allowed. It is generally useless to try to prohibit all restraint on
competition, whether this restraint be reasonable or unreasonable; and where it is
not useless it is generally hurtful. . . What is needed is not sweeping prohibition
of every arrangement, good or bad, which may tend to restrict competition, but
such adequate supervision and regulation as will prevent any restriction of



a .

competitiohrOm beigg to the detriment of the public, as well as such supervision
and regulation a:g will prevent other abuses in no way connected with restriction of
competition.'

I have called your attention in these quoiations to what I have already said
because Iam satisfied that it is the duty of the National Government to embody in
action the pririciples.thus expressed:

No small part ofttie trouble that we have conies from carrying to an extreme the
national virtue of Self-reliance, of independence in initiative and action. It is wise
o consdrveelftis,vitItue and to provide for its fullest exei-ciae, compatible with
seeing that Ivry does not a liberty to wrong others. Unfortunately, this
isihe kind of liberty that the lack of all effective regulation inevitably breeds. . . .

This does not mean that there should be any extension of Federal authority_ , for
such authority already, exists under the Constitution in amplest and. most
far-teaching forni;:latit it does mean that there should be ap extensiop of Federal
activity. This is not advocating centralization, It is merely looking -facts in the
face`, and .realizing tha)centralizatioa in business has already come and can not he
avoicled or'undone, and that the public at large can only protect itself from certain
evil effects of this business centralization by providing better method_ s for the
exercise of control through the authority already centralized in the National
Government by the Constitution itself. . . .

Source: Richard Abrams, ed., The Issue of Pederal Regulation in, the Progressive Era, The Berkeley
eries in Ainerican,klistory (Chicago: Rand McNally & 'Co., 1968)_ Rerprinted With permis-

sion_



Ar
A Citheii's Guide to the American Economy

by Ralph Nader

This year [1971] the gross national productyf the United States will exceed one
trillion dollars, while the - economy will fall to meet a great many ursent human
needs. This contrast between the 4atistics of grOWth and the fact Of economic
deprivation in America has become in3re and more evident to the public during
the past decadeespecially in such dramatic cases as that of the medical care
industry, which has received vastly higher payments from both the go,yernment

S, while the quality of medical care itself remains. unchanged or has

Stuilent Reading No. 5

ne worse..
anwhile, the impact on bur lives of the largest economic force oftall, the

corporate economy, has been badly nWectedf Most formal inquiries into a more
just and efficient use of national wealth havefa$led to measure how the citizen's
dollars are being wasted and depreciated In -the:market place and hiS taxes
converted into corporate property and incorke.

What ate needed now are analyses'of the Corp to economy that will do what
economists for the most part have failed to do: s ow how.,aorpbrations, by their
control-of both the niarket and government, have been able to divert scarce'.
resources to uses that have little human benefit or are positively, harmful. Such
studies- . will show the folly of Routing more dollars into the sieve of an
irresponsible corporate system.

. . I would like to outline,some ofthe major categories in which the abuses fall
anckto give a few of the Many possible exdmples of how they work. I call these
categories "sub-econornies.- .

1. The involuntarsubconorny. By this I mean the 17illions that consumers
would not have paid if the knew or could control what They were getting or if
corporations' observed eldlidntary standards of honesty, safety, and utility in
producing and selling tie -thilig's that are bought. Consumers are now spending
billions of dollars for products sold under false pretetses: meat and poultry that,
are-adulterated with fat and watermtent medicines, mouthwashes, and "aids" to
beauty and diet that do far less thdli they are said to:do fir nothing at all. Both the
good and Drug Administration and the Natiowil -Acadek of Sciences have
compiled lists of druls,_patent rqedicines, and rn341,fttivashes'that are valueless for
the purposes they at:NeiIlse aild often harmful as well, as in the case of certain
antibiotics. . I

2. It is in the transfer sub-econory . . . that the prices for goods and services
-may rise unconscionably as they move from the supplier of raw materials to the
inanufacturer, and then to the wholesaler, the retailer, and` the consumer, The
announcement of a erice increase by tUe steel, aluminum, and copper industries
concerns the Whitel-lomse economists-far more than would a sudden increase in
retail prices. It is not simply that a rise in the plc of,.geel will cause a rise in the
price,s of steel products. The economists know fharNch iaereases will escalate
sharply as they pass from one shared monopoly or Oligopoly of steel Iluyers and
sellersco another, untikthey reach the consumer who4nay well have to buy his car
or stove from do 'exclusive dealer." . . .

3. Both Gub-evanomies I have mentioned so far are facilitated by the controlled
market steb-economy. By this I mean the thousands of arrangements that make it'
possible for !Srporations to avoid competition'over the mice, quantity., and qual-
ity of things made and sold, so that the value of whatrbUyers receive is often
outrageously distorted, by comparison with what the value would be if the market
was not controlled.

Ntuny of the practices in thi§''snh-eronomy are violations of the anti trust laws
that have become both familiar' and tolerated: price fixing, product fixingfor,
example, the auto industry's entrenchment of the internal combustion engine-
shared monopolies, etc. They also include other barriers.to entry into the market
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such as excessive restrictions on occupational licenses, all import quotas, and the
tying up of patents....

. . . The Federal Trade Commission has-estimated nIt if highly coricentrateg
industries were broken up by the anti-trust laWs into more competitive companies'
so that the four largest firms in An industry would not &,iitrol more than 40 percent
of that Industry's-sales, prices would fall by 25 percent pr more. This estimate
applies to such major industries as autos, steel,' copper, aluminum', containers,
chemicals detergents, canned soups - cereals ____...

Another example of the controlled &onothy that tire allitivith-tthanor e
most part toierateis the manipulation of zoning by corborations so as to control
the use of land. Zoning boards were originally supposed to bring dip exploitafion. --

of land under democratic control. In .most cases, in fact, large Borporations -Ana
other powerful real estate interests are able to pressure zoning authoiities info: :
granting land restrictions, or obtaining "variances" from existing regulations, that
are profitable to them.: . . --.

4 Such an example brings us to the corporate socialism Itib-eco omy which 4t
includes both a) corporate pressure on government to unjustifiably-tr sfer public
folids and privileges to corporate, control and b) withholding.of proper payments-

! and other obligations from the government by the cornorations that Owe,thdm.`
The tax system has become, to a disgraceful degree, an indirect subsidy to.. _

corporations and other privileged groups. Many of the glaring tax 'loopholes th
slip%rough Congress each year are.in effect huge payments by the government
money it- would otherwise ttave received. . . . Thanks to the oil depletion.. .

glowance, among other loopholes, the Atlantic Richfield Oil Company, to take an
eXtreme example, had a net income of $797 million, while paying no federal tax
whatever, from 1962 until 1968, when it paid.at the rate of 1.2 Percent.

These "tax eiperkditures by the federal government have their local counter-,
parts in the gross undefpayrrient of property ja-Tes by mineral companies, real
estate developers, and commercial and industrial property owner's. Apreliatinsiry
estimate shows that, local taxpayers are paying a subsidy of at least S7 -billion a
year to such interests when they allow them tq evade-property taxes. . . II

The direct subsidies paid for agriculture', skipping, business promotifm, and
"research" are quite as important . . . as the indirect subsidies paid by` the tax.
system. The' Department of Agriculture, for example, is maw spending ,over $4
billionreach year for its, subsidy progranis. . fi. Big corporate farms receive the
lion's sure and Congress does not question the inequities that result. i . . Thanks
to Senator Rroxmire and Others, the Public has at least begun to learn of the waste --
and mismanagement in defense contracting, and the consequent multibillion-
dollar coSt-oyerruns" that have become commonplacee.g., the $2 billion over-
run paid Lockheed for-the C5A..i. . -. .

The compulsory consumption sub-economy is not part of any recognized
system of economic exchange butt has grave econornic,effects.1 am'referring
to the compulsory consumption of environmental pollution and compulsory

. exposure to occupational health and safety hazards. These reduce the quality of
the gross national product and thus` diminish the value of the citizen'sAollar, even
,when they do not directly compel people to pay for medical treatment, for
example-. . . . Air and water pollution are each costing at least $,144 billion a year:
(The yearly damage tai California crops' alone from air pollution runs to $45
million.) The costs to the unborn, or to the environment in the future, have -not
eventgen estimated.

Safety and health hazards on jobs in factories, foundries, mines, and other work
pikes are also a form of compulsory consumption. They now cause three times at
many injuries as street crime: 15,000 sudden deaths last year, uncounted
kousands of deaths resulting from occupational disease "2.5 Million disabling

injuries, several million cases of less serious injuries and illnesses. . . .

6. The expendable sub-economy is composed mostly of poor people who are
being excluded from the services Of the economy at large. It is net simply that the
poor pay more:tbey are not being allowed to buy. In WashingtOn, Baltimore, Now
York, in fact i very large city, insurance and banking firths coaimonly "red
line" or refuse to do business withpeople in the poor districts. . . . But by
cutting off the funds needed foNiousing, far financing small business., and for
municipal bonds in the 16w income areas of the citieci, the banks and other lenders
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are causing the deterioration of the urban economy and injtiring the well-being of
millinns of people,,

The government, moreover, has bitieome a milling partnd in such discrimina-
tion..11 provides fast tax write-offs for airplanes, computers, bulldozers, and.
trucks,.causing loan money to flow in these directiogs and not toward loans to the

17- poor and these who have more urgent 'fiee.*. It provides tax inducements for slum
landI9rds-who are allowed to depreciateslum property at an accelerated rate and
to .pay capital gains taxes on profits from salesa process Which is- quickly
repeated-V-theimt'sturn-Inlidlord.. =

T .federal government artificially restricts the money supply in order to
.control inflation. It should insure that all segments of the borrowing public be
given getable treatment so far as restrictions on borrovang are concerned. . . .

pologists for the present corporate systerii will argue that the sub-economies I
eve described so generally here are justified because they support industries,

creat4obs, generate income. But it should be clear that their operations and the
ids of needs theylsatisfy are, to a great extent, neither desirable nor socially

responsible; in man,y, cases they are not legal. A safer traffic system would no
dtiubtiiveaken-the accident-injury industry, and that is as it should be. For most of
this century there has been declared a national consensus in favor of competition,
as well as numerous laws designed to encourage it, but both have been for the
most part betrayed). When they have not the benefits for the citizen have been
d ati (L,ast year a new supermarket chain broke into the complacent food
m ket o Washington, D.0 , long dominated by three major challis, This episode
and a.detailed FTC report on monopolization of food prices in the Washington,
.D.C., area, according to an FTC report, saved Washington conseaters $40million
'in reduced ' prices in one year.) Indeed, each of the sub-econornfes I have
described subverts values thai are deeply rooted in American life.

'What has been tragic is the general failtire to understansl how this occurred.
Fundamentally new ways must be found to make both government and corpora-
tions &countable. We should pursue the suggestion already made by some social
critics for a "social accounts system" which would enable government and
citizens to evaluate whether programs of educatibn, medicine, and transpOrtation,
for example, were improving or deteriorating in quality... . ,

Similarly, computers should be made directly available to the citizen, and
should be accessible both at shopping centers and by telephone. Such a cheap and
simple source- of information, which would give advice on the quality of products
-and of government and private services, could do much to squeeze pie waste and
deception out of the economy and give value to the dollar. . .

. The task of the consumer movement now is to gather and analyze and
disseminate . . information by demanding it from the three branches of

:government and by mounting private actions by colisumer groups to publicize it.
-Such information is ,the currency of economic democracy, the first loot for
changing the perception of citizerisond society itself.

17.)

"A Citizen's Guide to the American Economy," by Ralph Nader from The New York Revie
SepteMiter 2, 1971, The New York Review, New York. pp. 14-18. Reprinted by permission.
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In ructional Activity No. 7
Why Regulation Fails

Recommended Use: Senidr High School Economics or Problems of Democracy
courses.

Time Required:

Materials Retpdred:

Rationale:

Concepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

One class period.

Multiple copies one for each s udenp of Stu nt Reading.
No. &-

A major purpose of the activity is to acquaint students with
some of the major criticisms of regulatory agencies.

Third-party costs, competition, inefficiency, authority,
power, public policy, institutions.

Given several excerpts critical of the activities of regulatory
agencies, students will:

1. identify the problems discussed in the excerpts the
remedies proposed, and classify these remedies as pro-
cedural, structural or antiregulation.

2. formulate generalizations about why government regula-
tion fails.

Teaching Strategy

.- Distribute the reading "Why Regulation Fails"
and have students complete the exercise as an
assignment or as class work.
Note: Students might have difficulty in distin-
guishing between procedural, structural and anti-
,regulation remedies. You may wish to give them
the following explanations:

A procedural remedy would be a change in the
way the regulatory, agencies operate.

A structural remedy might be the combining of
agencies or agency functions, the creation of new
agencies, the provision of more citizen control,
etc.

..An antiregulation remedy might be a proposal to
abolish regulations ?thy than change proce-
dures br structure.

2. Discuss student responses in class.

3. Evaluation: Students should include among the
criticisms of regulatory activity identified some ver-

: sions of the folligwing:

a. Inflation of costs to.consumers.
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rupil Activity

Read and analyze the excerpts contained in "Why
Regulation Fails."

Identify the problems discussed, the remedies pro-
posed, and classify the remedies as procedural, struc-
tural or antiregulation in natiirq. Formulate a generali-
zation about why regulation fails.

Participate in class discusSio&



b. Encouragement of inefficiency in critical sectors
of the economy.

c. The stifling ofinnovation.
d. The corruption of the political and administra-

tive piocesses by the regulated interests (capture
of the regulators by-the regulated).

. hestimulationofcompetitivefakes inthe--
economy. -



Student Reading No.
Why Regulation Fails

Although only_Tabo ut 10 percent of the gross national product is subject to
federal regulation, the regulated-sectors include many esseOtial economic ac-
tivities. Transportation, communications, energy, bankingAtilities and health
care are industries subject ta_extensive.regulation. Critics of government regula-
tion of business differ in their political and economic philosophies and con-
sequently view problems differently and suggest widely divergent reforms.

Read each of the following 'excerpts carefully. Decide in each case what
problems the author feels need to be solved and what remedies are proposed.
Which selections emphasize iirocedural or structural reforms (better regulation)?
Which selections argue for less'fegulation? Based on these selections make a
general statement about why,goverpment regulation fails.

1.

'

,`Let me give you some examples Of current regulatory policies which are
costing the consumer millionseven billionsof extra dollars annually.
For instance, in the trucking industry, certain Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion regulations force many trucks to return empty, after making delivery. The
National ComMission on Productivity has estimated that this regulation costs
$250 million a year. Eliminating itcould also save a quarter of a billion gallon's
of gasoline a year."

Source: Z. D. Bonner, The Abuse !;if Power by Regulatory Agencies: The Cost to the
Consumer,- Vaal Speeches of the Day.(January 15, 1975), p. 195.

2. "The agencies often defend such practices on the grounds that it serves the
national interest to protect key industriesfor example, faltering flag carriers
like Pan American World Airways. Even so, such protective policies can
backfire. They can encourage inefficiency; they can block badly needed new
technologies. Coinmunications satellites were long needed to relieve the
overloaded U.S, long-distance telephone network:I:nit-largely because of FCC
dawdling, the first domestic communications satellite was not launched until
this year (1974 By keeping natural-gas prices unreasonably low during the
1960's, the FPC discouraged exploration' for new supplies and thereby helped
create today's severe natural gas shortage. . . Finally, some agencies may
simply be redundant. An independent arm of the treasury, the Comptroller of
the Currency performs some, of the same bank supervisory functions as the
Federal Reserve and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and some-
times not as well in a recent audit of New York's Franklin National Bank,
it failed completely to spot any signs of the institution's impending collapse."

Source: How to Regulate the Regulators," Time (October 21, 1974), p. 58.

3. -aegidatory agencies have delayed or prevented a, number of technological
changes that threatened either to shift substantial business from one regulated
firm to another or to result in substantially less profit for regulated firms generally.
The agencies most often guilty of such choices are the ICC and the FCCfor
example, in impeding use of the Big John hopper railroad car, prohibiting
foreign attachments on the switched communications network, and restricting
the development of pay TV. All of these are examples of a long regulatory
delay, for eventually the regulatory agencies did permit the new technological
development.-

Source: Reforming Regulation. Washington: The Brookings institution, 1972, p,

"Professor Sam Peltzman found that the FDA's requirement that drugs be
proven effective has-effectively eliminated the big drug companies' smaller
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rivals, increased drug prices by at least $200 million a year, and, by delaying
the introchiction of life-saving new drugs by two to four years, cost more lives

than we saved." 6

Source: "Nader v. Consumers," National Review (July 18, 1975).

". . the one group which does oversee agency activities with a keen critical
eye is the regulated industry. It expends considerable effort in lobbying

d Co ss to make its position known and, to see that it is
accepted. Industries have the resources to assign someone to cover agency
rule-making on a full-time basis. Over time, they develop channels for
obtaining preferential access to the early stages of decision-making, when it is
usually easier to affect outcomes. Their pressure tactics are refined, focused,
and effective. The long-term personal relationships thpy nurture with key
regulatory personnel are likewise aids to successful lobbying.

= Given the context in which most regulatory agencies operate, industry has
other built-in advantages. On questions of rate regulation, for example,
regulatory decisions frequently are made on the basis of industry figures and
forecasts."

Source: Richard C. Leone, "Public Interest Advocacy and the Regulatory Process," An is

of the- American. Academy (March 1972), p. 49.

y attempting to repeal the law of supply and demand and replace it with
fiW controls, orders, special privileges and compulsory arrangements, the
eral government has disrupted normal, efficient market relationships and

,:trade patterns. Thus, production has become more costly and these costs have
passed along to the consumer in the form of higher prices. Had

cOnipetition'been allowed to flourish, the high-cot, inefficient producer would
ve,suautribed to the challenge of the lower-cost more efficient producers.

Thus, diftetition wasfoi-biddeti and, even high prices were the result.

"Airline passefigers ire .-Arei`-Y much afkcted by anti-competitive regulatory
policies. The Civil Aeronautics Board several weeks ago [1974] rejected an
application by a privately-owned British airline to fly scheduled New York to f,
London flights for $125'each way, a price which is a little more than one-third
the current eibnomy fare."*

Source: Z. D. Bonner, The Abuse of Power by Regulatory Agencies: The Cost to the
Consumer," Vital Speeches of the Day (January 15, 1975), pp. 195-196.

*Early in 1977 Laker finally did get permission to charge these low rates on flights between New York'

and London v.v.
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!intro 1 ivity No. 8
egulatuott or Deregulation

,

What Poky Ought We to Pursue?

Recommended Use: Senior h SChoet Economics or Problems of Democracy
esturSes:, this activity: students must have corn-
ple( edactivities Na14, 6 and 7, pages 42 to 52.)

Time Req red: .Onor-two 45-minute class periods.

Materials Required; Answers from activities 6 and 7. Multiple copies one
simignt).of Student Madings Nos. 7 and 8.

Rationale: IThis,aCtiVity-asks students to examine the value dimensions
cif lhe'regtilationzderegulation controversy. The complexity
of the regulatory process is, a central thread of the activity.

Concepts: Third.,party- costs, comp_ etition, cost-benefit analysis, au-
thority; power; public policy, institutions, participation,
capture..

Instructional . Having completed activities 6 and 7:and having read "De-
Olijectives: Jegulation Scares an Industry" ..and "Can- You Find the

Truck in This Picture? Students will

identify' common concerns of propon ahCcritics of
"goverment regulation:'
establish criteria. for f increased
and/or deregulation

make personal value-decisions
in the transportation industry.

.'Teathing Strategy

students- to compare listS of reasons for Compare the mowers froin-
'tegullation from "activity 6 with the list of problems
frotn activity 7 on why regulation fails.

. Have students read _-Deregultion Scares an Indus- Read the two articles.
t;}+ " and ''Can You Find 'the, Truck:iri This Fie-

- titre?`': (Readings Nos. 7 and 8)

Pupil ACtivity

. Have students discuss the following small Participate in small group discussionS--
group's:

a. Why nre; the airlines, theirunions. the Associa-
tion of American Railroads, the truckers, and
the Teamsters` union 4poseti to deregulation?

b. What would you use for:criteria to decide when
increakd.regulation,is appropriate and when de-
regtilation ought to be pursued?

c. Which 'policy would you pursue in the transpor-
tation industry?



4. Have groups share answers in a class discussion.

valuation:

a. Students should recognize that those who advo-
cate increased regulation and those who criticize
regulation base their opposite positions on some
of_the_same_economie_ itle ii s..

b. Students should indicate -that personal value
judgments are involved in decisions about what
types of regulation are desirable and whether or
not the benefits of regulation outweigh the Costs.

J

t.
Present and discuss responses resulting from group
discussions.
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Student 'Reading No. 7

Commentary Transportation

Deregulation scares an industry
Are theorists in the Transportation Dept. raddling with the
U. S. transportation industry and threatening to wreck it?
Virtually every transportation executive is convinced that
they areand that the system r cannot be put back together
again if the tinkering imp destructive. No one can know
whether the theorists on the working transportation exearif
tiyeg.will be proven, right, but more and more it seems that
the t untry is going to find out,

Broadly, the thinking at TranSportation is that the system
no longer works. Much of the industry does not get a large
enough rate of return to replace its equipment, particularly at
tomorrow's prices. So carriers seek more and more boosts in
rates and fares, adding to inflation and in some seasee,.-.
reducing their own volume. Meanwhile, there are tck, many
underused railroad tracks, too teeny truck's with empty
"backhauls," too many unfilled airplane seats.

Freed from regulatory overprotection department theorists
reason, carriers would compete mote :aggressively,. The old

, and inefficient would disappear, and,; new ones would be
created. Fares and rates would go .'ileWn, utilization would
soar, and everyone would benefit except peoPle and factories
in small, out-of-the-way places and eVen they would be
served, at a price. A transportatiOn industry 'would emerge
with a rate of return sufficient to attract capital for plant and
equipment replacement.
A scary prospect. Transportation executives., find this all very
frighteniegri As they see it transportatioe is best organized
areued having a certificate of public convenience and neces-

' sity. ;In theory, a certificate ensures At markets are not
oversaturated with entrants. The certificate is the main asset
iifiaitlines and trucking companies. Its chief disadvantage is
thhf-it also requires carriers to serve some markets, in the
public interest, at a loss.

The Transportation Dept. thinks that new managements
withfresh ideas should be allowed in. Even the threat of their
entering a lucrative market should force prices down and
service up. But transportation executives maintain that
freedom of entry must have a companion' feature: freedom of
exit. If new entrants are to be allowed to skim the cream, the
existing carriers know that as a practical, political truth they
are going to be left with the skimmed milk.

The depth of their feeling showed up at two recent meetings
held simultaneously. One was a convention of the 'Airport
Operators Council- in San Francisco, the other a "Town

. Meeting on Transportation" in Boston. Both meetings
featured John W_ Barnum, Deputy Secretary of Transporta
tion and chief spokesman for the new ideas.
The airport issue. In San Francisco, many airport operators
expressed concern that even partial airline deregulation would
put small community airports out of business_ It looks to me
as though the small operqtors are the ones who will have to

pay," one operator told Barnum. Barnum replied: "If the
airlines insist on the status quo, their debt ratios will continue
to grow, and they will slide into 'bankruptcy If that happens,
you won't get service anyway,,, i

In toying with ideas of freedoin of entry and exit, tO
o tOrs charged, no one has given enough thought to what
this, will do to the airports' ability to raise money froth
revenue bonds. "Undeff:deregulation," said Ernest E. Dean,
executive director.ofitle huge Dallas /Fort. Worth Airport,
"the legal obligaiions of the eight air carriers at our airport,
who have assumed financial responsibility. for $422 million in
revenue bonds, would become clouded." And Clifton A. Moore,
general manager of Los Angeles International Airport, added:
"It seems to me that Wall Street bond houses are going to
take an awfully lose look at this."

Barnum listened to those fears; promised to consider them,
Showed no eign:of,changing his mindand flew 'off to Boston
for Morei_abusel:The Boston audience included railroad, Water-
way, truCking,.and shipper spokesmen who always squabble.
The nnifYing,)Orce, though, was a distrust of Barnum and
Transportation Sec-retary William T..Coleman Jr.....0

In line with. the department's thinking that there are too
many miles of : underutiliud''Mairi-line tracks, Barnum
suggested that he, looks for Se interstate rail network of very
busy main lines, . with the rest-,of the trackage downgraded or
abandoned. The department appears ready to insist that $1.6
billion authorized by Congress in the Railroad Revitalization
& Regulatory Reforir(--Act will be 'forthcoming only for a
streamlined railroad plaritklWe do not need the main-line
structure as it pre**, exists," Barnum said. To this,
Stephen Ailes,opresident of the Association of American
Railroads, countered with accusations of "bureaucratic frus-
tration ce* congressional intent." .:

Atieek, on all Melee. The truckers were no happier. Under
ncleregalaticm, said I..,ee R. So enberger, chairman of the
PnWerful American Trucking A sns., for-hire truckers and so-
called pick-and-chocise c)perato would take profitable busi-
ness 'away from the common arrier truckers. "The whole
philc)sopthy . . . seems to be to create more carriers and more
competition," he said, ' "hut it won't work."

The 'angriest sniping came from C. J. Chan-113erlain, presi--
dent of the T3rotherhood of Railroad Signalmen and chairman
of: the Railway Labor Executives' Assn. Ile accused the
department of trying to reshape Ve railroad industry. by
forcing mergers and starving some roads into failure. The
only way out, he told the rrieeting, was to elect Jimmy Carter
and get rid of Coleman_

But there is no evidence that this is the way to get rid of
theorists in the Transportation Dept_ In fact, Sollenberger
reported to the conference, "I told Jimmy Carter, 'Let's have a
little evolution but no revolution, ''' and Carter reSponded
with no promises and a one -page, vaguely worded statement.
So, in spite of the terrible risks that transportation executives
see, it seems that the theorists will get a chance to put their
ideas into practice md matter who wins the F'residency.

Reprinted from the October 25, 1976. issue of Business Week by special permission. 1976 by MCGraw-Hill. Inc.
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emember the puzzle game
you played as a kid?

Well, government regulators
have been playing games with
the trucking industry. And it
hasn't been fun.

Now they Want to play the
biggest, fun game of all
deregulation.

And while it may look good
on the surface, it may not be
the panacea it seems.

Because while deregulation
would allow free entry into
any market, it would also
allow free el-4 from any market.

Which could deprive every
small town and city of the
benefits of true_ transportation.
And wreak hay with an in-
dustry that __1# anks to some

rimed by special permission. Copyright :) 1976 Fruehauf Corp lion.
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good and basic regulations=
now provides every point in
the country with an 4fficient
method of shipping goods.

We urge'you to lookvery,
very closely at deregulation.

Because isn t it frightening
to look at our country and not
see trucks and,kuck-trailers -

in the picturet,

id
_Ai



nstructional Activi
"A freezer Free of Charge

Recommended User Senior Fligh School Economic
olirses. Prior to conducting
write to the Federal Trade Coin
lications, Inquiries should be
Ttade Cqfpmission, PennsylVarna
Washington, DC 2050.,

Time 'Required: Three-four 45-Minutc -clagS:-Pdriods.

Materials Requked; copies of Student Reading No; 9.

e. Rationale:

blenis of 9eniocracy,
ctivity you may wish to

mwe recent pubL-
to The Federal

ue at Sixth Street,

Concepts:

The major purpose of the activity is 10 acquaint students
with the specific functions of the Federal TradeCommission
as an example of a regulatory agency.

Oppettunity cost, cost-benefit analysis, authority power,
public policy, institutions.

Instructional Given the case study, "A fieezer free of charge .- almost,"
Objectives: . and series of exercises, students will

1. identify the ways in which the couple in the case was
«deceived or. misled.

2.:,list those items the couple was entitled to know under
existing law.

identify the mistakes made by the couple.

4 describe the responsibilities of the Federal Trade Com-
mission and giVe examples of specific' problems that can
be appealed to the FTC.

Teaching Strategy

1. Distribute Reading No. 9, "A freezer free of charge
. . almost," and ask students to read it and pre-

'pare themselyes to discuss the questions included
with the case.,

Pupil Activity

'Read thi.case and prepare answers to study questions.

2. Ccinduct a class discussion based on the case, en- Participate in class discussion.
coin-aging students to volunteer additional exam-
ples from personal or family experiences.

3.' Assign individual 'research projects on legislation Complete research assignment and share results with
relating to the. FTC (1906 Food, Drug, and Cos- the class.
metic Act with 1938 amendment; 1914 Federal
Trade Commission Act with 1938 amendment;
1939 Wool Product's Labeling Act; 1951.Fur Prod-
ucts Labeling Act; 1953 Flammable Fabrics Act
with 1967 amendments; 1958 Textile Fiber Products
identification Act; 1966 Fain Packaging and Label-'
ing Act; 1966 Cigarette Labeling Act; 1970 Fair



CreditReporting Act; Legislafion involving the FTC
proposed and/or passed after 1970.)

4. Discuss current responsibilities of the FTC and the
pnagess by which its jurisdiction has been extended.

participate in class discussion.

.

5. Assign students to use the Readers Guide and other Pursue the assigtuttept.
indices to find current examples of FTC cases.. - -..--

6. Evaluation: The teacher can evaluate progress to-
. ward the ins_ trudtiOnal objectives during the class

discussion. articular value in assessing stu-
dent underst ding of the FTC's role will& the ap-
plic.ability of the 'current cages collected in the final
research assignment.
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Dorothy and'Bob Miles* have two children and another
on the way. Bob works for a shipping company and makes

xi meney:Bup-living costs arehigh and inflation seems
eat up Bob's periodic pay increases. Food is one of the

Miles' major expenses. Asa

One day, after spending $38 at the supermarket for the
:week's groceries, Dorothy returned to the apartment and°
fOund< a particularly interesting advertising circular in-
her mailbox. It read:

:".FREEZEKING RUTS A STOP TO RISING FOOD
dovt-q-GivEs YOU A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
THAT THEY WILL _MAINTAIN TODAY'S. FOOD
PRICES, FOR THE NEXT THREE -YEARS . . WITH-
OUT A:PENNY'8 INCREASE:

. ,

The circular, advertising a food freezer plan, also prom-
ised a freezer '"free of crge to participants in the food
plan. DOrdthy had always wanted a freezer and'here
was a chance to get one "free." As she read, Dorothy
became more interested.

"Customers will realize substantial savings over the
cost, of similar food in retail Stores. All meat in the plan
will he USDA Prime (which the Miles could never afford
at the supermarket) or USDA Choice.
A home economist will be available to demonstrate food
preparation and help -with selectionp,"

Dorothy' was not the best cook. She thought how great it
would.. -be to get advice from a professional home
economist.

She read on.
"Food provided in the plan wilbe adequate for the time
period specified.' -The price of food will not increase for
three years after the date of the contract.
Food will be delivered regularly.-

Too good to be true.
. -Dorothy thought about the plan as she put Ark). her
groceries. It was too good to be true. That evening ftothy
and Bob talked about the food plan. Bob was 14 too
enthused at first but did -agree to talk to a, salesrhan,
Dorothy called the number listed on the 'circular and
arranged for a company representative to stop - it their;
home. the next evening.

*Bob and Dorothy Miles are fictitious people, but their case is
based on an actual complaint and subsequent FTC cease and
desist order, File No 6423145 and on testimony from the "Hear-
ings Before the House Subcommittee on Commerce and
Finance-91st Congress, Feb/Mar. 1970, Serial No. 91-43Class
Action and Other Consumer Protection Procedures::

Just sign rightVhere.
The salesman arrived promptly at seven o'clock to

explain the food plan and answer question& Here's how
the conversation went. e
Salesman: Good evening, I'm from tbe Freezeking Corn
pany. We understand you are interest M in saving on your
food bills.
Bob :. My wife read your folder, and we would like to
know more.-
Salesman`: Yes, Sir. Our'plan works this way: You sign
up for the three-year plan and for only $20 per week you
will receive all the food you and your children needwith
no price increases for.three whole years. Now here's a list--
of the food we supply. Look it over Mrs. Miles, and check
the foods you usually buy. .

Dorothy: You AO have a wide selection. Lets see . . .

think-this about tovers everything we buy.
Salesman: Fine. We have a real opportunity to pass
along savings to you because we buy in build which cuts
prices. This plan will be much less expensive than buying

, in the 'stores. And our food is all top qualityKrade `A,
Mrs. Miles. You will get a delivery every month; and we
provide you with a freezer to store it in for less than $8
weekly.
Dorothy: But-your circular said the freezer was free.
Salesman: Well practically speaking, it is because with
the savings on food, the freezer will pay for itself. It won't
cost you at all In fact, you'll come out ahead in the long
run. Your food bills will be less, and you'll have afreezer
too.
Bob: I don't know, Dorothy. Somehow this cli!lAn't sound
right_
Salesman: Why don t you just give it a try, Mr, Miles. If
you.aren't satisfied at the end of four months, you can
cancel' the food plan
Dbrothy: Let it Bob. It w.quld be such'uch a WO to have
food delivered? The baby is due soon, and. ies getting so
hard for me, to get to the store every-"week..And winter is
toming, which means getting everybody bundled up .when
We go to the market. This woad not only save us money, it
would make life so much _

Bob,: Oh all right. If you really want it that much, we'll
I give it a try for four months:, but if it 'doesn't work well

cancel.
Dorothy: Agreed?
Salesman You've made-a wise decision, ks. You won't
be sorry Just sign right here you expect your .

freezer and first delivery. next week,..

Plan is a disappointment
The freezer arrived the following week a wised, and

the first food orde- r tame'qie followirig.dff Though she
r



had requested a visit, Dorothy heard nothing from the
company's home 'economist.

That evening Dorothy and Bob had their first meal from
the food plan delivery. The meat seemed tough but wasn't
too bad. It certainly was not prime although they couldn't
tell, because there was no government grade stamp onany
of the meat they received. Neither of them wanted to
admit it, but they both knew that the food was not top
quality.

Later in the month the fo supply was very short and
.obviously would not last unti the next delivery.

About the same time, Bob r eived two coupon books
from a finance companyone for he foo&plan requiring a
payment of $80 for the food received that month -and
another for $32 for the monthly freezer payment, Some-
how Bob didn't feel like they were saving very much, but
he decided to stick it out and make the payments for the
four months and then cancel the whole deal. '4'

When Bob called the salesmanzat the end of four
months, he was told that he could cancel the food plan but
that he had signed a contract to buy the freezer and pay
$32 a month for three years. ;

For the first time Bob studied the contract carefully, He
had, in fact, signed up,to buy the freezer. Maybe he should
have read the small print more carefully, but he had
believed what the ad and salesman said. Bob figured he
hadtsome rights, but he wasn't sure what they were. He
decided to fight back.

Help from storefront lawyers.
Bob gathered up all the information he hadthe con-

tract, receipts, bills, guarantees and the circularand
took it to a storefront law office where he understood
young lawyers and law sfudents worked on "-rest cases' for
a very small fee.

The office accepted Bob's case for re`view and determined
that the company had violated the law on several

countsieceptive practiqes, false guarantee claims and
fairure to comply with the federal Truth in- Leading Law.
The lawyer studying Bob's contract discovered that the-
company failed to state several facts fbcmirdal . by law,
including, among other items, a separate itemization of
monthly payments and total amount financed; the total
finance charges In dollar-and-cents amount and annual
percentage rate;-the total amount to be paid, including all
charges.

The storefront lawyeryaccepted ob's case and filed a
komplaint against Freezeking with the, Federal Trade
Commission for Violations of the Fed ral Trade Commis-
sion Act and the Truth-in-Lending Law. They then
brought a private suit against the company to void the
contract and obtain a refund of money paid.

The FTC investigated the complaint and other similar
complaints on Freezeking and 13. other firms selling
freezers, food and freezer food plans, On the strength of
their investigation and he.aring, the commissioners at the
FTC issued a cease and desist order forbidding all of these

-companies to Mal e. false claims about savings, product
quality and guarantees; to engage in other deceptive
practices; and tosviolate' the Truth-in-Lending Law..

Bob's freezer contract was cancelled. He collected pu-ni-
tive damages of $500 and court cost-a.

Focus for discussion.
In what ways were Hub Doratl
I ) by specific statements
iri/orrii

it did the Mileses have a right to know &mitt the
the faad,plan and the terms ti/ the sale?
What statements and claims should haw warned the

ileses that the frec,zer deal was not on the level?
mistakes did Bob and Dorothy make?

err misled
ere lack of

Reprinted from The R.ifigl In/or ihookIts fi±inn die )11N11111C1' iv.

Changing limesi,Education Service, I H Street N W shiagron, I)

permission.
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Instructional Activity ISrt;. 10
The Bottle Bill

I
Recommended Use: - Senior. High School

courses.
comics or Problems of Democracy

e Required: Two or three 45-minute class periods.

Mated* Riitiored: Visual A and multi ie copies (one per stt Sent or one per
group) of Student*Readings Nos, 16.

Concepts:

Instr6Ctional
Objectives:

This 4ctivity requires students to confront an ongoing Gov-
ernment Regulation issue, to evaluate arguments pro' and
con, to identify the value compornts of the issue aid make
decisions compatible with their ownvalqes, and to suggest
actions necessary to implement their-decisions.

(3Pportunity cost, cost-benefit third-p4rty vas and bene-
fits, -authority, power, public policy, jnstitutiorts, participa,
tion, lobbying. N
Given the accompanying readings and a
and assignments, students will:

I, identify the problem as perceive Wby
affecte&by it.

2. describe the costs and bend-ills of alternative coursei'of
aCtion for dealing with the problem as seen by each of the
groups.

mulate their awn itions on thk-.issues invori;ed.1

Notes to the Teacher

For useful background information see "The Econonlic Effects of Requiring
Deposits-on Bevc:rage Containers.- beginning on page 63.

When this guide went to press (Sprirrig l978) the Massachusetts Bottle Bill had
not passed, and was still a topic of debate in thg state.

series of questions

the varicr+s groups

Teaching Strategy 4

1. Introduce the activity with a diiscussion of the posi=
tion taken in Visual A (This wah.a gummed label
that was affixed to soft-drink cans by the mimilt-ac-
turer.).

Note: If it is not possible to Rfroduee Visual
A on a transparency, for pUrposes of initiating
discussion, the statement crojay he written the
board.

2. Distribute readings Nos. 10-16. Ask students either-
individually or in small groups to read these and to
sort them into three vPilespro.- -con." and
-uncommitted- on the bottle bill.

61

Pupil Activity

Discuss the document.

Read articles provided and sort these as suggested.



3. Aftet- tortingAas ,beenlcom ed, ask students to List the. Government Regulation probJems identified

list the different Government RegulationTrobler9 in the "pro" and --con;' articles.
identifiethin the °Pro- documents ifrid those iden-

-4ylifted it the "con- docurnents.k

ve the students answeilhe following questions: Prepare written answers to questions a

a. *hat are the costs and b
ccording to itk propone

. What are tF

acco

of the Bottle Bill

costs and benefit~ -of the Bottle Bat
ng to its oppoAents?

c. Do you have y evidence 04' t.h wPich to evalu-
ate the argu

d. What.)halues do h 'ponents of the. Bottle Bill
emphisize?
What values, to die kiprents of the Bottle Bill'
emphasize',

f. How has e)ich side sought to ha;e its position
' adopte0.7What has been the nature of the ap=

pealo, made? How you react to thoi;e appeals?
"r

g.,,After,carefugy weighing the arguments. are .

you for or against pagstege or a* Bottle

14. Hew might you get involved in supporting your
- position? F'

Mk cacti student (either individually or in small
groups) to prepare tiAtosition statement-- pro'.
"--e6n- on a natiorial. Bottle. Bill. This statepent
sholi14 include an asse4sent.of need as w,:11 as the
elfpecfed-benefits'and cAls of the pos(kAn, advoca-
tea, Additions to or chiings.iof the lemslatioii de-
scribed in Reading No. 10 s4uuld he carefu4 de-
scribed, Sostro alteratiovs sq.n.ad he designed to
answer the -crititisrr4 of tho w4h differing
vis and should reflect an unaiIrstanding of the
pOsitions ,outlined in ace Read.Ings. Possible ,trate-

gies foo 'gdvancing one'4'position should he dis-
cussed in the staterNent. Directrxeferences&' to the
Readings shotid be included in *port di the posi-
tion taken.

6, Eva/mit/on: A student will have successfully com-
eted-this activity if the positiOn' statemeAt con-A
ins the following:

a.. Major arguments in support of the position taken
drawn from ,several of the

b. Recoguitibn of argumcrits supAiting diffe n

decisions anikanSwers to those arguments.

c. Discussioniof the costs and benefits of the posi-
ti0n advocated.

Prepare a position stateme either fir or agAinst a
national Bottle Bill.
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Teacher- Background Information

The Economic- Effectssf Requiring
'Deposits on Beverage- Containers

by RICHARD W. KOFCKE

Three New England states, Connecticut, Maine and
Massac usetts, are now considering 'legislation to requirelki

minima deposits on containers for soft drinks and beer.
Although this type., of legislation would clearly produce
substantial energy -and environmental benefits,' oppo-
nents claim that these .proposals would lead to-a loss of
jobs and increases in beverage prices. They point out
that these state's have extremely high unemployment,
rates and can ill afford any''Overall loss of job oppor-
tunities. Before such legislation is considered, therefore,
its potatial advantages and disadvantages must be eval-
uated, carefully.

Aside from the impact of beverage cotthainer legisla-
tion, it is important to note that this is a period of great
turbulence in the brewing industry, Recently, for ex-
ample, several breweries closed in Massachusetts and
several moved out of New 'York City within a seven-
month period. The causes may be in the recent re-
cession or in the possibility of achievingsavingsby clos-
ing old plants. In any event, these factors have a much
greater impact- on employment than mandatory deposit
'legislation for containers.

Since economic analyses have been completed for
Connecticut and Maine,2 this article considers the effects
of minimum deposit legislation on employment and re-
tail beverage pricey in Massachusetts. The two major
conclusions are:

( I ) 'the requirement of a minimum deposit on bev-
erage containers ,would increase employment op-

- portunities in Massachusetts, although payrolls
woritd decline in certain industries; and

2 there is very little likelihood that the proposal
would produce a. noticeable increase in retail
beverage prices; In fact, some prices might fall!

1' This article focused only on the economic impact of mand-
tory deposit legislation. Pen a comprehensive analysis of the
energy and environmental benefits possible from the reuse of
beverage containers which will result from such legislation, see
U.S. Environmental Protection.. Agency, Resource and Environ-
mental Profile Analysis of Nine Beverage Container Alternatives-,
1974.

2:earlos Stern et al., lippacts of Beverage Container Legisla-
tion on Connecticut and a Review of the Erperience in Oregon,
Vermont and washington'Statc, University of Connecticut, Dept.
of Ag. Econ., March 2Q, 1975 and Mizrrough H. O'Brien, Re-
no-nable Containers for Maine: An rnvironmental and Eco-
nomic Assessment, March 17, 1975.
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The legislation would hurt bottle manufacturers in the
state as well as individual battlers,' beer distributors,
retailers and can panufacturers. However, the adverse
effecTS-of the legislation would-be moderated by pro-
viding ail adequate period of transition for the industries
involved, and the benefits would be enhanced if all

New England states passed similar legislation. ,

Employment Prospetls Under the
_assachusetts Bill

The proposed Massachusetts legislation (House. Bill
#4200 of. 197.5) would require all soft drink and beer
containers-to carry a minimum refundable deposit (50
on small containers and 100 on all containers holding
more than 32 ounces) after February I, 1977, -A ban
would 'be placed on the sale of cans with detachable
metal parts. All stores would be required to accept eon-
tainers and refund deposits on any brands sold in ,the
store. In turn, distributors would have to accept and
pay the refund, on th, bottles and cans' on making-de-
livery to the retail ou

A minimum deposit law in Massachusetts would shift
beverage packaging heavily in favor of returnable-re-
cyclable containers, sinee.only through reuse of the con-
tainers 'could the costs of the return process be recov-
ered, Employment in the manufactOre of beverage
containers 'would decline, since fewer new bottles would
be required. Employment would, however, increase in
the bottling and distributing sectors; and skilled workers
would be needed to operate and maintain bottle clean-
ing machines, additional employees to collect and re-
cycle cans, truck drivers to transport the returned &in-
tainers,' and personnel for the additional warehousing
and handling requirements. Employment would also in-
crease at retail stores handling the returns. Table I

4rn marit es the range of possible employment effects

of the propOsed Massachusetts legislation. The follow-
ing sections analyze the potential effects on each of these

Mem! Can Manufacturink. Mandatory deposit legis
lation in Oregon resulted in a significant shift to refillable
bottles instead of cans. Three firms in Massachusetts



TABLE I
Effects in Massachusetts of the
co:mused Legislation

Range of Employment
Changes

(in terms of full.tinse
Positions)

(300) t) 5(2,533)
(2,828)
2,372

Industry
Metal Can Manufacturing
Glass Bottle Manufacturing
Soft Drink Bottlers

& Canners
Malt Liquor Production
Wholesale Beer Distribution
Retail Stores

Net °hap

Corresponding
Payroll Changes (0001

(335)
240

2

180

4012

187

(425)
400

5

400
1,000
1,380

23
1,707

2,207

$ 948

$ 0
( 3,588)
4,064

58
3,793
5,517

5 9,944

Sourick: Data on current employment 'levels from Massachusetts Depart,
nient of Commerce, 1974-5 Massachusetts Industrial Directory Lind U.S.
Bureau of the Census, County Business Patterns, Massachusetts, TVS.
The data were adjusted to reflect employment in each firm directly al.
tributahle to beverage-related production. In addition, the figures were
amended to reflect the closing of the Needham branch of the American Can
Company and the closing of the Fiefs and Carling Breweries, The Owens-
Illinois Glass Manufacturing Company was also added.
The range of employment changes was calculated by extrapolating from
the Oregon experience as re&rted in Applied Decision Systems, Study 0,
the Effectiveness and Impact of the Oregon Minimum Depasit Law. State
of Oregon, Department of Transportatni . 1974, pp, II-43, 131-134; T.
Bingham and P. F. Mulligan, The Beverage Container Problem. Research
Triangle Institute, Government Printing Office, Washington, Septem-
ber,'1972, p. I73; C. M. Gilio, and J. C. Rages, The Economic rtrumer
of Oregon's Battle Bill, Oregon State University Press, March 1974, pp.
68-69 and Statement to the Oregon Legislattire Alinitnion D'eposit Law
Study Review Committee, September J2, 1974, p. 16.

The figures do not include the positive secondary employment influences
in the construction and machine tooling industries, Furthermore, possible
employment increases resulting from the development of regional breweries
and/or a recycling center have not been included.
Payroll changes were calculated by applying' the relative Patin of wages in
Massachusetts for a particular industry to that in Oregon Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment add Earnings: Suites
and Areas 19194972) to reported wage rates in the Oregon studies. These
figures were calculated on w disaggregatcd basis, by individual job function
for employees hired after the legislation was adopted, See Applied De=
cision Systems, p. in and 11-43.

manufacture metal cans for beverage use, employing 300
people, and if a similar shift in market shaft were to
take place (which we do not anticipate) these jobs
would be threatened. The Oregon experience with cans
is however, unlikely to be repeated in,,Massai:husetts for
two reasons. First, Oregon provided an incentive for
the shift to bottles by alloving a lower, deposit for cer-'
tilled, refillable, standardized bottles than for cans. The
Massachusetts legislaAorkdoes not include such an in-
centive. Second, the Oregon market was only a small
segment of the West Coast regional market, and all but
2 of the 1I fnajor brewers supplying the area were lo-
cated outside the state, These brewers diverted bottles
previously distributed to otlier states into the Oregon
market, rather than converting to cans with n9 detach-

'able parts. Massachusetts plays a far greater role in its
regional market, and therefore the same results cannot
be expected to occur,

Ta
- Furthermore, the natural advantages associated with
cans ensure,them a future_ role in beverage packaging.
They are less expensive to fill, handle, ship, and store.
Also, recent technological advances have enal d manu-
facturers to produce both cans without der- ble parts
and compacting machines suitable for snr ail out-

(a4

lets. Cans have particular advantages for the consumer
since they are unbreakable, light, and crushable, and re-
frigerate more quickly. Finally, on the environmental
side, although a refillable bottle is the most energy effi-
cient of all container types, reusable aluminum cans
nearly,Oqual the energy efficiency of returnable bottles if
recycling rates of about 90 percent are obtained. The
energy and raw material savings possible from' recycling
of cans are substantial. In summary, while Massachusetts'
could lose as many as 300 jobs in the can manufacturing
industry, it seems much more likely that cans would re-
tain their market share resulting in no -loss of employ-
ment in that industry.

Moreover, the return system might create a demand
for a recycling plant, leading to new industry and in-
creased employment in the state. While the Massachu-
setts retail beverage container market is not sufficiently
large to justify a metal recycling industry, adoption of:,
similar legislation by all the New England states could
warrant such a development. In any event, additional
employment will be required to shred cans for shipment
to recycling centers. However, Table I does not include
any estimates of additional employment resulting from
either shredding or from a possible recyclin`g plant,

Glass Bottle Mat ring. Massachusetts has two
major beverage glass bottle manufacturers, together em-
ploying an estimated 500 workers. The use of refillable
bottles implies a decline In employment in bottle manu-
facturing, the extent depending upon both the - -_return
rates experienced and the market share of refillable
bottles. Assuming an 85 percent return rate (approx-
imately seven trips per bottle on the average) and no
decline in the use of cans, then employment in the in-
dustry would be reduced about 85 percent, a loss of
425 jobs. However, should bottles replace cans as hap-
pened in Oregon then more refillable bottles would be
required, although total employment in the industry
would still decline. Even assuming a complete shift to
bottles, a net loss of 335 jobs could still result.

These predicted declines in employment may be over-
stated. First, to the extent that bottles manufactured
out-of-state are used in Massachusetts, the switch to re-
fillables would result primarily in declines in bottle im-
ports, implying smaller reductions, in employment within
the state. Furthermore, can and bottle manufacturers
do_not inn their production solely to beverage con-
tainers y increasing their'produotion of containers for

-.:-other -usott,, theyight be able to avciid some employ=An,

meat 'loss.
T6e first Column of Table I shows the estimated

change in employment under the. most pessimistic of
assumptions. In the can and bottle manufacturing, indus-



tries, the employment Joss would be greatest if bottles
-completely replaced cans as beverage containers. Under
these unlikely conditions,' the state would suffer loses of
as many as 635 jobs. If cans retained their market share,
about 425 jobs would be lost in glass bottle manufac-
turing.

Soft Drink Bottlers and Canners. The bottling and
canning of soft drinks merely require adding carbonated
water to extracts and syrups which can be shipped in-
expensively. As a result, bottlers and canners are widely

thus limiting th- transportation costs associated with the
d')dispersed an :ervice relatively small geographic areas,

shipping of the bottled and canned beverages. In Mas-
sachusetts alone about 65 soft drink bottlers and canners
employ approximately 2,870 people. This figtire in-
cludes production as well as distribution employment,
since the' latter is handled by truck driver /salesman he

representatives of the local bottlers.
Employment opportunities in the industry would in-

crease after passage of returnable container legislation.
More drivers would be needed to carry the returns;
,additional personnel would be required for handling,
warehousing, and bottle cleaning. A study of the Oregon
experiente-estimated that at least 82 jobs were added in
This industry following adoption of its legislation. Since
the Massachusetts market is more than three times that
of Oregon, a minimum gain of 240 workers might be
expected but, in fact, as many as 400 jobs aught be
created.'

4.

Malt Liqu r Production. Massachusetts has suffered
a decline in Fmployment in the brewing industry in re-,
cent years,:' In 196541,seven breweries ,operated in the
state, but only one, empltiying 60 workers, will remain
following the closing of the Carliny 13rewery in` mid-
1976. The legislation will have an insignificant effect
on the existing brewer in terms; of the additionk staff
required for handling returns andel-bettlewashing (see

Table However, because the legislation will give, a
competitive advantage to brewers located close to the
consumers, it may have a significant effect in revelling
the trend away from local brewers and may tirb.refore
crease employment in Massachusetts by encouraging the
development of both local breweries and regional plants
of national broweries. Since this possibility is speculative
no employment increases for new breweries are shown
even for the most, optimistic estimates of Table I.

3 The estimate of 400 jobs was obtained .by applying a han-
dling charge of $.17 per case, derived from Oregon studies, to
a calculation of the number of cases sold in M41iiachusetts. The
resulting labor hill divided by the average wage rate provides
this estimate of the nurpber of jobs.

Wholesale Distribution of Beer. Massachusetts has
103 beer distributors employing 3,382 individuals. Pre-
liminary evidence from the Oregon experience showed
that one additional employee was needed for each 4.5
million returnable~ handled.4 Based on the estimated
volume of beer consumption in Massachusetts, 180 new
employees would be required. However, cost data from
the Oregon experience including transportation costs
for the return trip demonstrate that an estimate of 400
new jobs for Massachusetts is reasonable.

TABLE II
Cost Changes Due to Conversion to

Refillable711&yelable Containers

(5 per case)
Soft Drinks Beer

Wholesale Prices

Bottles

5.20
Cans

$.25
Bottles Cans

$.32
Distribution Costs .10 .10

Retail Handling Costs .30 .30 .30 .30

Net Change $.to 5.05 $.01 $.08

SOURCE: wrioiesaie price changes are calculated in the technical appendix.

Distribution and retail co, changes were einiated tram data on the
Oregon experience pr. seined in Applied Decision Systems and (Judger and
wales (see note= to Table 1).

Retail Stores. Grocery stores, supermarkets, and
packaged liquor outlets would need to expand employ-
ment should a minimum deposit program be enacted, in
order to handle customer returns. The Oregon data
showed that approximately 3,000 hours of work are cre-
ated for every million returnable containers handled. In
Massachusetts this suggests that the equivalent of 2,000
employee years of work would be created at the retail
level. Much of this work would be performed byepart-
time employees or by existing staff working overtime.
With greater use of cans than occurred in Oregon and
the installation of automated compactors, combined with
utilization of overtime labor and part-time help, a range
of 400 to 1,000 additional full-time workers seems prob-
able,

Aggregate Employment Effect and impact on Pay-
rolls. Table I shows that in the aggregate the proposed
Massachusetts legislation would create from 18i to

1%380 additional jobs. Similar employment increases
4avc been 'piedicted in analyses for other states. A U.S.
Department of Commerce study of the impact of man-

This estimate was iderive by averagin the productivityt
figures presented in Gudger and flailes, The Lconomic Impact of
Oregon's Bottle Bill, March 1974, pp. 46-48; (Judger and Ditties,
Statement to rite Oregon Legislature Minimum Deposit Last)
Study RevIeW Committee, September 12, 1974, p. 16; and Ap-
plied Decision Systems, Study of the Electiveness and Impact of
flit Oregon MillinIUM Deposit Law, pp. I1-131-134.



datory deposit legislation on the nation predicted as
many as 33,000 additional jobs.'

Despite these employment increases, there is concern
that high-paying jobs would be lost while any new jobs
would be predominantly unskilled and part-time posi-
tions, if this were the case, the legislation could still
result in a decline in payrolls. However,, job skills and
pay'.scale's in the soft drink bottling..brewing,ber.distri=
bution, and trucking industries are -comjearable tb those
in the glass container and can industries Our anab:'sis
shows that employment changes for workers in these
industries would offset each other, with net benefits from
additional gains in the low -paying retail sector. Analysis
of the changes in employment in tertrei of relative- pay
scales in Massachusetts, also presented..in 1:able
shows that the state's payrolls could, inerease, Prow $1
to $10 million.

Estir) atea Retail Price Cham,:es

To assess the influence of ritindatory minimum de-
posit legislation on retail beverage prices, surveys have
compared recent prices in the States tnf Washington,
which has no such legislation, and Oregon winch doe's.
Two years after the enactment of the legislation 'in

Oregon, beer prices were 2 to 3 percent liigher there for
regional brands than in Washington." I lowocr, sN't
drinks sold in reusable 'containers, were ,Lbrurarablv
priced in both states. Moreover, hecrages inlhese con-
tainers sold for 21) to 25 percent less than throw-aways
in Washington.

In Vermont, bottlers and brewers acre Initially. -e=
luctant to introduce reusable containers when runitrtuni
deposits were required for all her and soft drink
ages Therefore. the potential benefits of a recyclable
packaging system were frustrated since usoiRontainm
were discarded and retail beverage PriceS-
however, many Vermont beverage wholesalers are
covering that they can gain competitive ad.vainages and

Cludger and Balles, March 1074, pp, WV, proyides data on
the Oregon experience: Carlos. Stern ct al.. Innpnc is eof Betnyage
Container Legislation on Conaecticut unit cr Review of the Et-
perience in Oregim:,Verniont. riYiat WushiaRion State.' Mat rough
H. O'Brien, Maine Citizens For Returnable .C:ontainets, Return-
able Containers, for Atntnt in Ittivirittimr0i141;arrttx4conornic
l,csesilkat: New York Senate Tack FintoliitW4fitical Nobletbs,
No Deposit. Retwn, -Reporf;tig:Ili wage Containers,
February, 49.75: estimates ''showing emploxrAt increases !for
the Li
Cornn
tatton,_ iur
October, l-

of state wik
other,
while imgon
Bit/Ttivt,-Kbarc
30,

whole knol,e ;Been matte by the 11.9, Departmgra, of
Ire, impacts-of Widmann/ Beverage Container Legiti-

it of ZIOMestic ComMea--ce Staff Study

reduce prices by switching to refillable containers. Bot-
tlers who have converted report, that recovery rates are
comfortably above break-even points.'

Other studies have also predicted lower retail prices
as a result of mandatory minimum deposit legislation.
A recent study in New York State predicted a drop in
'retail prices saving the state's consumers $40 million.

a0o9 01 survey twidence published by the U.S En-
vironmental :Protection ,Ageticy shows"- that beer in re-
tillable bottles' sell!-: 'for 5 percent less than- beer- in, one-
way bottleN, ,hilt. the 'use;of tiefillablebottles reduces
-soft .drink priers 'by. 17 Perce-nt on ,average:. Further-
more, Cu recent testiniony,bbfote Flyeral Trade Com-
mission. soft drink bottlers- reporte4 thav:rei,urnabie emi-t jp11.
lamer; With reasonable rates,i6f, Atiseare.cdre most

t 4
economical, pa,dsaee for the consurner.', .114 ritston,
popular -soft ".1n ounce rqturiplble 'bottle setts .

for its pt ice one-w0#.;brittle.
a oOpular beer' sells for 10 percent less in returnable
bottles. ss- ,

Opponents of legislatitrin,:howlever, suggestthatthe
costs of switebing completely to a reusable :container
system Would be' extremely hr h. They believe that
Ifv.idenec of retailpOce siirvey milleading, Since re-
usable cobtailiCirS'are ar'clatjvelyininor form of bevcr4gp

A

p:Ackagilig,toOity.,,Vimijor shift to` t,hese containers would
require- substantial anuiunts of investment and would
alter the of beverage, iiirms4ignificantly.
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The predicted reduction in wholesale prices is sub-
stantiated by the experience of a western brewery which
has converted its entire operation to refillable bottles a
recycled aluminum cans, Paying a bounty for the return'
of its bottles and for aluminum cans, the brewery has ex-
perieneed high returns rates and has-found the process
to be economically advantageous.

Oregon data show that beer distribution handling
costs and amortized investment expenses increase by 5-
10 cents per ease with the bulk of the .charges due to
labor costs. Although cans are less expensive to handle
than bottles, a 10 cents per case increase is applied to
both forras of packaging for beer distributors. No cor-
responding expenses are shown for soft drinks because
distribution costs' are included in the wholesale prices
charged by bottling firms.

Retail expenses increase as a result of the added em-
. ployment and-Capital investment required by recyclable-

reusable paekaging. each 350 bottles returned requires
-approxirnatell'"one manhour of labor to process the re-
ttirrts, handle the depositsAnd undertake the necessary
bookkeeping. 'Although cans are more easily processed
than bottles, once again the same estimate of labor re-

,
quirements lia-g been applied -sin addition to the employ---.
merit expense, the retailers may require capital
merit 0110 to provide additional storage space ox td
buy cop-ipactsyrs-: In any event, ai v ,generous estimate
of thejnereased,costs experienced- soft drink and male-
beverageieraiiers 1.10 cony per case. The net effect-

these'cositrchatittes,46 repillers:" ivds little likelihood
thAt retaiLPricesotbeer or stod,a yr aid rise by more than
2 prgihrit of Massachusetts bill.

In surnm --the available evidence supports the
hypoth'Ois that returnable recyclable beverage containers

.t.will rlob,Nqiiire 'significantly higher retail piers. fact,
tail pricesthe 'net effect of cos('changes could per

DeSirahNty of an A equate Phas ire Peribi

To avoid some 'ffie;p6tentiAl adverse, economic ef-
fects, any -mandatory deposit Itigislation should be' en-
acted with e1164tivedate, One or two years aftei' the
legislation irias-'sed to alIdts,Vr r adjustments.in the af-
feeted industriei 'Bottle 'pia'-i£ acturers then would be
able, to,plan kW-the-decline demand for beverage
battles anti shift production t ottles suitable for other
ptirpOsesi thus minimizing loyment losses. Manu-
facturers could; develcpR ns Without detachable parts,
thus avoldink, e sharp neri ne in the rrisirket share of
beverageS Sditiiit cads that was experienced in Oregon,
Soft drink: ott ers and breWers would have time to ad-
just- their Productio systems o handle refillable bottles,

and the necessary capital invesA
over several years, preventih

tail stores would have ti
dling requirements and
compacting machines.

oti d be spread 'out
ow. crises.

ust to the ned' han-
the -need to invest in

1,
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A her Solutions
environmental, employment, and price et-

.

tects of the proposed mandatory deposit legislation are
all qpected to be positive, in the aggregate in Massachu-' adverse impact of the legislation on certain
ii ies highlights the need to examine alternative
pro,j_ 5Fs.

One alternative proposal is an outright ban on the
use of riontefillable bottles and 'nonrecyclable cans, but

nothing 11.14uch a ban would_ encourage the return of
containers In addition', unless provision were made for
a gradual transition to reusable containers, such an ac-

would probably have severe adverse economic
sets, including immediate curtailment of employment

in the glass sand can manufacturing industries.
Another alternative is a program to tax cans and bot-

tles as potential litter, combined with direct government
sponsorship of recycling and resource recovery pro-

-



grams, public education:and .litter recovery. Vermont
initially adopted a litter tax, and one is now levied in
Washington state However, energy -savings from re-
source recovery and recycling are considerably less than
those associated with direct reuse, and education and
litter collection programs in the past have not been
particularly successful.9

A review of the alternatives by a New York State
Senate Task Force led 'them to conclude that only
mandatory deposit legislation can provide substantial
direct benefits:

Requiring that a "ddriosit he placed on all beer and soft
drink containers (whether they be refillable bottles,
nonrefillable bottles, or cans) without prescfribing that
specific types of container be used, provides a direct
economic incentive to consumers to return bottles and
cans to retailers. Such a. mechanism forces beverage
manufacturers ,to deal with emptied containers, thus
encouraging the use of refillable or easily recyclable
containers. The deposit approach takes advantage etf

an existing, proven mechanism; does not restrict con-
sumers or producers from using the container they
prefer so long as provision is made for its return; and

9 New York Senate Task Force on Critical Problems: p. 34-48.

does not restrict innovation while minimizing govern-
ment intervention in the marketplace. Only those
consumers who decide not to return containers are
penalized (through forfeiture of deposit, a revenue to
the beverage industries which would'ultirnately con-
tribute to offsetting costs and possible price reduc-
tions).ti'

Conclusion

The mandatory deposit legislation currently pro-
posed in Massachusetts provides for considerable en-
vironmental benefits. Fortunately, the foregoing analysis
has demonstrated: that the proposed law is not intrinsi-
cally detrimental to employment opportunity in the state.
Moreover, retail price levels may actually decline. How-
ever, some employment loss may result in the glass and
can manufacturing industries, > stablishment of an ad-
equate transition period to enable affected industries to
adjust their techrulogies will help ensure a minimum of
job losses. Acceptance of the legislation by both industry
and consumers in the period immediately following its
adoption is vitally important to its success,

to Ibid., p

TECHNICAL. APPENDIX

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF BFVERAGE
CONTAINERS

Mandatory bottle legislation will alter the cost s tructure of
the binding and brewing industries. By stimulating a switch to
reusable containers, the legislation will result in increased costs
to the bottlers due to each of the following:

sorting and handling required to process the refillable and
recyclable containers;

'.the return trip teansportation;
required cleansing of refillable bottles;
warehousing of refillables;
investment for processing reusable containers;
heavier cartons needed to carry returnables; and
new and heavier bottles,

On the other hand; costs will decrease through the reuse of
bottles and cartons and the recycling of cans. Savings in these
factors are especially significant since containers comprise nearly
3O percent of total costs.

This appendix analyzes the likely direction and comparative
magnitude of soft drink bottlers' cost changes under mandatory
deposit bottle legislation by weighing the impacts of each of the
above changes. Similar analysis applies to brewers' costs. The
data are drawn from the experience of Oregon in 1972. Al-
though the level of prices has changed since then, the relative
impact of the 'legislation should be the same,

Table I presents .a comparison of costs `01 .returnable and non-
returnable soff drink containers. The compommts requiring ad-

Aitional costs under the returnable system add 53c per case for
bottles and 470 for cans. The comparable 'figures fo beer are
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4Ig per case for bottles and ;280 for cans. The estimated cost
increase for cans is overstated since lines 1, 2 and 4 of the table
assume that recyclable cans 'require the same handling, shipping,
and capital expenses as refillable bottles.

The level of increase reflected in Table I is heavily dependent
upon labor costs since both the sorting/handling and delivery
are labor intensive. Indices of average hourly earnings for pro-
duction workers show that Oregon labor is more costly for
the relevant occupations and therefore the cost increases asso-
elated with refillables are 0-obably overstated for Massachusetts,

Table I shows that cost increases would be overshadowed by
the savings associated with reuse of containers. Bottles reused
seven times would result in savings of 64g per case. The cost
saving would also be significant for recycled cans. Energy use
in producing recycled can stock would be negligible compared
to processing bauxite, and capital investment would be only 6
percent of the amount needed to start with virgin ore. Savings
of 62g per ease could be achieved.

As a result of these savingX wholesale costs would be expected
to decline upon conversion to reusable containers. Several
factors, however, would be needed to realize these savings. The
trippage per container would have to exceed the breakeven point,
and cans would have to be recycled. If beverages were sold in
standard bottles, reusable by several firms, considerable addi-
tional savings would result, Compatible legislation among the
states of the region would provide additional incentives for
standardization of bottles and thus would increase savings.
Finally, substantial savings could also be effected by careful -
transportation planning so that, for example, trucks combine
deliveries with picking up empty containers.



APPENDIX TABLE I

Comparative Costs Per Case of Returnable and Nonreturnable Soft Drink Packages
Summer 1972

Higher Costs With Returnables

7-Trip
Refillable

Bottle
(12 oz.)

one,Way
Bottle

(12 oz.)

One-Metal
Aluminum Can

o
(12 oz.)

Made From
Recycled Metall

1. Sorting and Handlings $0A8 $ $0.18
2. Delivery (including inbound freigh 50 .33 .50

3. Manufacturing, warehousing, and
ngredients3 .60 .50 AS

4. Amortized capital costs .08 .08

Lower Costs With Weturnahtes
5. Container costs4 .26 .90 .46

6. Carriers5 .12 .13 .13

No Cost Change
7. Crowns .04 .04

Average cost per case: soft drinlvpackages $1.78 $1.90. $1.80

After mark-up° $2.49 12.69 $2.51

Nonreturo
Can

(12 oK.)

$

29

.45

1.08
.13

$1.95

$2.76

=Data in this column in categories 1 and 2 are based on expenss ssociated with refillable bottles. Since cans are lighter and require less earl and space
in handling, the costs for, cans are therefore overstated.
These categories include significant labor costs, which are tugher in Ortgon than Massachusetts (U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor statistics).

They are based on the 95 percent Oregon return rate. These data used for brittle expenses have been criticized by (Judger and Bailer, September 2, 1074
(p. 6) as well as Bingham and Mulligan (pp. 172-3) for rixerstating the cost disadvantage, of refillable bottles over one-way bottles. A fortiori one-metal
can expenses could be overstated.
3 The too differential between refillable and One-way WOO has been criticized as being "excessive." See the statement by C. M. (Judger and J. Baiies to
the Oregon Legislature, September 12, 1974, p. 6.
'The price per case of refillable bottles is 52.55. the price per case of recycled cans is $.48. The return rate is 85 percent. The deposit is to per unit.
Since soft drink bottlers maintain distinctive bottles, the price of returnable suit drink bottles is more than twice that of returnable beer bottles. We as-
sumed that the 30 certified deposit applies, nonetheless. As a result we overstate costs, If anything.

5 Refillable bottles require heavy duty but reusable cartons. The net cost of these is slightly less than the cost of non reusable carriers required for one-way
bottles.

5 A mark-up of 41.5 percent,was used in these calculations, reflecting current industry patterns. The mark-up represents return to capital and therefore is
not applied to item 4.

Source: New England -Li ononin mitt ar h 1976. Federal Rescry Bank of Ho>ton, pp. 1=7.
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Student Reading No. 1Q,,,

LAW 'PROPOSE° BY INITIATIVE PETITION

Controls on Bottles and Cans
Do you approve of a law summarized below, which was
disapproved by the House of Representatives on May 3,1976,
by a vote of 146-85, and on which no vote was taken by the
Son Ite before May 5, 1976,

Sunimary
The proposed act would require every beverage container sold or offered for
sale in the Commonwealth to have a refund value of at least five (5) cents,
and would prohibit the sale of metal .beverage containers with flip-tops. It
,would apply to, containers for beer and other malt beverages and to soft
drinks. It would not apply to containers for dairy products or natural, fruit
juices, nor to containers which are biodegradable.

The act would authorize the Secretary of Environmental Affairs to certify
containers as reusable or recyclable. It contains both enforcement and pen-

' alty provisions and would take effect on February 1, 1977.

Y ®,

NO El

A YES vote is a vote to establish the proposed controls on
beer and soft drink- and cans:

A NO vote is a Vote against establishing the, proposed con-
trols- on beer and soft drink bottles and canp.

II Text of Law
An Act to provide economic incen-
tives for consumers returning bever-
age bottles,and cane.

Be it enaaled,by the People, and by
their Authority.:

SECTION 1. Chgpter 94 of the Gen-
eral laws is hereby emended by add-
ing after section 313 the following
nine sections:

Section 314. Definitions for s.
314s. 322.

In this section and sections three
hundnid and fifteen to thripe hundred
and twenty-two inclegjve, the follow-
ing definitions shall ,if ply:

Bans(1) "Beverage- eans beer and
other malt bevera da., water or
dirnilar carbonated ad drinks, and
rnineral water but ot include
dairy ,prdclucts n uit j ces,
wine Or spirits.

(2) "Beverage contain means
any sealable bottle,: can, jar carton
which is primarily composed* glass,

ci-:

metal, plastic or any combination of
those materials and is produced for
the purpose of containing a beverage.
This definition excludes containers
made of biodegradeable material.

(3) 'Bottler- means any person
bottling, canning or otherwise filling
beverage cohfainers for sale to dis-
tributors or dealers.

(4) "Consumer" means any person
who purchases a beverage in a bever-
age container for use or consumption
with no intent to resell that filled bev-
erage container.

(5) "Dealer" means any person in-
cluding any operator of a vending
machine who engages in the sale of
beverages in beverage containers to
consumers in this commonwealth.

(6) "Distributor" means any person
who engages in the sale of.beverages
in .beverage containers to dealers in
the commonwealth including any bolL
'tier who engages in such dales.

(7) -Rdusable b- rage container ".
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means any beverage container §o
constructed and designed that it is
structurally capable of being refilled'
and resold by a bottler at least four
times after its initial use.

Section 315. Refund Value..
Beery beverage container with a

capacity of less than thirty-two (32)
ounces sold or offered for sale in this
commonwealth shall have a refund
value of not less than five cents; every
beverage container sold or offered for
sale in this commonwealth with a
capacity of thirty-two (32) ounces or
more shall have a refund value of not 40:

less than ten cents.
Section 316. Deposits; Refunds;

Exceptions.
(a),iEvery consumer shall deposit

'with the dealtr the refund value of
each ikbeverage container purchased
from that dealer....
'Full (04 of Law is contained in the

original document.



Legislative Committee
MAJORITY REPORT

The Committee on Commerce and
Labor, after careful and considerate
deliberation, has that H.
4200 "ought not to pass:"

On March 30, 1976 the Committee
held a hearing on an Initiative petition
H. 4200 aiong,with a number of other
bills which would impose mandatory
de osits on beer and soft drink con-
e ors. The hearing was well attended

b both the proponents and oppo-
nents of this bill. There was strong
environmental support for this legisla-
tion, but there was equally strong op-
positien from both industry and or-
ganized labor.

'This proposed legislation would re-
quire all soft drink and beer containers
to carry a minimum refundable deposit
after February 1, 1977:A ban would be
placed on the sale of cans with de-
tachable metal parts, All stores would

42 be required to accept containers and
rethrid deposits on any brands sold in
the store. Distributors would have to
accept and pay the refund on their
bottles and cans on making delivery to
the retail outlet.

Those urging enactment of this
measure did so primarily on environ-
mental grounds. It was their conten-
tion that H. 4200 would reduce litter
and save on energy as a result of
encouraging the use of returnable.re-
cyclable containers.

Our analysis indicates that H. 4200
could result in a reduction dieter by
anywhere from 10% to 303/4. ; at
maximum.

In terms of energy,- the savings, if
any_ , is not clear but most likely would
be minimal.

The Committee believes that exten-
sive unsightly litter is indeed ueac-
ceptable and the act of littering,must
not be tolerated in today's soRty on
environmental as well as he nand
aesthetic grounds.

The Committee also, recognizesehe
need for development of solid waste
disposal systems which, combined
with proper recycling activities, will
lead to a much better use of our de-
pleted naturai resources.

Hewe4r, it is the opinion of the
Committee that H. 4200 is an unac-
ceptable technique for. Massachusetts
to adopt at this time It would result in
severe adverse economic impact to a
positively identifiable group of citizens
while producing an ephemeral posi-
tive result in the 4rea of reduction in
solid waste.

Secretary of Economic Affairs How-
ard Smith and Commissioner of
Cgimmerce and Development John
Marino have estimated that as high as
1000 men and women in well ',eying
jobs would lose their work if H. 4200
wel-e enacted. .

In addition, there would be an `addi-
tional adverse impact caused by the
necessity of spending millions of dol-

lars to' convert fatilities to all-
,

returnable containers.
It is obvious that if H. 4200 became

law, retailers, bottlers and distributors
in border areas within the Common-
wealth would suffer.

It is also obvious that if H. 4200
became law, it would create an incon-
venience to the consumer.

It is the opinion of the Committee-
that this legislation would leave BO% of

our litter problem unresolved and
deals with-only a small portion of a
very large solid waste and recycling
problem.

It is the opinion of the Committee
that enactment of H. 4200 would
create an extremely high degree of
economic dislocation and Would
further damage industrial perception
of the poStorostf the Commonwealth.

It is the opinidn of tbi6 Committee
that H. 4200 is an approach to a prob-
lem which should be taken on- a .

giona1 view and we recommend that
the Governor request the New q.,139
land Regional 'Commission to investi-
gate thisleasibility.

The Committee therefore concludes
that H. 4200 ought not to pas's.

The signers of this report state un-
equiyocably.that 11-4200 OUGHT NOT
to WS.
Senator:
John H. Fitzpatrick

Representatives
Richard H. Demers
eetnard D. Flynn
David J. Swartz
-Royal L. Balling
Bruce E. Wetherttee
Norris W. Harris
Richard F. Finnigan
Robert M. Ponta
Andrew Collard
Edward Shorten
D. Roland Orlendi
Raymond A. Jordan'

MINORITY REPO
The undersigned dissent from the

majority report of the Joint-Legislative
Committee on Commerce and Labors
adverse report relative to H. 4200. the
Initiative petition, which, in effect,
would ban the use of non-returnable
bottle,s and cans,lor the following rea-
sons:

Although there is a possible job loss
cited by the opponents, it is our
judgement that the new jobs resulting
from such legislation would offset the
potential job loSa.liherefore, no signif-
icant job increase pr decrease would
occur by the passage of this legisla-
floe. It is likely, that the advent of re
turnable containers would increase
the number of jobs in the transpgrta-

ton, haedling, cleaning and recycling
of these containers.

Secondly, the further continuance
and .-encouragement of 4 public
-throw-aWay'..; policy relative to our
manufactured products is_ counter- -
productive to the --long-range
economic interests of the Common-
wealth as well athe nation is
whole.

Thirdly, this legislation would most
likely increase the number of domestic
brewers and/or bottlers since the long
distance shipping of returnables to
out-of-state brewers and bottlers
would be inefficient and uneconomi-
cal .

Finally, a crucial and de_ e actor.
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in suppoil of l 4200 tils the effect that
this legislation will have in-tespaning
the solid waste Problems 'of the indi-
vidual communities and the unsightly
litter problem on our state's highways.

The underslmd endorse, le (ogle-
!anon with the strong recommends-
Hon that the Legislature sh?uld also
enact appropriate legislation grant-
ing relief to those atLuited Industries
In order to alleyle''any p ible
economic dislocations reaultin om
the passage of -this amendment

Senators:
Allan R. McKinnon
Edward L, Burke
Robert A. Hall-

-.



MINORITY REPORT

Article 48 of the Massachusetts
Constitution establishes the initiative
petition process as a means for the
people of the Commonwealth to
achieve constructive change through
direct action. The General Court must
respond to such petitions within cer-
tain easilyunderstandable limits.

If that response proves unsatisfac-
tory, under Article 48 the people can
make the ultimate decision. If the
General Court rejects an intiative peti-
tion, the ,result is democratic in the
purest .sense of the word; the decision

-reverts to the people.
Although the initiatimipetition pro -'

cess is of necessity so what inflexi-
ble, thategislature.has been accorded
several opportunities to fore,stall any
possible problems stemming frorrithat
constitutionally mandated inflexibility.
Unfortunately, the General Caud has
revealed an,inflexibility of its own far
greater than that of the initiative peti-
tion process. The General Court has
repeatedly refused to, consider enact-

. Mg any of several ther proposals.
The initiative petitioris chief spon-

sor filed a duplicate of the initiative.
petition in amendable bill term (now
numbered H. 3544) explicity intended
as a means for a negotiated and con-
structive legislative response to the
actual petition, This bill has to date
produced no such response. The bill
has received an adverse responSe
from the Committee, on'Commerce
and Labor by being referred to ,study
by a Commission.

Eight other bills, which in one way
or another would deal with beverage
containers, have also been referred to
a study although similar proposals,,,
have been filed in the Legislature and
been the subject of public'hearings by
this or other committees dining the
past several years.

Apparently, the Committee's ma-
jqrity will accept no major provision of
the initiative petition, Apparently, the
Committee's majority would respond
with approbation only to the complete
abandonment of effective control of
litter proliferation and resource profli-
gacy.

The Committee has chosen to reject
every one of the several proposals. We-
earnestly hope that the General Court
will respond more constructively.
either by enacting House Bill #4200 or
by enacting some version of House Bill
#3544 before May 5th.

Thle,initrative- petition would require
Inaba malt beverages and snit drinks
be sold with kcontainer refund value
of nirtfess,thap five cents. The petition
doee'hiat ma`ndate refillable betties asrefillable betties
some opponents would suggest, but
rather establishes an economic incen-
tive to return and either or recy-
cle beverage containers. We submit
that should this- petition bd enacted,
any adverse economic effect on pro-
duCtion of cart,' and bottles would be
substantially lass than that resulting
frop the enactment of other regula-
tory statutes in other jurisdictions.

The question- of economic impact
should also be examined in the brew:
ing and bottling sectors and -at the
wholesale and retail sales levels. It is
alleged by some that local bottlers
would be advhrsely affected by enact-
ment of this petition, We 'are con-
vinced that- the proliferation of the
non-returnable container has been a
significant contributing factor-in, the
decline of numbers of breweries and
bottling plants in the commonwealth
and the concurrent decline-in ntim-
bers- of persons employed in these'::::
facilities. Massachusetts is a net
porter of beverages and -.gutters a
negative economic balance as a result.

We believe that the enactment of
this petition might well help to correct
the econprnic balance by encouraging
the resargence of local brewers and
bottlers and expanding local job op-
portunities.

Similarly, we believe that additional
employment woeld,..jbe created in
transportation and dies facilities, al- ;
though not at a cost which would
negate the savings enjoyed by con-,
sumers frotil,tha,JOytier cost of using
refillableiedAainorsin a larger per-,
centaie f3ftple-bnyerage market. New
emplowniditt4ONeities-can alsq be
projed144itthe0:,eclaiming and pro-
-cessmg, of used,met4 glass and
tic.

Beyond the more Obvious effects
which are measurable economically,
other positive results of enacting this
petition would be seen in a reduction
of roadside litter, reduction in the hulk
and weight of residential rubbith in-
cinerated or buried, and a lessening of
the rate at which we' are expending
energy and depleting our limited sup-
ply of irreplaceable natural resourceN

We feel strongly that reducing the
quantity of cans and bottles entering
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the waste strew- will significantly re-
duce dispogal costs, energy consump-
tion, ,environmental degradation and
the Use of land for landfills, Why
shoitild the number of bevdrage,:con-
: tainers be allowed to multiply when
certain types can be re -used or recy-
cled`? Why should unnecessary c
be incurred for solid waste di osal
and cleanup? Why should t e local
citizen through his proper--y taxes
needlessly subsidize the throw-away
Container? We believe that the -provi-
sions of House Bill #4200 provide an
appropriate, means of restricting_ bever-
age containers from the waste stream
and encouraging their recovery for re-
cycling or re-use,

It has bedn shown clearly over the
years that the polluter of our air, the
abuser of our waters and the excessive
user of energy must be constrained by i
legislative action for the public good.action

'"We believe that the provislons of This
petition arpapprophate constraints on,
non- returnable containers, an effluent.
Which is pollehng our land, Wasting

r resources and consuming energy
without commensurate social re-
wards. ".

The"General Court has the,opporlp-
rfity to act favorably id this.Sesslon on
any recommendation of the Special
Commission on non - returnable bet-
ties, but We believe that the record of
that Commission to date makes any
favorable action an unlikely possibiI4'
ity.

Alternatively, -the General Court,
shod, HoUse Bill #4200 be approved
by the people in November, may
amend any provision, defer the im-
,plei )ntation date or take such other
action as may in its wisdom be consid-
ered appropriate.

In our view, House Bill #4200 merits
enactment. We regret that the General
Court has to date been inflexible in its
response to similar proposals, and we
hope that each branch will soon see fit
to respond constructively and 'affirmal
Lively when the matter is voted on by
roll call.

The signers of this report state un-
equivocably that House Bill #4200
OUGHT to pass.

.

Senator Ronald O, MacKenzie
Reprosentative'Nils L. Nordberg
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Oregon bottle bill popu
Litter reduced, store costs up
By Dean Smith.
Special to The Globe

PORTLAND, Ore.Four years after its enact-
ment, the Oregon bottle bill remains so popular here
that its oppcinents say they are afraid to voice their ,
objections publicly.

"We're disappointed," s ys one disgruntled beer
distributor, "because we're laving to stick our heads
in the sand to say it's working, when it hasn't."

The split in attitudes about the law, which
placed a' deposit on-all beer and 'carbonated soft
drink containers, has been one of the consistent
threads in a highly emotional issue:

Consistent also has been the inability of propo-
nents or tipponents to unrairell the complex ramifica-
tions of the law to prove that it eider is working or'
has failed.

"I don't think anybody really knows the total
impact the law has on us today," Says,Chris Maletis
III, president of the Oregon Beer and Wine Dis-
tributors Assn. "The facts haVe been manipulated."

Nevditheless, state goVernment.and Oregon's
political leaders remain solidly behind the ,

9

-which they claim has significantly' reduced r zde
litter, resulted in a net increase in jobs .arid ed
enough energy to-heat '12,000 homes annually.

Gov. Bob Straub says he is a "very enthusiastic
supporter" of the bill, as was former Gov. Tom
'McCall, who is appearing in Massachusetts, Michi'
goes and Colorado this year to support ballot mea-
sures pending in those states.

No nevi data has be compiled on the laiv since
reports three years agoThowed a 39 percent decline
in roadside litter after the law took effect on
1972. .

psitroversial, state-funded report by Applied
Desi Sy terns, Inc., confirMed in 1975 that the Iaw
reduced litter, but said it caine 'about at a major cost
to industry. '

"We see no reason to further justify th-e
said one goVernor's aide, "because 85 -90 percent- of
the public want it". :.,

Several legislators }lee seeking to also re-qui
deposit on winelontainers.

The law requires that retailers ,charge a
iniiiimum two cents on certified containers (such as
the.11-otmce "stubbiebOttle) used by more than one
manufacturer, and the cents on all other containers.
It also outlawed removable ".pull' tabs" on beverage
cans.
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One of the first irnpiAts of the bill was to reduce
the canned beverage trade, and only recently have
cans shown a slow return into the marketplace.

Iteynolds Metals Co., which says it lost 9(Y'
percent of its can business in Oregon, admits tha
the all-aluminum can "has made a remarkable r
covert' in recent months."

Andrew McCutcheon,-Reynolds public relation
director, said Reynolds would have to quit the ca
business entirely if a national bottle bill was
enacted.

e some of the law's impacts are hidden from
public- iew because highly-competitive beverage
industry officials refuse to release business data,
these other effects are known:

tocers have had to accept the burden of
hanalirPg, sorting and storing empties without corn.

4y,pensation. Fred MaeRae, Oregon division manager
for Safeway Stores,,says most outlets added 30 to 42
additional employee hours each week. In addition,
he says, retailers now stock only fast-moving bever-
age items because of the "headaches" involved:

Beer distributors claim that the law has in-
creased their cost of doing business by 25 percent.
David Whitbread, executive secretary of the dis-
tributhrs' association, notes that Most firms have
invested in larger trucks which must "gp out one-
quarter empty" to handle returned containers. Beer
prices, interestingly, have remairld comparable to
those in neighboring WashingtokWhich has no
deposit law.

Employment has increased slightly under the-
bill, with a net job increase of 50 to 100, according to
the ADS report.- HoWever, one canning plant shut
down completely, and the Continental Can Co. in
Portland facecl,n$150,000 loss from unsold beverage'
c 's earMarked for a downstate firm.

Beer sales, expected to stiffer, did.snot,, and
mvIt beverage consumption in Oregon has continued
to 'grow. approximately 17 percent each year.
Anheuser-Busch, brewers of Budweiser, was -among
theleut-of-state brewers expected td lose 'a foothold
in the state, but government ulations show a
gain for the brewery from about 5 percent of, the
Market in 1072 t,oa strong 14 percent in 1976. Pribr
to the law, 44 beer brandi werecsold in Oregon; but
only 25 pdvilv are available.

1-reniry, capital investments. continue



necessary in the soft .drink indu
shown almost no salek growth in
Coca-Cola bottler says he had to hi
percept more ein yees and had
warehouse space. "Sa es in,ylashington an
nia are growing like crazy etid here we sit like a berg
between them with hardly any gains," the ,officiel.
said Soft drink prices now are higher in Oregon:
thatiNeighboring states. I-

--Orekcires largest glass container manufac
tUrer, Ow,eqs411inoie, _said it had to r'move two

plantmanage
at the coat Of 100 jobs. Dick Hughes,

plant managelist said the Oregon bill, has had a
"deteriakatingeffect on our ability to be an economic
force in Oregon."

A model litter control act introduced. in Wash-
ington also in 1972 has been Tmpared. with. the
Oregon effort ff. its litter reducing effects. The--act
instituted a tax on litter-producing industries to
fund -a $600,000 annual antilitter campaign.

ashington Gov. Dan' Evans announced this
month( that the program resulted in a 66 percent
decliagan total litter over a, four-year period. The
progrilli involves a major advertising, volunteer
cleanup and educational campaign.

In addition, Washington spept $480,000 to pick
up litter along state highways in fiscal yeara1975-76.

egon.spent about $600,090 for the same perioa:
Oregon bottle bill supporters take a dim view af

the Washington results, howaver.
_ The Washington approach, says. Janet McLen-
nan, Gov. Straub's natural resource assistant, "is
© Connght 1976 The Boston Globe. Reprinted by '01! Lion.

just a scheme to tax,people to hire others to ge pick
up'' garbage."

could preach '&4't litter' or litter the
highways with sips that say. `den1 litter,' but it's
very diffkillt to teach atizensliip in those fews,"
she said: "Our program of self-ggnerating enforce-
rnerieworks- because economics dictates that it
work."

Since 'Oregon yasSed its bill, virtually every
other state has entertained similar proposals, but
only Vet triontAp adopted a sirilar law.

4)1 everthtless, Don Waggoner, former pfttident
of the Oregon Environmental ,council and a vocal
bottle bit supporter, is not dis6uraged.

"I think it's just a matter of time," waggoner
insists. "The 'Federal Eneigy AgarninistYation re-
cently favored a national bottle bill and I think once
the energy consequences are known and become
more important we'll'find more acceptance."

waggoner notes that industry 'lobbyists have
spent enormous sums to.defeat proposals around the
country. He said the industry willependb _00,000 in
Massachusetts alone to oppose the balloteasu

Recycling projects in Oregon have lost some
revenue with less'Inetal and glass in the sqlid waste
stream, but many now have contracts withUVerage
distributors to handle returns, the state Department
of Environmental QZality reports.

"We're happy to see the volunw drop," says
Jerry Powell, president of the Portland Recycling
Team, "because environmentally it's better to see
the bottle refilled than remelted."



per year for the average familAbased on
consumption of 8 oz. cans of sflft drink (19175
Sales Survey of the Soft Drink Industry,
publiphed by the National Soft Drink Asso-
eitidon); consumption of beer bled on 12 oz.

dditional
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On November 2, the people of Ma
husetts will vote on Question 6.

The Bottle Bill.
On the surface, it sounds like a good idea.

3ut when you pop it open, it's a Pandora's
iottle of problvs.

thousands of jobs lost in this state, what
would you s'ilY?

No.

How Bill.
AIL_ you.

Foropeners, you'll have to pay a deposit
if at least 50 on every can or bottle of soft
'rink, beer, or non-natural fruit drink ybu
my. And the price goes up to 10it for cans
Ind bottles that are 32 oz. or more.

It's going to be tough to swallow.
If you don't bring clean cans and bottles

Nick to the store, yokel-Hose that deposit
Andeven if you carry though on your

aid of the deal, the Bottle Bill isn'ta money-
lack guarantee. Because somebody will have
o pay more for the handling, storing, and
irocessing of empties. And vOho do you thin
,hat vrill be? '

You.
Now if you have to pay more, you'll buy

ess. But in order to survive, stores may
lave to raise their prices further.

The vicious cycle will drive even more
iusinesses out of Massachusetts,takirig with
hem jobs and paychecks. Anneaving-behind
he pronNise of higher taxes.

Now if sorpebody asked if your family
,would care to p6ur out an extra1100 a year of
ieve s in bottles d cans, or see poasibly

Bill MU
and g

If you have to return your beverage
contajners to get your deposit back, it's going i
to amount to a pain in the can. . ti

And there'll be mans unhappyreturns
for storekeepers, who'll be caught in the
middle with storage and handling problems
and probably health code problems, too.

If somebody iisked ifyou'd care to carry
.back legs and)pags of empty cans and bottles
of alk4esalrthe way up t 64-oz. soda
bottles' -then stand in line l some guy with
problems of his own leave u your deposit
back, what would you jay?

. Noi 'ii ' 3

the
de properly.

urveys have shown that you can't
atolitterbugs with a Bottle Bill.

In fact, the BottliBill hasn't been a
smashing success in the two states where it
*as adogted.

In rne state, roadside litter of beverage-
related material was up two years after the
bill was enacted. In another, much of the
population sees no change in the litter situa-

tion, and even more want the bill
or modified.

It would be more efficient to enforce
littler laws and fines we already have.

Because if $50 won't stop them, a 5.1 or
ioe deposit certainly won't.

Finally, those empties you bring back
may very well he carted away to a central

dumtng place.

ecause Question 6 doesn't stipulate
recycling.

If you're concerned about the enTiron
ment, yolere better off taking your trash
to recycling ceniirs. ,rust as people i e been
doing withoutrompulsory legislatior

So, if somekdy asked you, a person who
doesn'tclitter, to pick up a $10fia year tab
for people who do, what would you say?

No.

ern't wait till you have
, to pay the Bottle

The sad truth is, you'll pay through the
, mouth if Question 6 passes.

You'll pay for the litter of others,
You'll pay with additional inconvenience.
And most of all, you'll pay more at the c
register for beverage bottles and cans.

This is one time you know what a wrong
vote could cost your family before you even
vote on it Over $100 a year

If somebody asked if you'd care to stop
the whole mess before it's even opened,
what would you say?

0

Reprinted by permission from the Committee to Prole Jobs and the Use of Convenience Containers In Massachusetts.



BY Liao:Bang-Jensen
Special to The Globe

. -

If approved by voters next Tuesday,
uestion B could alter the habits of all

beer and soda drinkers in Mas-
slaChusetts.

Here are answers to questions
quentlyasked about the bottle

,'hat is the bottle bill?
A; The-measure would require

payment of A refundable deposit of 5
cents oh alt beer and soft drink con-
taineri uneer 32 ounces sad.10' cents

ieolitainere 32 :enncts ;Qr. larger.
-;0You get Youi,d0rioaithack when you
' rei n, gtati hiSttlesand'cani:,

Mean. cfins,:too?_

. Ye e law would also outlaw
;the-0e detachable tabs _or flipeops

and. in some ei a, death-to people
on ,cans whiCh. hare eatieed injuries

HA animals swal
,w theni,.Can manufacturers : now

Market several -Models :of easy.to-
-' Open cans with_ noridetaeliable lids in

other states.:
Q. What is the point of lugging all

those bottles and -cans back , to the
store?

A. By encouraging industry
through the deposit system to use
bottles which can be refilled many
times, the bottle bill will reduce bev-
erage container litter, save energy
and , resources, alleviate the state's.
Solid waste problem and reduce acci-.
dents and flat tires, say proponents.
Partisans disagree about how much of
an impact the' bottle bill will have in
these areas:- They disagree more

_strongly on the impact on jobs and
beverage prices.

Q. Are people really going to go to
all' that trouble merely to get back
their 5- or 10-cent deposit?

A. That's a question each person
as- to answer .for ohimself, True, a

nickel doesn't gojar these days, but it
seems to be economic incentive to
Vermont and Oregon residents, who
return between 90 and 95 percent of
their bottles and cans.

,
Q.. Isn't this al

fashioned?
A. You might say so.qIn 1968-,

percent of all soft dririlts arid 58 per,

cen,' t of the beer sold in the
.'States - was packaged in retu
bottles. Today only:4 percent of

t,

her oil - r cheaper -in Masiachusetti. and That
tha.'Federal Enviroknental -Protec-.
lion Agency (EPA) found beverage
prices-lower in Vermorit`than Mat3-
snehtiisetts:`

e
But OPponents predict prices: will

he - rise, becapse of the added -,coste. of

Massachusetts market is refi a e .producingAandling and transpe _rti
11 1 ' refillable Ilittles. Added costs forbottles;: most of these are sold iii bars :.j..:, nufaduretlir bottlers and retailers

Q Why can't you refills' a 'rlonz will be pass ix higher Prices,
returnable bottle? ,. ' flip- say..,, 40 i ,,.. . .

A. Two-way or returnable. btttles A -. Cii- Will the bottle bil

retitrn bottles to avdebreaka.ge in ?'

people,
are twice as heavy as "ncrdebestt, no 'out of work.? ':"-,

,...A. ThatAlso depends on whom you .-
ask. I try says WO' bottle bill may'

ft.. .
three 966 jobs. in biettle,.can nd
cnrruitateli box .factofiVe in

chusetts, as well as ,lobs Ite'
People-a-Writing in ssnyilll bot

ng lints 'may lose their jobs i

it employera cannot raise t
retool tfielf, plants 'to hi ref

their ntimerous trips be eenibottleril

average returnable bottle refilled
15 times_

and- the consumer. Nettulnlily, th

Q. Will cans be refilled?
A. No. But aluminum and -sfeeI

cans can be shredded and metals cab
be used for :new cans or other prod-
uces. There is no niviistop in
proposed law, howeve
such- a recycling progr

tistriablebttles.''
i But bOtTle bill supporters say,it !Nat'

reate jobs. hs011fThuote a study by' the
Fedetial Reserve- Bank of , Boston'
which aays that job fosses en by

tAile bottle bill will b_ e more t
by 'the creatkon of up to 13 s

uck handling And washing of
contain 1-s. A ?ecent study by the '
ederal Energy Administtion says :

that a okional bottle bill would
create more than 117.4100

9. What's it all going to cost?
N. That depends on whore yoas'
oponents say prices will stythe

same or go down, because con
will not lleve to pay for ottles
cans_ they now discard. T say b
and sechi in refillable

How proposal..
The following text will appear cm the
ballot next Tuesday:

Do you, approve of a law sum,-
marized below, which waAdisap---
proved by the House of Represents-
tives May 3, 1976, by a vote of 146-to
85, and on which no vote was takenbY
the Senate before May 5, 1976?

The proposed act would require
every beverage container sold` or of-
fered for sale in the Commonwealth to
have a refund value of at least 5 cents,
and would prohibit the sale of metal
beverage containers with fliptops. It
would apply to containers for beer and
other malt beverages and to soft

0 Copyright 1976 The Boston Globe. Reprinted by permission.
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n Ira- lot
It would not apply to contain -

dair,yy products or natural fruit
nor o csAtiainers which are

iodegradahle.Lf .

OUd auttorlze the-See-
r nvironmentai = s ire
ceftify ainers as reas or re -'
cyblabl ontainsloth enforcement

and ,wouldand penalty proviso
take effect on Feb.1, 1

.Y.ZS vote vote to eetlish.
the proposed contnirs ohiagergod soft
drink bottles and cane

A NO vote is a,vote agaPhseestah-
lishing the proposed contr ls.
and Mt drink bqttes aims .



STUDENT READING No. 1

Day, opponents of
on 6 have spent close,

n_ an attempt to per-
etts voters that the

01)111-wilt cost-them, perhaps as
gas $100 per year.

supporters disagree, saying
inners will save on beer and

if voters on Tuesday ap-
bottle bill, which would

a refundable deposit of at
5 cents on beverage containers.

Ultimately, consumers may ig
nortecost arguments on both sides and
bade their decision on the impact they

tceive the bill would have on litter
id solid waste reduction; energy and

source consumption, convenience,
jobs and the state's economy.

But opponents have made the
question of price the principal thrust
in their campaign.

Generally, consumers now pay
less for beverages sold in returnable
bottles than those sold in nonreturn,

le bottles and cans in Mas-
sachusetts stores that carry returna-
ble bottles. .

For example, in a Blanchard's
liquor store in Boston, beer is

,cheapest in returnable bottles, A case
of Pabst, beer (12 ounce containers)
cost $5.79 in cans, $5:59 in non-
returnable bottles,, and $6.05 in re-
-turnable bottles; plus the- $1.50 re-
fundable deposit.

However, returnable bottles ac-
count fo4zless than 4 percent of the
total beet4.and soda sales in Mas-,
sachusetts. 'Industry argues that all
prices will rise if 100 percent of the
market is packaged in bottles and
cans .consumers must return to re-
claim their deposits.

Opponents of the bottle bill argue
that the law would' cost the beverage
and bottling industries millions of
dollars to retool their plants to handle
returnable bottles,

Those added costs, along with addi-
tional costs for retail stores, which
would have to handle, sort and store
returned containers_ be passed
on to consumers in higher Prices, ac-
cording to industry arguments.

Opposition advertisements on
billboards and in super markets and
liquor stores warn: "If the bottle bill

oipasse it could cost your family over.
$1t) a year."

© Copyright 1976 The Boston -Globe. Reprinted by permission.

But that claim, based on pro-
jected handling costs and an assump-
tion that 57 percent of Massachusetts
consumers will throw out bottles and
cans, forfeiting' their deposits, has
been labeled "false and misleading
advertising" by the US Environ-
mental Protection Agency

Most consumers, supporters of
the bottle Will argue, will return con-
tainers because every nickel and dime
counts when people are trying to
stretch food budgets.

They say the cost of beer and soft
drinks will declineor stay the sa.rne,
because consumers will not have to
pay the cost of packaging that they
now throw away. Consumers will
save money because it costs less to fill,
one bottle 15 times (the national av-
erage for returnable bottles) than 15
nonreturnable bottles one time. The
saving will more than offset increased
handling costs, according to the pro-
ponents.

To support their predictions of
lower prices, they cite soft drink ad-
vertisements, such as Coca-Cola in
Virginia urging consumers to buy
Coke in cheapdr, returnable bottles.



with y u
le ill!,

We believe Proposal #6 will be detrimental to our customers in a number of ways.
We have an obli ation to give our views on the'question since we carry a major

responsi i qty or t e price, variety and sanitation of the product we sell.

Higher prices.
Beverage prices have gone up in the only 2

states to adopt this scheme and trmy are higher
than prices in neighboring stateseven before

the deposit charge.

Loss of choice.
Customers prefer convenience containers by a very

wide margin. People should be allowdd to spend their
money for convenience if they wis he r.egon system

has driven small bottlers and privjtc b ds out of
existence. Cans have almost disap Vermont

and t -wait at the checkout had come longer.

Sanitation proble
Massachusett6 has 33 times as many people per square mile as
Oregon. Under such crowded conditions, the accumulation of
unwashed bottles and cans will represent a real health hazard.

Beverage consumptiog-is almost three times greater than in 1960
when non-returnab166 became important. Today the sanitation --
problem will be several times greater than it was 16 years ago.



Even more important... #here will be a definite loss
of manufacturing 'ohs. The Secretary of Economic-Affairs has

estimated that aWany as one thousand good paying, heagsif jamily jobs
would beeliminated. Statistics can be arranged to claim thethese,losses
might eventually be balanced by low-paying jobsin handling-and wastring
empty bottles together with part-time jobs in supermarketuThi$1s.not a

good exchange for Massachusetts. We need factories and
manufacturing jobs. And after all

T litter problem will remain.
The officially accepted report of the state of Oregon states.that total

highway litter was reduced by only 11%. Beverage containers are less
than one-third of all litter and onlys part of container litter is: affected.

We all want a soluticin to the litter problem. The best approach to the total
problem was taken by the State of Washington. Instead of following the
Oregon plan, Washington put in a down-to-earth program to control all

litter. Their highways are the cleanest in the United Stateswith no loss
of jobs or other economic dislocations.

All of us are concerned about resources. We need a broad and eomplete
program to recycle everything possible, dot just beverage containers

that amount to only a small part of all solid waste (7%).
Question #6 makes no provision whatsoever for recycling and gives

a false promise that you can handle a major problem by working on one
tiny part of it

We want vou to tell us how we should run our stores. We.vvould like to
operate them with the greatest variety and choice, the highest level of

service and sanitation and the most reasonable prices. aperience from
Vermont and Oregon tells us that these things suffer under the bottle

p9posal and no othet states have followed this scheme.
These are our thoughts.

detision js yours
eSpectftflly

ass setts Retail Food Association
Representing 20 assach:setts food stores, inaluding all the chains, the supermarkets and or one thousand independent grocers.

89 Franklin' St., Boston 02110
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er
on our

Do you enjoy the crumpled cans, dingerous flip tops
and broken bottles That litter yous yards, 'streets,
piirks, beaches, and roadsides? Do pits know that by
volume littered bottles and cans make up 70% of the
trash that covers Massachusetts? And that every year,
we spend over $5,000,000 in tax dollars to pick up this
awful mess?

Here's how Question #6 the s Bottle Bill
Solves these problems at no cost to you.

When you vu
carbonated so
The bill also p
nuisance

es. on 6 and make the,, Mass. Bottle Bill law, containers used to sell beer,
and Mineral wliter will be returnable for at least a nickel refund.

bits the use of detachable Bip-tops that have become such a gerous

When you buy beer or soda, you'll pay a deposit of 5c on every,container under a quart .

10c on every container of a quart or tier. This deposit by law must be returned to you
wbeu You return the, container at your convenience; simple, isn't it? Just it used to be
in the good old days.



IMPORTANT! The bottle bill simply does not apply to products,
natural or Ammo): 1 n d fruit Juices e.-and whiskey. Nor does it
apply to coraahient fix wiper .cartons that fall apart natuially\
And youll,pay no deposit purchiseslike a glass ar of mayonnaise

keen of soup.

la

How dOes the Bottle Bill work.
utffully!" say the people Of VerftiOnt and Oregon. How

much difference can bringing back returnable containers
make? Well, the citizens of Oregon voted for a Bottle VW W,
1972; today, their bottle-can litter is down 83% and Just
one year after passing. a Bottle Bill, Vermonters have seen

...the litter along their highways cut 96%!

And returnable containers pay their own litter pick-up
costs. Suppose some clueless person leaves a men
turnables lying around. That 5c -10c dePasit guaran
they'll be picked up and returned by the local kids, the best
lifter pick-up team In town. And their services cost you
nothing.

The big,.out-of-state container manufacturers and their-friends
will do their darudest to defeat our Bottle Bill. ,Whyl Because
throw-away contfthiers help them grow bigger: and richer at. our
expense, :4
Backer thethe ThArtiel, there were 900 beetconsp=ies In America. Today 95% of tall beer sales are

: controlled by 8 glane5ompanies you get the Picture. Bigger sales,split up among fewer corn-
Ponies with fewer plants and fewer eMployees means bigger Profits for the Big Boys,

And all this was possible by I see -way asies system built on throw.aways. Everything goes
Nothing bu oney comes back. The cosissunerpnys for all the mom icostof the throw-

ys at the other end ... including the cost of the container itself Which means the container
ufacturers and their Men& get the profits, bony Iendy lesiving us with the litter.

e Beve*ageBiggles'llide d
rout OrganizatiOn

A front org4nlzation, called the CoMmittee to Protect Jobs and.the Use cif Convenience-Con-
- talners 6 Massaehosetts, has been folikird. They will spend S1-2 million to fight the Mass.

Bettis Where did they get that kin al morose Most of it from the Out;o1-state container
mandfactorers and their friends vdso spenilon estimated twenty million to defiet Bottle Bills all
over the U.S. and protoct their precious throw-sways. And they'll try to beat us out of our Bottle,
Wright here in Massacinisetts, too, unless you stop them.



thew
en you

le Bill baloney
don't you believe,

a word of I
The Bottle Bill could cost your family over SlOCi a year
BALONEV. There's no good. region Why the Bettie Bill should Increase the
price of yotu,:favorlte beer or *oft drink. The Bottle BIB won't cost you a idchel

after all, R's refundable Ira tact, the respected Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston ieportithet the milled' beer and soft drInIm shoWd.declIne once the
Mass. Bottle Bill is In operation. 48.

The Bottle Bill will cost many fobs in Massachimetts.
BA4.ONEY1 The Mass Bottle BR1 will createjobs ht Massachustts for Massa.
chumtta workers. The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston reports that the Mass.
Bottle code create as many as 1,380 new jobs with a paygoll1nsteaseas.
high as 810,000,000.

Tougher enforcement of litter, laws t3 what we need, not a Bottle Bill.
BAJONEV We need tough enforcement of at Alder laws; Including
Massachusetts Bottle BIB, t we are goktg to get out of this mess.

U KNOW EVERY LITTER BIT HURTS.- I

MAKE YOtJR VOTE HELP THISILECTION .HAY.
von FOR THE MASSACHUSETTS BOTTLE MIL, VOTE YES

WE NEED MONEY TO WIN_. SEND CHECKS TO COMMITTEE FOR A MASSACHUSETTS 0 6E BILL 120 JOYLSTON ST., ROOM 320.r
BOSTON'. MA 02(tie

Whig groups and °EDON, have endonedlhe Masiachusetts Bottle SO
ion of Massachinetts Consumers Junior League of Boston - k

too City Ciitihcil 1 ; Taints }% Kelley,Chairmail, State Senate
Boston 200 Ways and Means Committee

....
Edward W. Brooke, Senator ,- Edward M. Kennedy, Senator
Citiaitaafor Parlkipation in PoDticil Lcagui of Wom an Velem of Massacht!Setft.

Action (CFPAX) Marlborough City Council .
Cooperative Metropolltm Miebtria Massaehmetti Assoc-1.01*nel Conservation

Frit-m*0f the Esul.h l' l' Mauer. hwy.. Audu
CammisalonsMichael S. Dukalcht, GovyroM 1

Glouoiteeaty;Cotmell Massachusetts F inlander n
Michael Herrixigton, United States. 'Massachusetts Forest Lion

Sepresen Wive
This pamphlet was prod uctd by the Committee for a Maatachut

t
120 Boylston St Room

Massschnsetta Publk interest
Group (Mass PIRG)

MaliscRosette Bred it
Musechnsetts Selectmen

' Massecinisetb Siena Club
Massachusetts State Feder

Women's Clubs, Inc.
Massacbusetts WMUIfe Federation
Evelyn F. Murphy, Seeretery..

Office of EnHrumnental Affairs
New England Trail Rieke*
French W. Sargent, forMer
Springfield aryfouncil

Bottle Bill. More informatiem can booblained from the Canmittet a
ton, MassachuSetts 02116 (423 - I NW



offices-d the Massaeltuietts Wholesalers of
ages, _Ove $1.3
Question 6.

The oppositidn olerakes largely with scare tactics, not
supported by facts. Congress has been considering yecleral
legislation, to return the nation to a reusable bOttle and
can syStem. Business interests do not want to undert
convbrsiOn to a returnable system. So they are fighting
bottle bill here and also nationally.

Murphy said that she has repeatedly asked to data
detailing the claims that -jobs will be iost if Question -6
passes. She said as far as she can determine no analysis

even ,without analysis, the oppone ave pulled aro
has been conducted by the op ants of Questiop Vphttt
cial union-support and that could mean = arge labor %N AO.,'
against Question.

James Loughlin, Secretary-treasurer of the Mas-
sachusetts State Labor Council claims the bottle bill'
"would hurt so many peoplemachinists, steel workers,
labelersyou can't even count how many. Of course we ..
oppose it."

In fact there have been two studies conducted, which
calculate that jobs will increase-with a returnable_ bottle
and can systein. In addition, the studies show there will be
significant consumer savings under the bottle bill (which
requires deposits for returnables).

The Federal Reserve Study, reliased here last March-,
details the benefits of the bottle bill, including more
jobsnot fewer jobs, The Federal Reserve figures also
showed that consumer prices declined in Oregon and
Vermont after those states eliminated throw,aways.

Just recently the Federal Energy Agency in Washing-
ton released the study conducted for it by an independent
consulting firm on the national iinpact of a reusable
container system.

This study showed that a system of reusable bottles
and cans increases labor forces. (That is probably why
business opposes it.) This survey estimated nearly 120,000
new jobs would be created nationally by a Federal ban on
throwaways. It:also calculated that consumers would save
over $08 million annually.

The main advertising against Question 6 inaccurately
implies that the US Environmental Protection Agency is
against the bottle bill. EPA Regional Administrator John
A, S. McGlennon has officially protested the advertising
and asked that EPA's name be eliminated from ads
opposing Question 6. McGlennon is in favor ofothe bottle
bill. 'Y

All in all, Massachusetts votersworkers and
consumer -are getting a lot of bad information and scare
tactics. If they given the truth, they would vote "yes"
on Questio

Massachusetts Environmental Secretary Bvelyn
Murphy has joined the protest against the distorted adver-
tising being used to defeat Question 6, the Bottle Bill, on
the election ballot this Tuesday.

' 1Murphy said yesterday she believed that union lead-
ers here have been caught in a bind by the opponents of
the Bottle Bill. The Massachusetts State Labor Council,

-,,--- -AFL-CIOTopposes Question 6-on the grounds that it ,vould
cut employment in Massachusetts and increase consumer
costs. The steel workers nationally oppose the Bottle Bill
concept. Miirphy said she thought local labor leaders were
trying to support their brother steelworkers, while not
having strong opposition themselvea to Question 6.'

, An economist by training, Murphy argued that all
available data shows the bottle bill would' increase jobs
and cut consumers costs. She fears the bottle bill will be
defeated because of unjustified threats placed, in the Minds
of the labor population in Massachusetts.

"When I look at that Federal Reserve.-(bank) study,
when I see the union jobs coming out of it--the bottle
washers, handlers, truck' drivers, I cannot understand how
the union can be opposed," Murphy said If they are
serious, it would seem they are being duped.- i

Question 6, if passed by the voters, would ake
bottles and cans returnable in Massachusetts. The u-e of
flip-top cans in he state Would be ended. The bottle bill is
designed to ell 'nate litter created by throwaways Also
the law would c waste of energy and materials involved
in the throwaway system. .

Vermont and Oregon have laws- against dispo able
beverage containers. And the results in both states ave
meant savings for consumers and a dramatic decli e in
litter. A study conducted by the US Environmental o-.

tection Agency in Vermont showed a 67 percent decr, ase
in bottle and can litter. -

The opposition to Question 6 comes largely from beer-_ opposition =

interests and soft drink producers as well The anti-bottle
bill organization is the Committee to Protect Jobs and Use
of Convenience Containers. It is run out of the Boston
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